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EOREWORD

The papers in this solume are the procenings of the National t eadership Confer
ence on Basic Skills held Januar) 7-8, 1982, at Southv.esi Texas State Unisersity, Sah
Marcos. Texas This insitational 1. onfereme, sponsored by the Unisersity's Center
toi the Studs of Basic Skills, pro.ided a forum for national leaders to identify and
to discuss promising practices, problems, and solutions in basic skills instruction

The book is intended tor the large number of people v.flo are either interested or,
actisely engaged in impro.in g bask skilk instruction practitioners in elementary,
middle, and secondar, schook and colleges, basic skills policy makers, unisersity
based researchers and teacher educators, and school administrators The solume
attempts to brmg together and to sohdify our 1 undamental knowledge about bask
skills instruction as we move into the 1980s. ,

In spite ot dv.indhng federal support for improsing basiczkills instruction in our
nation's schools, it is clear that much work remains to be done to increase student
dates emem The follov.ing papers, we feel, pros ide the strategies for acoomphshing
this work

In Part I, Thomas Goo details the progress that has been made in assroomcl

research daring the past Lade and discusses three characterisucs of effecthe
teaching teacher expectations, actise teaching, and classroom management In Part
II, Stephen Judy resie!.., seseral points of agreement and disagreement in writing
research and practice and then makes four recommendations for changes iq writing
Instruction. Beserley Bimes then concludes this section with a teacher's slew of
improsing writing instruction The improvement of mathematics lnslrution in the
1980s is discussed in Part III by Shirley Frye and Ross Taylor, both of whom outhne
a specific agenda for action In Part 11, Lloyd Kline offers three principles accepted
by most reading educators and then posits three statements of need which ought to,
guide reading instructors Next, David Pearson recommends that teacher; change
their questioning strategies and instruction in socabulary and comprehension skills
and that they become more actise in modeling and providing feedttack to learners
Finally, Rosaiinda Barrera explores the complexities of teaching reading to language
minority students. in Part V, Barbara Lieb-Brilhart discusses the evolution of oral
communication as a basic skill and makes fi. e recommendations for improsing oral

\ communication research.and instruction. Kenneth Brown then re. iev.s several ap
proaches to instruction in and assessment of oral communication skills. In -Bart VI,'
Shirley Jackson and Raymon Bynum outline the roles that the federal and state
goxernments v.ill assume in the basic skills movement m the 1980s William Bechtol
col1cludes this section by discussing the important contributions that higher eduqg.
tion can make to the basic skills effort In Part VII, Carol Daniels asserts that
teachers can influence publhhers to produce educational materials that reflect the
conference \ recommendations in basic skills instrudion In addition, she outlines
the criteria for teachers to use m selecting materials. Finally, Forrest Paray and
Sharon O'Bryan comment in then epilogue on the need to keep alhe the quest'to
improve the quahty of schooling in the 1980s

We fed that the tollowing papers represent a significant contribution to our
understanding of bow to improve basic skills instruction. Furthermore, we hope
that these papers v.111 keep ahse a serious and sustained dialogue on how to improse
the educational lives of all our nation's students. .
Southwei Texas State University ...,) Forrest W. Parkay

MSan arcos, Texas Sharon O'Br yan

June 1982 Michael Hennessy
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FOCCSFOR kASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTION IN THE 1980

Forrest W Parkay & Sharon O'Bryan
Southwest Te.Vas State Umverstty

America's sc,hoOl system is currently stris mg to meet the csompless needs ot a society
undergoing extensive social and economic change This system, inon auernpt to be
responsive to all as constituencies, is oserwhelmed with soung ppk tram diser

gent backgrounds
In recent years the press, educators, students, parents, arid employers hase

complained About the leNel of literacy within this mix of young people Pressure to
mcrease achievement in the bask skills (defined in a 1978 U S. Senate Commutes:
Reportp.readmg, mathematics, and oral and written communication) resulted in a
back-to-basks movement that receised much attention in the media Initial support
tor this movement came from federal monies, though today we are witnessing
extensive cutbacks in federal support of bask skills improsement programs

As we mo,Se into the 1980s, then, several questions must be addressed Where arc
we, and where are we going with basic Skiffs programs? What arc effectise programs
and practices in bask skills? Finally, what will happen to the'strides made in basic
skills programs as federal funding dwindlescan we maintain, even extend, Our
successes? '

To answer these muestions, educators and basic skills policy makers from nine
teen states, the Dist`pct of Columbia, and three countries consened at Southwest
Texas State University on January 7-8, 1982, for the National Leadership Confer
ence on Bask Skills, A Conference Declaration for Basic Skills Instruction in the
1980s, compiled from key points made by tbe twelse main speakers and the reactions
oC participants in small group discussionsfwas developed.

Five recommendations from this declaration stand out as essential to any effort
to improve instruction:

Time must be scheduled for reading, mathematics, and oral . and wraten
comm mcation.
Teache s must expand and develop their teaching skills.
Relati nships among all the basic skills should be explored and taught across
tle cur ulum.
Research-proven effeuive practices hould be implemented locally esen
though federal support is diminishing.
Edpcators must remember that no simple solutions exist for complex educa
tional problems.

The following conferenceijeclaration, presented here in its entirety, offers a
sufficiently akar focus for iiWrosing instruction in the 1980s We hope that eduva
tors around the country will find this document a useful, pointed sypthesis of
current, first-rate research and practice in teacher effectiseness, staff deskopment,
reading, mathematics, and oral and wntten communication. The declaration repre
sents, too, a compelling statement that today we possess adequate knowledge to
begin to improve significantly the educational lises of"our nation's students

1



CONFERENC,E DECLARATION FOR BASIC SKILLS
INSTRUCTION IN THE I980s

Research-Based Findings on Teacher Effectiveness

Effective Teacherspo Havq a Measurable, Important Influence on Student
Learning.
Recent research based on classroom observation illustrates Lonvirkingly that
teachers do have a measurable, important influerke on student learning. Re-
searchers, however, need to spend more time working in dassrooms in order to
ormulate more realistic and accurate Lorkeptions of the teáLher's role and to
etermine how effective teachers differ from ineffective teavhers. Researaers must

also work at the lotal school level to help teachers implement researdi findings.

Teacher Expectations Significantly Inflpence Student Learning.
Effective teachers view teaching as a Lomplex job that, despite its di ff kulties. Lan be
done effectively. They also communicate to their students appropriate expevta-
tionsneither too high nor too low.

' Skills Maintenance PrograinkEtihance Student parning.
Achievement tan be improval when previously learned skills are systernativally
reviewed on a regular basis. A five- to fifteen-Minute review every day or ev ery...

other day is most effective. It is easier to stop students from forgetting than to lei
them forget aiid then teach them again. Skills maintenanve is an exvellent transition
activity after recess or lunch or at the tieginning of a period. Moreover. a skills
maintenance program can ,be implemented with relatively little inservive training.

Active Teaching Results in Increased Stbdent Achievement.
Teachers whip are more active in presenting information, paying attention to thc
meaning and conceptual development of vontent, lOoking for signs of student
comprehension and 'or vonfusion, and providing suvi_essful pravtive opportunities
appea to have more student adnevement gains than do teavhers who arc kss au i c
and rely more upon seatwork and other classroom activities.

CI ssroom Management Affects Student Achiev;ement.
JC assroom management finvluding the effetive use of time, proavtivc planning, and
r ponding to studerits' behavior) strongly influerkes student ai.hievancnt. Ther4 is,
howe%er, no list of simple rules that guarantees suvvessful management cf fevk e
management varies with the age of students, instruvtional goals, en.. Still, the
concepts and researdi findings in this arca arc numerous and useful and should bc
communicated in teacher education and inservice programs.

No Simple SolutionsTAist for Complex Educational Problems.
Edikational prsblettts Atfrofoundiy omplex and, as suvh, arc beyond thc sirnpk
solutions oftefl"proposed. Xeseardi has !fro% ided some important Lorkepts for
analyzing anti designing instr4tion, but these findings vannot be apply" to eduva-
tional setting4 without first G6nsidering the Lontext within whivh thc individual
teacher work4

2 0



Staff Development

AdnunistrAtors Must Encourage leachers lo Improve Skills Through'Inserv ice and
Membership in Professional Organizatierns.
Et fedi% e teashers must be flexible enough to resognize shanges in edusation and in
the world at large The) must look at new learning theories, teashing methqds, and
student populations arid I7e wilhng to adapt their teashing to these. Adminktrators
should, therefore, deselop and support kadership among teashers and encourage all
teachers to participate in professional ouanizations

Teachers Must Commit Themselves to Continuo.us Professional driawth:
Teachers must be ensouraged improse their desision-making'skills as they search
tor their own most ettestise methods for teashing basis skills. Through increased
monitoring and examinakion of their teavhing bchasiors, teachers san better under-
stand slassroom dstiamiss and learn wilen and ho.w to apply research findings

Oral Communication

Explore the Relationship Between Oral and Written Communication Skills.
Similarities and differences between oral and %%mien communication should be
identified and made apparent to teachers and students. Ite historkal, canons of
invention and arrangement should be common to both oral and vritten basic skills

Emphasize Oral Commutfication Instruction.
Adequate time must be allowed for oral communication in the following six areas
verbal skills, nonverbal skilk, interaction skills, critical 'evaluatile skills, message'
strategy skids, and functional situational skills. Curriailum goals must be as cllear

for oral sommunisation as they are for other subjeLt areasno longer shopkI oral
communisation merely pros ide supportise athsities for other language hrts.

Develop Interacine Methods of Assessment and Performance Measures Which kre
' Valid, Reliable, and Feasille. .

Federal, state, and local education agensces should deselop ne v. methods of assess
ment that are valid, reliable, and feasible. In addition, these agencies shoufd conduct
Itudies to allay or vent- y fears that oral communicanon assessment IS too time
onsuming and sostly. The results of the new assessment efforts should be dissemi

nated widely throughout basi s. skills programs in order to proniote alternatice means
of assessment and to help others avoid duplicating work already clone,

Develop a National Oral Communkation Project Patterned After the National
Writing Project,
Because the National Writing Project has earned acclaim from both educators and
the general publis, a similar projes.t for oral sommunisation sould produse equally
valuable results ,

Reading

Reading Skills Should Be Taught In ConlextNot Iyolation.
'Students cannot be taught to read oulside the contev of their expectations, cares,
doubts, questions, loves, or hates. Furthermore, teachers should not use the Rsults
of one small research study without Lonsidering the larger context the mystery and
awe through which any. of us at random learns to read

3
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,Reading Instruction Should Be Explkilly Structured/and Orkenized.
While no specific system 01 leading instruction works with all sTudents, just about
any system works with must if it is struLturecrand organized. Readmg teachers need
to bring a greater sense of order to. their classrooms by knowing exactly what they
arc trying to do, by letung students in on that knowledge, and by expecting
appropriate behavior of them.

Questions Asked of Readers Should Be ( hanged To Promote Better
Understanding.
Research suggests that it matters a great deal what kinds of questions teachers and
teachers manuals use to deterimne students' story comprehension. Questions that
ask students to predict. to relate the text to priox knowledge, and to evaluate
pratilLted outcomes are superior to more hteral and actual questions

ocabulao Instruction Should Be (hanged To Relate Mort To Students' Present
Knouledge and Experience.
Instruction that emphasizes where a word fits in a stadent's present vocabulary is
better than methods that emphasize word recognition vocabulary and verbatim
det minor's reader's knowledge of a topic and of the key vocabulary included in a
text4s a better predictor of comprehension of that text than is any measure of
reading ability, or achievement

Reading Teachers Should Use Frequent, Direct, and Explkit Instruction for
Comprehension Skills.
Research suggests that-comprehension (though a complex interactive process be-
tween the reader and the text) Lan be taiight. Current approaches to comprehension
that stress only practice omit a critical elementthe teacher acting A a model,
demonstraung how to ,c)lve problenb and showing what dues to look for in the text
in order to find solutions Comprehension activities, then, should include teacher
modeling, guided practice, and regular corrective responses from the teacher.

Writing

Writing Programs Must Be Based on frequentkuthentic Writing Experience.
Writing is a lea n by doing skill, and therefore frequent writing practice is necessary
tor both basic ind advanced students. The question for the 1980s is not whether
Johnny an4:,L e have mastered mandated objectives or hierarchical patterns of
discrete langiMe skills, but how often 'they write, to whom, for what purposes, and
under what kind of professional guidance.

Writing Must Be Part of All Classes, Not Just English/Language Arts,
Wrtting,aLross the curriculum must be developed and implemented by English
teachers so that students will write in all classes. Research in the language learning
process shows that composition is not -merely tbc puttmg down of ideas preformed
in the writer's hcad, the writing process is inextricably bound to discovery, to gaining
knowledge knowledge of the world and of the self. Writing is both a liberal art and
a skill, as such. it is absolutely esserpial for learning in all disciplines. Therefore, the
teaching of writmg cannot and should not be exclusively the domain of English
teachers

4 I
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All Lnglish leathers and t, untent Area Teachers Must Expand and Delslop Their
Writing Skills.

,The success of the National %wing Project shows that the way to improve writing
instruction in the schools IS to help teachers educate themselves about current
methodology, not to threaten them with standardized tests. lnsers ice is expensive, of
course, but it can be effective. If the money now used fOr testing programs were
redirected toward well-conceised insers ice, there would be enough money to reedu
cate all willing teachers, with some left oset for mode5t, well-conceised testing

programs.

Composition Teachers Must Be Given More SatiSfackpry Teaching Conditions,
Including Manageable Class Sizes and Loads.
For over two decades the National Council of Teachers of Engligh has adsocated
class loads for secondary English teachers not to exceed one hundred students and
four classes. But during those \decades we hase seen class sizes and loads in most
states increase, not decrease. tsen drawing on Lontemporary peer-editing tech-
niques, no teacher izan teach writing effectively to massive numbers of students. If

'schools are serious about improsing writing instruction, they must pay attention to
manageable Class sizes and loads.

.4, Mathematics
4 .

Identify Mathematics as an Eslential Basic Skill.
Each school district should hase a written policy that Identifies mathematics as an
essential basic skill. This policy should identify various mathematical skills, not just
computation, as basic and should support a strong, mathematical program The
program shoulltbe supported 'through adequate resources and should actively

.1. insolve administrators, teachers, students, parents, and the community.

Emphasize and Identify Basic Skills Areas in Mathematics.
Each basic skills program should include at least the ten areas identified in the

National Council of Supersisors of Mathematics' Position Paper on Basic Mathe-
matical Skills. problem solsing, applying mathematics to everyday situations; alert-
ness to reasonableness of results, estimation and approximation, appropriate com
putation skills, geometry, measurement, tables, charts, and graphs; using
mathematics to predict, and computer literacy. The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics' Agenda for Action. Reiommendatton for School Mathematics for the
1980s supports such a position and places special emphasis on problem solving

Emphasize Mathematics Skills for Career Alternatives.
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics recommends at least three years
of mathematics for grades 9 through 12 in order to give students a wide choice of
career alter naiis es. The Council also encourages mathematics instruction during the
senior year to maintain continuity of learning and deselopment of potential The
diverse needs of the school population in the face of riew and developing fields

requfre a lifelong learningof skills.

Incorporate Mailable Technology into the Mathematics Program.
Mathematics programs should take full, adsantage of calculators and computers at
all levels. Used effectiveb and in a variety of ways, these devices can enhance
learning. Students need calculator and computer literacy to function in today's
rapidly changing scientific and computer oriented society.

5
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RESEARCH ON TEACHING:
SOME IMPORTANT AREAS OF PROGRESS

Thomas L. Good
University of Missouri

Introduction

This paper will describe the progress that has been made in Llesroom research in ths
past decade, particularly in the area of bask skills instriktion. We know Lonsidera- \
-bly more about classroom teaching than we did a decade ago. In 1970 the aLcumu- \
lated knowledge about the effects of classroom processes on student achievement \
was weak and contradictory/Although we still have mui.h,to learn, the literature on
basic skills instructiOn in reading and mathematks in ekmentary si.hools has moved
from a state of confusion to a point where experimental studies can be designed
upon a data base Later, I will return to a discussion of what we have learned from
recent research; however, it is important first to exagune historical factors.

School Critics: Simple Solutions
In the late 41960s it was popular to criticize teachers and schooling. Indeed,

following the publication of the Coleman et al. finclinb (1966) and the initial
disappointing results of Head Start research, thae were irkreasing doubls about
whether teachers affected students' learning, and financial support for edikation
decreased Unfortunately, the charge that teaching made little differerke in students'

)4" learning was hot bastd upon classroom observation. Despite the willingness of
critics to design new programs for solving the "problems" that confronted Ameri-
can education in the late 1960s, there was little information for desuibing what took
place in classrooms (Schwabd 968).

In a comprehensive review qf the major individuahzation tediniques used in
reading instruction during the 1900s, Artley noted that despite tte, many desirable
features of each new.approach,:the effectiveness of any single approadi for teadiing
reading is seriously limited Artie) argues that any program helps the reading
problems of some students but creates (or at least fails to respond.w) cliff kulties for
other students.

I believe that in the past, educators have moved (often with the best of intentions)
from fad to fad because the field did not possess sufficient observational data to
indicate how complex teaching is or to illustrate the various tradeoffs that oLLur in
any teaching situation I agree with Artley that innovations proposed in ,education
(the activity movement, individualization and openness, bad, to basks) tend to be so
sweepins that theY substitute one set of problems for another.

Benefits of Educational Research
In the l970s muth.observational research was Lolliktedpin Liassrooms These data

have illustrated that general, universal theories of teadung may be unobtainable
because the characteristics te good teaching vary as the Lontoci (e.g., age, ability of
students) of teaching and the echkational goals change (Brophy and Benson,
1976) In part, observational research in Llassrooms irkreased be.aust resed.hers
were betoming more dissatisfied with fheory developed only in laboratory settings.
Furthermore, some investtgators were presenting data whkh indkated that lass-
rooms were mush more complex and learning mui.h more prAlematii. than previ-
ously belie ed (e g., Jackson, 1968, Smith-& Geoffrey, 1968).

6
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Although it is impossible to rev IeV speciagitthodological advances here (see

Brophy, 1979 (ot a good restos), it is important to emphasize that advances in the

understanding pf classrooms in the 1970s ou.urred not only because of mere

observation but also because of better quantitative and qualitative obsirsational
procedures and more adequately selected samples Although there are many reasons

why observational procedures were improved in the 1970s. gains were achieved

largely because of the willingness of the NationaLlnstitute of Education to encour-

age sophisticated research in ongoing 4.11'ssrooms and because scholars were begin-

ning to provide conceptual chreLtion to the held (e g , Rosenshine & Furst. 1971.

Dunkin & Boddie. 1974)
>.

New Information About Classtrooms
Classroom observation has 'revealed .much informatioN about crassrogyn phe-

nomena that was nnt widely know n a decade ago Past dims bf education often

described classrooms as though there was no meaningful sariation in teacher behav

ior or In school practices (to describe one st.hool was to deZcribe them all) Depend-

ing upon the critic, all sehpolk were "too controlled" or "too haphazard However.

data collected in the pikt ten years illustrate lh'at some classrooms are "under
managed" ahd others "over managed" (e.'g Lemhardt et aL, 1979) Some teachers

treat high ind low achievers 'differently (trophy & Good, 1979), but in other_ot
classrooms students believed by )eachers iiitobe less capable,than other students
receive equitable or even more favorable ttLatment than students believed to be
more capable (Brophy & Good. 1974; Good Wal 1980).

Despite the fact that school unto explicitly suggest (or implicitly imfilyw hen
only one solution is offered) that teaihers (and schools) behave in similar ways,

there is now compelling es idence at the elementary school level lo illustrate that this

is not the case Formal studies of classrooms (e,g Bossert. 1979) illustrate that

classrooms often appear similar but place different task demands upon students,

and that other classrooms w hiLh appear dissimilar actually place similaNlearning

demands upon students ln other words. elementary school teachers structure and

organize learning tasks in different NN
Other research also indicates that teachers befi'ave in different ways In addition

to the fact that teachers vary in how they interact with students (e g , who vary in

sex, ability, and eihnicitv), teahers have also been found to vary widely in how they

use praise (Brophy. 1981 Some teachers use praise contingently, others noncon-.

ungently ) and in how they use tune (e.g Roseshine, 1980 Some teachers may spend

twice as much time on a subject as another teacher in the same grade at the same

school) Furthermore. teachiers also vary,in how they use time in a particular subject

area I- or example, Good and Grouws (1977) found that teachers differ widely in

how much tinfihey spend disi.ussing the meaning of the mathematics lesson and in

tHe time they grow students to do independent seatwork.
From this naturalistic study of mathematics classes in elementary schools. Doug

Grouws and I concluded that in many classrooms (but not all) there is too little

active teaching 1ocused upon the meaning of the lesson and too much attention to

drill. Other investigators have reached similar conclusions (too little attention in

many classrooms to comprehension and meaning) in the area of reading (e g .
Durkin, 1978-79, Leinhardt. et al.. 1981).

These are only a few of the ways in which observational research in the 1970s

'indicates that teachers vary in behavior and organization Such findings suggest that

"single answers" arc difficult to justify because instructional "problems" vary

widely from classroom to classroom
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leathers VaAe Do/ere/tie
In addition to the Iasi ttiat teadiers sat ii their behas ior, there is incileasing

es icience that some tspes ot satiation are related to dif ferent lesels of mean class
room actues emery Recent obsersational research pros ides solid es Idense that
teachers teaching similar pupils under similar circumstances often behase iii sill ler
ent wass and that these dilterences in teacher behas tor can he associated w ith
ditlerential learning gains I urthermore, research has demonstrated that teachers
can be trained to improse mean student achies orient in elementars school and
tumor high mathematas ((ood & ()roils% s, 1981) aria readini; \ nderson, Ls ertson
& Brophs. 19'9, stalling., 19'9, 1980)

Nitwit findings are important and usetul to teachers, how es er, sonic students has e
benetued more from certain instructional techniques w hich experimental (trained)
teachers Used than other tspes cd students In addition, the type of school organiza-

,tion and type ot teacher .also appear to mediate the effects of training Similw
findings 3re, of course, not uncommon in the change literature (as the work ot (ierle
Hall and his colleagues at the Unisersits of Texas has illustrated)

rtcant to emphasize that in the 1970s research produced esidence that
teachers make an important and measurable ditterciwe in students' leaning, and we
hase begun to identits some clues about teaching strategies associated w ith these
slifferences . \ Iso, recent research which has exanuned school -processes (unlike

researdi whidi focused on non-obsersational s ariabkslike the number of
hooks in the Ichool hbrars I has pros ided reasonable (orre( tional es 'dense that some
sellouts has e more rosins e effects on student achiesement than other schools le 5
Rutter et al 19"91

How Teachers Make A Difference

I do not intend to pros ide detailed accounts of recent classroom effectiseness
studies in this paper Hosseser, 1 scant to discuss three characterrstics of successful
teaching positise teacher expectations. active teaching, and effectise classroom
management Os hen successful teaching is equated with students' achiesement on
stardardized tests)

Teacher Expectations

Brophy and Good (19'4) hase shown that teachers sars csidels in the extent to
whwh they behase differenti'ally toward students they beliese to be high and ciss
achiesers Howes er.sclif ferential treatment of students cannot necessarily be equate
with poor ;caching Teachers can expect too miith or too little in their instructio 1

interactions with students (Good & Brophy, r978), and there are times w hen teac
probably need to treat students differently it they are to stimulate optimal lea ling
(Bank, Biddle & Good. 1980)

Still, it is important to note seseral replicated findings of ways in wh sonie
teachers behase in a potentially negatise manner toward low achiesers Good and

Orophy (1980) report the following behasiors.
1 Seating low students farther from the teacher and or seating lows in a group,
2 Paying less attention to lows in academic situations,
3 Calling on lows less often to answer classroom questions or to make public

demonstrations;
4 Waiting less time f or lows to answer questions,
5 Not staying with lows in failure situations (pros iding dues, asking follow -up

questions),

8
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6 ( riticizing lows more trequsntly than highs for incorrect public responses,
Praising losvs less frequently than highs atter successtul pubhe responses,

8 Praising lows more t requently than highs tor marginal or inadequate pubhe
reponse,.

9 Providing low achieving students with less accurate and less detailed teed
back than highs,

R) Failing to provide lows %with feedback about their,responses more frequently
than highs. . .

11 Demanding less work and effort from lows than t rom highs,
12 Interrupting the perfortnance of low achiesers more frequently than that of

high achievers
The list of teaching behaviors presented abose can only guidezechers' and

supervisors' efforts as they analyze classrooms. Howes er, iFitraTT3r.of fase &dins iors
are present m a classroom. student opportunity to learn and motivation for learning
would probably be reduce4. especially it loss students are presented svith less e ()went
and lass opportunur to learn .

In e ozzelarronal inters iew work svith teachers (svho varied notably in their ability
to obtain student achievement). Esertson and Brophy found that teachers %who were

, obtaining achievemem gains from students believed that they could teach and
siesved the task of teaching. as a complex but -doable" job. In contrast. teachers
who obtained towel levek of student achievement werc more ambivalent about
whether they could teaoh certain students It may be that apprOpnate expectations
play an importaiu mediation role a helping teachers to develop actise communica
non skills . .

Teachers who hold appropriate expectations seem to be willing to contlnue to
weirk with student, who have initial learnmg difliculties. They appear to expect that
students cap learn and that their job as a teachei is to find a vyay to promote such
leaoing This appropriate expectations variable is similar to some of the process
measures that Rutter et al. (1979) found to differentiate more and less effective
schools (e g., an emphasis on school learning. high teacher expectations that stu
dents will learn) --

Although the antecedent factors that precede the development of appropriate
teacher expectations are unclear. there is abundant correlational evidence to aSSOO
ate consistently appropriate teacher expectations for student learnmg and actual
student achievement .

I (Good, 1981b) have also argued that within a school year low achiesers may be-
asked-to adjust to more varied tether behasior than high-achiesing students. Many
low achiesers have different teachers in addition to their regular classroom teacher.
such as remedial math, reading. or speech teachers Although there arc no detailed
reports on how remedial teachers differ in their instructional behavior fr regular
classroom teacher's (if indeed they do), multiple teachers increase the c nces for
students to encounter different expectations and varied instructional ehasiors
Others too have commented upon this problem For example,q recent report by the
Rand ( orporation (reported in EduLatton Ilea, December 21, 1981) notes that m

: some schools qudents arc exposed to different and confbeting curricula in regular
and special classrooms Ironically. it seems that.schooling practice§ may require
students who have the least adaptive capacit) to make the greatest adjustment as
thcy move from class tot lass

Unfortunately, there is little research evidence directly examining the teacher
behavior that students receise as they move from one grade to the next, and or the
consistency between the behasioz of r6gular oclassroom teachers and remedial
teachers., Howeser. indireet eyidence,suggests that great discontinuities in behasioral
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pertormank.e expectations esist for some students as they niove front classroom to
classroom or from school to school These differences in role expectations may
make it difficult for students to understand lt hat is expected of them and, indeed,
may lead Co student uncertainty about the value of a particular subject matter,
because teacher, have different beliefs about how the'subject should be taught

i^

Implications, Suggestions
Observational data have suggested the "problem" varies from classroo.m to

classroom Some teachers assiign lows material that is too dill icult but other teachqs
assign content that is too easy (this appears to be the more 1. ommon problem)
Considering this wrIerbilitt, rules like "increase the number of times lows arecalkd
on and the 4quency of their praise %kill do more harm than good (i.e , some
teac-hers are already utilizing these techniques appropriately and for them this ad v lcc
would have dysfunctional effects)

The variables that affect teaching and learning are numerous, complex, and
interrelated Anowledge related to teacher expectation effects is therefore best
imparted to teachers along with judgmental and deti.sion malting skills about its
appropriate toe rather than presenting teachers Vt it h a list of behaviors they need to
perform An important policy step would be.the transformation of existing knowl
edge about teacher and student expectation effects into an organized curriculum
(readings, videotapes) that causes increased teacher awareness of issues involved in
forming and communicating low expectations This curriculum would also enable
teachers to develop skills for applying such knowledge in various contexts and
problem situations Fortunately, some work that may encourage teachers to develop
and to use decision-making skills generally (Amerel, 1981) and specifically in the
area of teacher expectations (Good & Brophy, 1978) has been completed

In inservice settings, the chan3..e to observe more frequently in other classurms
can provide teachers Vt t h an excellent means for understanding that low achievers
can learn and can help teachers to identify nuMerous strategies for interacting Vtith

all students, but especially with low achievers (Good, in press) When teachers see
low-achieving students respondan ways which they did not feel were possible, they
are likely to reevaluate their expectations and behavior toward loss achievers

As I have argued elsewlIgre (Good, in progress), if insekv ice work in this area is to
be successful', efforts neco be made to improve principals' observational skills as
ssell afi their abilities for establishing staff detelopment 'actisities for instructional
development (not evaluation) Unfortunately, despite the commonly asserted hclief
that onc of a principal's main duties is foprovide instructional leadersipp, many
principals and some curriculum supervisors do not have the skills necessary for this
task Most principals take only limited course work in curriculum and instruction
and have little expertise or appreciation for helping teachers to become more skillful
in controlling their expectations aRiut students or subject matter More course work
in these arcas for administrators would seem essential if the adt antages of classroom
observation arc to be realized

Teachen Education
Information abopt ways in which some teachers dilfer in their behavior toward

high- and low-achieving students should he Included in all teacher education pro
grams I do not know to what extent this information is presently contained in such
curricula However, inlormal contact with teachers suggests that many teachers do
not know how to monitor and, or analyze their interactions with different types of
tudents In short, they do not have a model for considering or explaining how and

why low expectations might bc communicated in the classroom
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Available evidence indirectly indicates that lovs receive more varied classroom
teaching behaviors than highs_ It seems plausible that part of this variation is due to
the lack of teacher agreement about how to respond to student failure. Teacher
education programs could play a valuabk role by helping prospective teachers tu
understand that a degree of failure wilbe present m any teaching situation (learning
occurs in stages and re teaching is often necessary). Programs should develop
teachers skills so that they can interpret student failure as a challenge. and should
provide teachers with better conceptualized strategies for responding to studat
failure.

Teacher education programs need to create role definitions which specify that Mc
teacher is there primarily to teach actively, and that failure calls for reteaching rather
than rationalization. Methods classes should stress diagnoses and remediation ful-
lowing fadure. Teacher education programs need more emphasis upon adapting
instruction after initial teaching. Too much of the information in these programs
implies that learning is non problematic if certain methods arc faithfully apphed.
Inappropriate expectations may exist for some teachers because teak.her education
programs in the 1960s and 1970s emphasized that if one plans well (the behav loral
objedive movement), success follows.

Instruction that encourages prospective teachers to think about the need to
coordinate their beliefs and behaviors (e.g., reactions to failure, 1. nteria for evaluat-
ing student work) with the beliefs and practice; of other teachers in the same school
is also needed Variation among teachers in beliefs and behavior may often have
desirable effects on some students, especially when teachers eAplatn the reasons fur
change ( last year different critena were used for grading )our composition
papers, this year emphasis is placed upon X boa ). However, unexplained
discrepancies that exist between classrooms coul atively affect some students'
motivation and understanding (especially low achi

As argued elsewhere (Good, in progress), the ht ture on teacher effectiveness
was so dismal in the late 1960s, many training protrams may have inSavertently
reduced teacher motivation by stressing the difficulties associated with teaching.
Teaching is a very tough, demanding, but doable job (Good 8. Brophk,..1978, 1980).
Unrealistically high or low expectations about teaching and, in particular, teachers'
abihty to influence low achioers, may have subtle negative effects upon teachers'
subsequent classroom behavior.

At /present virtually no information exists about the expectations of beginning
teadilers. Experimental research on this issue is needed. I emphasize that must
research on teacher expectations has involved a correlational exammation of thc
relationship between teachers' beliefs about students, their vcrbal behav iur toward
students perceived to be high and low achievers, and student achievemcnt More
comprthensrvc assessments-are needed of non-verbal behaviors thruugh which
teachers may 1. ommuniLate inappropnate expectations to students (c g , commciits
written on students' papers).

Active Teaching

Research on teacher effectiveness has not yielded specific guidelines about him
to teach, but it has provided clear evidence That teachers can and do make a
difference. As reflectedin many recent articles, the current Zeitgeist appears to bc a
call for increasing the quantity of teaching (Inore time for basic skills instruction,
more "time on task"). However, the most evident message that recent research
presents to me is that the qualityof teaching needs atterdion. Our initial naturahsiic
study of more and less effective teachers indicated that effective teachers were
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distinguished by hfilv 1110 taught RIJIliermitio and not by the amount of time they
spent on mathematics Teachers yvho obtained higher gains made better use of time
and ..16tained more student Inv okenient, but they ako mamtained a good balance
bet yveen theory and prasti.e (oncepkualization, application, and drill)

I believe the most important implisation yvhich teasher effecticeness research has
tor teacher education is that teashers need w be astiye in their teaching Teachers
vi.ho are more actiYe in presenung information, pay attention to the meaning and
concepure-iieyelopment ot content, look tor signs of student comprehension and or
contusion, and prov ide suscesstul practice opportunities appear to have more
achieyeniem gams than do teachers who are less active and vyho rdy more upon
seakvork and other classroom activities. Most teasher et tectiv eness research )1as
been conducted in elementary classrooms, hovsever, in secondary mathematics there
are reasonably sonsistent data as well (e g , Evertson. Anderson. Anderson. &
Brophy, 1980, Weber, 1978)

I prefer the concept o1 active teaching rather than the term "direct instruction"
(which has been used to describe the pattern of behay ior of teachers who obtain
higher-than-expected achieyement from students) because it represents a broader
clancept 01 teaching than does the existing research base In active teaching, the
initial style can be inductiye or deducuye, and student learning Lan be self initiated
or teacher-initiated (especiall) if thorough critique and synthesis activities follow
student learning attempts) Active teaching also connotes a broader philosophical
base (actiye teaching can occur in classrooms using a yanety of classroom organiza
tional.structures), and should become somewhat less direct as students become more
mature and mstructional goals become concerned with affectiye and process out
comes (Good, 1979). Also, active teachmg techniques can be applied in both
teacher-led irktruction as well as in student team learning instruction (e.g , Peter-
son, Janicki, & Swing, 1980; SlaYin. 1981; Webb. 1977).

Active teaching provides an important instructional construct for characterizing
the teaching role. With the apparent growing pressure for teachers to function as
classroom managers rather than as instructors, more emphasis should be placed in
teacher education programs upon helping teachers to understand actlite teaching As
I have emphasized elsev.here (Good, m progress), and' in the secnon of this paper on
teacher expectation implications, thc dissemination of this knovvIedge should be in a
decuton-makIng context that helps teachers to adapt the concept to particular types
of content and students. The development of videotapes that illustrate the concept
of active teaching in real classrooms v.ould be particularly important Clearly, the
effects of such simulation activities upon teachers' Judicious use of the concept in
real classrooms should be assessed Unfortunately, there are very fe v. studies on hov.
research hndings and concepts can be taught in a decision making format Such
research is badk needed.

Classroom Management

Classroom management (including time utilliation, proactive planning. and
responding to students' behav ior) was an actiye and productive research area in the
1970s. I give less attention to this topic because of space limitations placed upon the
paper and because relevant concepts and findings are readily available elsewhere
(e.g., Good & Brophy, 1978)

In the 1960s classroom management was often dehned as classroom discipline
and considerable emphasis was placed upon %hat to do after students misbehaved
Research initiated by kounin (1970) and yalidated and expanded by a number of
researchers in the past fe v. years has strongly illustrated that good classroom
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managers are not sharply dit fere rit kited in terms ot how thes react to student
inisbehaY ior Rather, good classroom managers utilize- techniques yshich proent
misbehas tor bs eliciting student cooperation in general and ins okement in assigned
No or k specit icalk Much is now knes n about these general managerial, principles and.
about proactoe teaching behaY tor kounin's concepts (e g , "Ye ithitness") are con-
ceptually herpt ul

As I hase noted in pro ious studies ((rood. 1979, 1981a), teachers' managerial
... abilities has e been tound to relate positiselY to student achiesement in eier.( process'-

product study condricted to date Many classroom management principles appear to
be applicabfe to a Yarn* of teaching situations (for details, see Good,& Brophy,
1980) It seems that teacher managerial skills are necessary if reasonable pupil
achiesement is to occur, and these concepts and principles should be included in
presers ice teacher training programs

There are many other sourcesohat emphasize classroom management principles
and or present kounin's concepts I or example, one entire yearbook of the Na-
tional Sooiets for the, Study of Education (Duke, 1979) is deeoted to classroom
management Another good source is lAwAmg m Classrooms (Good & Brophy,
19'8) This text emphasizes hounin's distinction between reactise and proactive
classroom management and there is considerable discussion of ho,s teachers can
prevent problems

Another source of information on translating classroom management research
into classroom practice is the researeh prograM on classroom management (COET)
at the Unieersity of Texas Research and Doelopment Center for Teacher Education.
This program was conceptualized and coordinated for seseral years by Carolyn
EYertson and is now headed by Edmund Emmer. The COET program has been

.1 aetoc in testing presious eoneepts related to elassroom management (especially
those of kounin) as well as in generating new knowledge. This program has
produced cone incing ee idence that it is possible to describe how more and less able
managers dif fer in their behae tor and has illustrated that these managerial strategies
can be taught to other teachers. .

To reiterate, because of limits on the length of this paper, I could do little more
than recognize classroom management as an actiee and important research area.
The interested reader can seek detailed information elsewhere (e.g., Good & Brophy,
1978) However, 1 want to emphasize that the practical Yaluc of classroom manage
ment research is at the conceptual and decision-making les5).-414ere is no list of
simple rules that guaranteesisueeessful management if followed (effectiee manage
ment Yartes with the age of students, instructional goals, etc.). Still, thc concepts and
research findings in this area are numerous and useful and such knowledge should
be communicated in teacher education programs

Summary and Conclusions

There is now clear es idence that teachers make a measurable and important
difference in students learning (at least in some currieulum areas-and (or sonic
important educational goals) Research has not yielded guidelines for successful
teaching, but it does pros ide important constructs that teaehers can use in studying
(and perhaps modifying) their teaching Research on teacher effectiseness needs to
be disseminated in ways which encourage teachers to creatisely adapt research
findings in their own instructional situations.

I belieee that there are noa sufficient data to suggest that educators' perceptions
of low achievers' learning potential are oilten too low. Furthermore, there is esi-
dence that lows can and do benefit from acne e teaching. Teachers can err by haying
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too high expiNtations iod bs LOimrkkiing too demanding assignments, how eser, m
general low achievers 'are more 4ikeh to suffer from wo httle stimulation and
teaching (e g , too little emphasis upon meaning, unduly ,repetttious assignmenh,
etc ) 'Information about the learning potential of studenh perceised to be loss
achiesers ne,eds w be disseminated to teachers and more active inserske training
Nhould concern more adequate way s for teaching row achies mg students Such
information needs to be presented in a nay that stimulates reflectiort and analysis,
because there are no simple rules that apply in all situations.

One particularly good svay to allow teachers and teachers in training to desdop
more appropriate role expectations is to increa?e their opportunities for obsersing
other teachers (Good & Brophy, 1978, Good, in press) In terms of expectations for
low achievement students, the opportunity to obsere and talk with teachers who are
Nu,essful with low students would be a direct and important way to encourage more
actise teaching of such.studentc.

Another more general use of classroom obsersation would be to allow teachers to
sisit teachers who use teaching styles that differ from their oikn. Opportunities to
observe other teachers would help to break down the physical isolation that is often
a part of the teaching profession

As I hase stated ekew here (Good, in press), another possible gain from cla4s-
room obsersation is coordination of instructional programs within a school Al
though there is 110 reason to expect uniform teaching practices in a school (and many
good reason, to accept and to encourage diversity in teaching style), occasionally the
discrepancy between how teachers present a subjetr is so great that it may cause
sdlne students great difficulty

For a sariety of reasons. I beliexe that more opportunity for observing other
teachers will help many teachers to think more seriously about their classroom
behavior and its effects on students. Obsiously, this is an important step if teachers
are to creatis els, adapt research findings and the practices of other teachers to their
own teaching situations For too long, teachers have been encoutaged to use
"generalized solutions Vve now have data whkh show that classrooms are so
complex that recommendations have to be adjusted to particular settings

Another area that merits much resiarch attention is teacher educakon Elsewhere
(Good, in progress), I has e noted that little is known about the content, beliefs, and
skills that teacher education programs communicate to prospectise teachers. In
particular, there h little information about how teacher education programs help
teachers in training to deselop skills for interpreting research and for adapting what
is known about instruction to the contexts in which they will teach Are teachers
gisen inconsistent facts and beliefs or are they helped to deselop a comprehensive
framework for assessing different salue perspectives and for dcs eloping consistent
personal teaching phifosophies? It is important to assess how teacher education
programs help teaChers to define theu instructional roles and their rdationships to
low achiesing students Many teacher education programs could add important
content to/their curricula in order to improse the obsersational skills of teachers and
their ability to use infor ation gamed through obsersation to adapt instruction as
necessary (Amard, 19 1, Guod & Brophy, 1978). Recent research evidence has
helped to substantiat what da\sroom teachers hase akay6 known, that to do an
e ,LLcLte job, teacher must possess abdity, skills, and work sery hard. Considering
the demands of teaching, many teacher education programs should require teachers
to demonstrate that they can successfully use prinuplestand concepts in actual
classroom situations.

hnally. I should emphasize that educators too often overreact to existing prob
l&ris and such exaggerated responses almost guarantee that new problems will be
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sf Cates/ V)t, }lase desclopc'd somc impor tant Bevt kno++ ledge about teaLhing in basis
skill subtests, hosseser, sush information has to be applied )udistously and in a
desion-making format if it is to hase a positise impast upon AmeriLan edmation.*

In prepaiing thir paper the author in a iew places has adapted rums material nom his other lecent writings
on the,topir t000d,'in (stogie, in {mess, 19$14. and 1981h) The author woold Also like to acknowledge the
general support recersed Irom h i. eruct to, Ressalch in Slislal lichasrol, Unisersit r ol Missouri ( olumbla
and len r Brown, Janice Meibuigcr and Pat Shanks tot oping thc manusclipt Furthermore, the helplul
editorial suggestions made br (rail Hinkel arc acknowledged
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RECENT RESEARCH AND NEW DIRECTIONS
IN THE TEACHING OF WRITINC

Stephen N. Judy
Michigan State University

Perhaps no area of education has attracted the attention of ihc media more regularly
in the past decade than the teaching of writmg. Ever since A'oss tied, , prompted by
the announcement of the SAT test score dechne, published its "Why Johnny Can't
Write" thematic issue in 1975, the local and national press have been filled with
stories about the writing deficiencies of Johnny and his sister Jane, characteristically
illustrated with samples of student writing that is incoherent and badly spelled, often
accompanied by the laments of teachers, parents, and popular media personalities
about the "withering away" of the English language at the hands and in the mouths
of the current generation of schoolchildren. Engkh. language arts teachers have
s.ome in for their share of the blame, and 1 think it is fair to say that the national
impression of English teachers is one of incompetence, of people who have some
how thrown away all standards, who have surrendered to some sort of new wave
permissiv ism, and who, above all, are ignorant of sensible ways to drill writing skills
into youngsters.

Predictably, the English teaching profession has respodded to the charges and
insinuations. Among other things, a number of articulate and well informed writers
have pointed out that a "crisis" in writing is nornew and was `not discovered by
either NeKsweek or Educational Testing Service. Parents and educators have been
concerned about the quality of writing and the quahty of writing instruction ever
since -orn pos it ion became a part of the school curriculum,in the mid nineteenth
-e ntur y. Nor does the pervasive popular notion of an absolute decay in literacy skills
hold up under close examination. Though test scores have declined often for
sociological rather than educational reasonsthere is no overwhelming evidence
(other than hearsay and media reports) to suggest that Johnny and Jane write any
worse than did their parents or their grandparents. Indeed, it may be that the writing
skills of the current generation came under close scrutiny because, in contrast to
mom's day and grandpa's day, teachers are making a concerted effort to teach
literacy to all hildren, not just those select few who could afford to stay in school or
who were articulate and verbally oriented when they came to school in the first
place.

But the response ofiphe English teaching profession has not simply been defen-
sive. The past decade IS; witnessed a dramatic increase in concern foi research in
the teaching of written composition, drawmg on a research base developed in the
1960s through the Federally funded Project English Centers and the National
Defense Eduk.ation At.t summer institutes for teachers. lt was during the sixties that
A) m pos ition researchers articulated most dearly that "the tradition" in teachitig
writing what would now be labeled the "basic skills approach"was not working.
And this discovery was no tnere jomanticism, though it was &finely linked to some
sixties phenomena like the ''open classroom" and "child centered" movements. But
the traditionteaching children grammar and parts of speech year after year,
hav ing them write endless "topic sentences" and standardized practice paragraphs
was not working and could not be shown to have worked in any era of educational
history.

The,research of the sixties focused on the concept of writing-as process, rather
than writing as a product, based on the assumption that what students need to learn
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are not the fixed tornis of adult langulgethe Traits of "good" wriungbut the
prewraing, writing. and postwiaing processes that must be mastered for a writer to

,e
face new writing tasks successf ully l'he research of that period was sound, it seems
to me, and a is unfortunate that the crisis in literacy perceived and popularized by
the media in recent years has discredited that approach Writing as process has been
widely blamed for a decline in literacy that has not taken place, I %lea were true
that the process-centered, child-oriented approach had dominated, the schools in the
seventies, for then we would have a rich body of data to explore. In fact, the
tradition in teaching writing was hardly budged, and when people nowadays,call for
"back to basics," they are, in fact, calling for a return to an approach that has
demonstrably proven itself ineffective, the approach which must be perceived as
responN for any lack of writing ability in today's children

The research of the 19'0s has continued to focus on the process approach,
budding on the foundation constructed irrthe 1960s As we look toward impro,ing
writing instruction in the 1980s and '90sit is important that the ideology of the
"back to basks" movement not be allowed to cloud issues and to obscure that
roearch base .

1 will not, in this paper, attempt to summarize all tl/e research in this area
((imposition thtory" is a hot topic on a great many university campuses today, so

hot, in fact. that that a number of graduate students are being attracted to it as the
sole area in Enghsh studies where Ph.D s are immanently hirable. This, in yrn, has
produced an avalanche of research studies, most of them sound, but too many to
encapsulate in a'short paper Instead, I want to offer, without a great deal of
documented supporting evidence," what I regard as three major "points of agree
mega" among writing theorists and informed writing teachers today. These form a
set of basic, though tentative, premises about the teaching of writing that can be
used.as the basis for developing sound writing programs today. (As an aside, I want
to note that these 'points of agreement" are broad enoagh to include both so called
'basic writers" and writers who have a highyr level of skill. I see no need for us to

tiisolate basic writers from other students or (o perceive that their needs and learning-
processes are somehow different from those of their more skilled peers )

The first area where I find near universal agreement in the prbfession is that
KritIng is a learn-b),-doing skill This notion has not been discovered by researchers
of the seventies or sixties, but has been afloat in the profession for over one hundred
years. John Dewey knew a and articulated a clearly. So dida minorit) of school and
college English teachers in the nineteenth century. In simplest termsthough not by
any means simplisticit means that drill and exercise neither teach nor prepare a
student for writing, that there is no substitute for learning to write through actual
writing practice. Now, there is in the profession a great deal of disagreement about
what constitutes the best kind of actipl practice. Some, for example, suggest that
practice should be limited to functional writing formsessays, apphcation blanks,
and so foithwhile others, and I am among them, feel that all students should be
given a rich variety of writing experiences, including creative as dell as functional
forms.

But again ifriting is a learn-by-doing skill. All the research and theoretical
writing of the past two decades points this direction, suggesting that the great need
in the schools and colleges today is for more writing, and less, not more, drill in the
so-called basics. If Newsweek had issued a colAplamt that Johnny and Jane do not
write enough, that they v.rite too seyom in English and Other classes, apt they are
too often given drill and short answer tests in lieu of actual writing and essay

exammations, I would have joined m the outcry. As it is, the back to basics move
ment IS actuall'y decreasing the amount of writing students do in the schools,

t
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,Anisumaig ianc that ,ould be spent assigning Lompositions and discussingifiem by
ettgaging students fa set ailothel round ot textbook.study largely unrelated to their
klI av urgers

sVseLoriLl maim point of agreement is that %ruing o a liberal art. and, I am
tempted to sas, THL Itheral art Traditionally, Lomposition has been perLeived as a

set Ile %kill tine learned to 4rite in order to be able to get doss n Ideas from other
subjeLi areas in langUage Writ inf was taught, then, in wry we to other subjects and
LlisLiphnes and as an aid to t unLtioning suLLessfully in the world of business

ReLegit resears.h, hosseser, hts vaggested that unting serses far more important
tunLtions in eduLat ion "Writing," goes a LatLh phrase in the profession these days.
I, a mode L/t thinking and knouing" ResearLh into the language learning process

shous that Lomposition is not merely the jotting doun Of ideas preformed in the
ss rr s head. the 11 nung proLess Is inextriLabb bound up %kith the discosery of
knouledge--,knouledge ol the vsorld and knouledge of one's selfand that the
proLess ol 11 ruing itsolt is a pRxess of disLosery -How do I knou vs hat I mean until
I sas it is also a.popular LaiLh phrase. It Lan be rephrased to apply to writing as,
"How do I knovs vs hat I know until I write it?"

Writing is more tkan just a sers we skill, and attempts to reduce urging instruc-
tion to scr 1 ILL %Ulu, [nerdy hamper good instruLtion Wnting is importani to the"
vLient 1%i 1111( %111111,ri4LLdlISe allous him to put down his ideas in print, but because
it is a part oi thL LlisLosery proLess k s important to the historian, not simply
beLaust. Altus, ho to take notes and describe Loncept, but because it helps her
shape those Lomems

ss ruing sserL merds a tool m the sers we of other disciplines, its skills could
ptobabk hetaught in a . ear or kss. tillite possibly vs ith self-paced computer
Icartung programs But st ruing h more than that As a liberal art it Is hterally a
tsiundation skill tor learning ir! all disLiplines In claiming a place for writing among
the lib(ral arts, thLn. writing teaLhers are not drawing on thpld cultural enrichment
model, suggesting that uriting, like I atm r Greek or Ttumanities study, subtly
enrwhes a person (though, it does), Thcy h e shown that it is a practical liberal art,
absolutdy essential to the karning pr

This wall/anon, in turn, suggLsts that the teaLhing of vs raing Lannot and should
not tse exLluIs the dommn sit I nglish teachers, and there is a great deal of
interest these Ins in programs ot "uriting aLross the curriculum." in whiLh Enghsh
and subjeLt-matwr teadters deal ssith those aspeLts of literaLy most directly related
to their area% ot interest and expertise (I vs in have more to sas about such programs

ms summary and recommendations)
The third prinLipal point of agreement in the teaLtung of writing is that novice

%inters tan tand,must; learn to monitor 'the effet Mene.ss and orret mess of their
mtn %triune The research base to vs hith I referred earlier has rather clearly shown
that teaLhers' 11raten Lomments on students' vs ming are riot espeoially effectise,
esen vshen done- thoughtfully and Lonstructisely Students too seldom attend to
uraten commentseven when "forced" to through grading procisionsand there
is reason to question vshether LritiLisni of feied after the act of composaion can be
et iedis L I urt.her. the traditional assumption that a teaLher must carefully es aluate'
esers pieLe 01 %ming a student does has treated an Impossible burden for %silting
teaLhers It jhes assigned as muLh writing as experts say they should, they cannot
possibls mark a an

Saws: Me early 1960s. a number of reseafners and praLtitioners has e expert-
menteLl ssith the rdated Lon(*.epts of peer ap0 self- editing, using pairs and small
groups as a uas of teash g editorial skills to youngsters and helping them become,
more and more responsib Tor the final quality of their ovs n vsork This atiproaLh is
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pedagogisally iustit nark in that it seeks to make writers independent of the English
teasher as an whiter of soriestifess and striyes to deyglop in the welter a sense of his
or her own competense. At the same time, peer- and self-editmg demonstrably
reduse the take bom paper load, subshtuting slass workshops and sonferenses as a-
means of teacher evaluation -

This approash to evaluation is still in its infancy, and, predictably, it is both
unvettling and troublesome to litany teashers. It creates feelings of guilt for some
teashers who don't feel as if thet are domg their job unless they take home stasks of
papery, and there are many, many prastisal barriers to sucsess, insluding the use of
students who are not highly skilled editors to asstst eash other m learning. But
despite as draw basks, peer and self editing is one of the most promising prastises in
the teashing ot writing today, and I am quite sonfident that further researsh and
prastisal ecperimentation yvill make it a permanent part of writing pedagogy, if only
besauye a allows writing teashers to assign vastly more amounts of writing than they

,were able to formerly
Haying idctilit iLd three major points of agreement within the writing profession,

I now want to turn to some matters that are less settledsome points of disagree-
ment among yy rit teashers and some persisting problems that some from outside
the protession

I 01 \ mpk , there is a persisting problem of what 1 sonsider the demeaning of
soniposition and somposon teashers. Both within and outside English, composi-
tion is secs' av dirty work, a necessary evil. Subjest matter teachers in both school
and ,l)1kgc arc quisk to dump the burden of teashing writing on basis English
sourses and arc generally unwilling to deal with problems of Ilterao in their own
slasses. Compositio'n slasses are frequently staffed .1?), "part-timers" at the college
leyd and by ilk newest [cashes, in the schools, the latter a sure sign that the older,
ecperiensed tcashers regard the teashtng of literature as more important, At the
solkge les el again, writing Rashers and specialists are not rewarded or promoted as
quiskly a htcrature teashers, an attitude on the part of y.ollegians that has-been
passed on to generations of school teachers. S

The national sonsern tor literasy and basis skiHs instruction of the past decade
slcarly imphcs that attitudes toward somposition and somposition teashers ought to
shange. L.ndcrgr.iduate and graduate programs are produsing a new breed of
I Relish tcashcrs, a teasher who is often well informed about writing theory and sees
th icashing of writing as yaluabk and important. Sush teashers need to be resruited
yigorously, hired, and rewarded for tfieir work. Those teachers in the schools who
haye demonstrated interest in writing instrustion already should likewise be re-
warded and their sommitmerkt asknowledged. The hiring of "temporaries" and
part timcrs and the use of teashers Io have only minored.in English or who have
no signitisant amount of training m anguage and somposition must some to an
end

The use of non spedalists and the demeaning of wilting teachers is a very old
problem A, newer one, and a pernisious one, is the confusion of testing with
leaching, and I am referring here to the sur rent epidemis of state, losal, and national
testing programs that has spread asross the sountgy in the past decade. In one sshool
system after another. edusational leaders have reashed the sondusion that institut-
ing a testing parKram and sollesting data on students' verbal skills will sreate
pressure for teashers to do a betkr job with writing instruction. I would not
resommend the total dimination of sound, theoretisally sonsistent assessment pro
grams-as a ..ourse of useful data for teashers and parents. But at the present time,
testing is beginning to substitute for teashing. Reasonably enough, teashers feast' to
the tests, and in many sshools and sshool districts, the only astual writing instrus
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tion being done is in preparation lo,r esaniinatams The net effect of many testing
programs has been to blunt the Jock lion of thy. learn to ss rite hy writing moement
Test scorcs ma) rise, but there is .no substantial ey idence that students' global
hteracy, their ability to Use language in non-test situations is ink reascd

The testing phenomenon is one that has. tor the most part, come from outside
the English teaching profession, and it has been acquiesced to only with great
reluctance. English teachers generally know that testing is not teaching But a third
probam area is one that is clearly an internal matter tor the profgssion, ,ind that is
the persistence of drill, rote work, and isolated basic skill instruction in the face of
yolummous research which shows the near valuelessness of such practices '

In simplest terms, we English teachers cling to grammar tenatously, nostalgi
catty, stubbornly. "Grammar" books, by which I mean standard handbooks of
grammar and usage, are selling better than eyer these days, and it is English
teachers, for the most part, who are responsible for tii.e wholesale adoption and use
of ',hese obsokte texts. Now if you beliese what you .read in Nesssweek and the
popular press, and if you take at face salue what the public says it wants, you would
think that the persistence of grammar books simply shovs that English teachers are
being responsible educators. And there is no question that despite some changes in
methodology, in most schoOl districts, the public is getting e.sattly Ishat it wants.
ITIOFC "basics," mote drilt. .

. .

But as I have already shown, in the end, morj "basics" is not what is needed in
the schools. W hat is needed is more writingwith due attention paid to matters of
form and correctnessnot a wholesale return to the sentence diagram. English
teachers ought to know better than to go back to the grammar books, and they
ought to be putting up more resistance before succumbing to public pressure for
simplistic "writing" programs that do not teach w riting at all. .

The persistence of grammar 4:40 drill is understandable, gisen public pressures,
and good writing teachers need the support of enlightened school administrators
who know that writing is learned by writing, not by dissecting textbook sentences or
by correcting errors in somebody else's paragraph. At the same time, it is a matter of
great concern to those of .us involYed with professional organizations like the
National Council of Teachers of English that the word on grammar and skill drill
has not gotten into a great many classrooms in this country.

Summary and Recommendations

Although there are points of disagreement and inconsistency within the English
teaching community, and despite external pressures which, in many cases, are
inconsistent with language learning theory and research, I think it is safe to say in
broad summary that the time is right for dramatic change in writing instruction The
schools are staffed by hundreds of thousands of teachers who are unhappy about the
way they teach Johnny and Jane to write. Equally concerned are millions of parents
and school administrators, not to mention students themselyes, who are often
acutely aware of their own writing deficiencies. The will to change exists So do the
resources, for that matter, because teaching writing is remarkably inexpensiye,
requirang pens, paper, and willing teachers, not a massive infusion of new funds for
electronic hardware and laboratories. 1 beliete ange can be accomplished if
the public, administrators, and English tea ers La set four imperatiyes as thc
guidelines for program development.

I. Wilting programs must be based on frequent, 4thentic writing e.xpenences,
for all studentsbasic or advancedand with a corre onding decrease in isolated
drill in.so-callid language basic skills. The question fair the 1980s is not whether
Johnny nd Jane have mastered mandated obiectiyes or hierarchical patterns of
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drert languagy skills. hut hots ohm they write, to is I4om, for what purposes, and '
under what kind ot proie;sional-guidance

2 liriting-atross-the- writ Warn projeLts mum be deeloped b English and
other stihje,t mailer fat ult anti pw into plate so that Isriting is used in all LIti3t s,
nut just Lnglish language aris dasses The impli,ations of this recommendation are
broad and ,ornplex. the subject for another paper, but I find in my work'in the
schools ahat there is great interest in a. both among English teachers and subject
area tdchers. I bdiese a is possible mils tor schools to develop comprehensive
programs ill whia writing is a part of esery dasktoom and English and subject
teachers agree on a di% ision ot labor (and saustaction) that uses writing to enharke
learning in all areas.

3. Inservice and staff development for English and lontent area teachers must be
expanded. preferably at the expense of testing programs. The success of the Na-
Ronal Anting Project, an insers ice program funded by jhe National Endowment for
the Humanities that operates in almost every state, shows that the way to improse
writing instruction in the schools is to help teachers educate themselves about
current methodology, not to threaten them with standardized tests. Ittlenice is
expensive, of course, but it can be effective, and if the mPney currentb being
,hanneled into testing programs 'were redirected toward viell-conceRed insersice,
there would be plenty of funds to reeducate all willing teLhers viith some left pser
for modest and equally well-conceRed esaluation and assessment programs.

4. Composition teaLhers must be given more sattsfaLtory teaching conditions,
Including manageable dass sizes and loads. For oser tvio decades the National
Council of Teachers of English has adsocated class loads for secondary English
teachers not to exceed one hundred students and four classes. But dunng those
decades vie hase seen klass sizes and loads m most states increase, not decrease Esen
drawing on contemporary peer-editing technoues, no teacher can be fully effective
teaching writing to massise numbers of students. If schools are serious about
wanting to improse writing instruction, they might well begin by Assessing the
composition load being gi%en their teachers and making ,ertain those loads are in
keeping with the NCTE recomendations.

I hase suggested that the will to change and improse writing instruction exists.
So, I behese, does the know-how. Informed English teachers do know how to get
the Johnnys and Janes writing and growing as vinters. English teachers can, work
ing with fellovi faculty, with parents, and viith administrators. develop sound and
assessable programs that produce t.ompetent vinters. The problem facing those of us
concerned about writing instruction in the schools is to find an outlet for tbat good
will and know-how so that by the end of the decade the schools vi iII hase moved
forward to an age of heightened hteratb, not further back into the dark ages of basic
skill instruction.

NOTES
see, tor example. The Englah Journal. VVIIN Johnny 1. an Write. Januar) 19'6. for scseral analtscs
of the mulct

2 For more detailed and somprehenose rescarsh summaries. sec Chalks Coupe! and I. cc Odell. tds
rahlanIIR rum ill hand. 111 National t, ounsil ol Teahers ol English, 19"") And Stephen Jud) and

Susan Judy. 4n 1'r:trod:Afton to Teaching Writing (Nev. York John Wiles. 1981)
3 Please note the svord abrare in this sentenix In this sontext. it means "read and ssrue sruisal

somments on a paper 4. oniemporari isriting thcors seriously questions is hethel this sort of csaluation
is effective. but in general. theorists and pratitioners ale still a'greed that tcashcrs ought to read
everything the student %rites tat some point in the somposition proses%) and respond to it

4 Probably the single hest summars ot this rewarsh is Elizabeth Haynes., I. sing Rev-11,h in Picpai
Teach Writing The bngI,h Journal 67 (Januar. 1978). 8248

5 See. tor example. mv AB( ci larva( i (Ness York. Oxford. 1980). for a hook kngth dissussion of
interdicaphnarx reading and %ruing ppgrams
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A TEACHER LOOKS AT WRITING

Beverly J. Bimes
The Lindenwood College

Looking at the stacks of ungraded papers, the exhausted teacher wonders why she
bothers teaching writing to students who never feel the slightest need to write With
the haunting evidence ot her failure before her, she turns to the 4.hore of grading
papers written by unwilling writers and vows that a will be a long time before she
asks them to write again.

It IS easy to share this teacher's frustration, for hers is not an isolated case,
te4ng wnting has become a source of frustration for both teachers and studentS
Althqgh there Is no 'quick fix" to ensure the development of competent, willing
writers, there is hope for the beleaguered teacher. Through such projev.ts as the
National Wraing Project and through extensive writing research, much theory and
information is now available to help teachers develop successful writing programs
A new approach to teaching writing has emerged.

The Writing Environment

In this new approach the teacher's attitude toward writing is vital. What he or she
does in the classroomin creating an atmosphere for writingcan determine
whether or not a student een attempts to write: If students are asked to write in an
environment which is threatening, unpleasant, and dictatorial, they will seldom
become fluent writers. A study by Donald Graves (1973) reveals that an informal
classroom encourages more student writing. Cooper (1976);ites thc importance of
having high expectations and a positive attitude in producing stuAlent writers, while
Phfflip Lopate (1978) notes the importance of creating the proper environment for
writing. These researchers support the premise that an atmosphere which encour
agcs writers to feel secure, to Labe risks, and to collaborate with each other is
essential.

In setting the stage for writing, teachers must investigate their perceptions of
themselves as wnting teachers. The teacher who can exchange a judgment.% dog ,
matic role for the role of an edaor is more successful in helping reluctant writers
achieve success. As a result of this exchange, all writing is placed on a continuum,
the teacher-editor advances each student along this continuum. At thc end of thc
year, each stlident may not be a perfect writer, but he will be a better writer. To
facilitate this view of writing, to _move beyond the role of being a mere
teachers must become writers themselves. The works of Donald hlurray (1978) and
Donald Graves (1978) stress the importance of the teacher as a writer. In becoming a
wntet, the teacher gains valuable insights about thc nature of assignmcnts. When
teachers understand the impottance of creating an atmosphere for writing and
becoming editors rather than critics, they encourage studentsvand build ..onfidence
in themselves and in those they teach.

Purpose and Audience

The development of writing al:dines also depends on the kinds of writing stu
dents are asked to do and the various audiences for whom titey write. Students arc
often given assignments with no real purpose or audicnce. As a resplt, thc writing is
often meaningless, for students fccl neither the desire nor the need to write. Arthur
Applebee and his associates at Stanford University monitored more than 1,000
teachers in vanous dis9plincs, asking them to dest.ribe the writing tasks they assign.
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Applebee (1981) repos red that mosi writing tasks required students to fill in infor
mation, to translate, to do worksheets, and to take multiple thoice tcsts. Some
assignments even involved topying settions of a textbook. ApPlebee found that the
majority of writing assignments in sthools were deKned for askessment to sec if
students had learned. Very few assignments actually helped btudenb betome bcttcr
writers. Donald Murray (1978) spcaks of the importance of moving It?eyond thc use
of writing for assessment, arguing that the most signifitant step in teathing tompo
sition tomes when students %%Lover meaning through writing and use langoage as a
tool to move beyond what thcy already 'know.

Too often, students neve( have the thante to do this sort of writing, partly
betause teathers latk thc training to teath writing effettivel). Unfortunately, tourses
in thc teathing of wilting did not exist in olkges until retently. Hente, teathers are
often unaware of thc various purposes or funttions of writing and the kinds of
audientes that students should address. For thcse teachers, James Bntton's work
(1975) on tategorging thc purposes and au`dientes o.f writing is helpful, offering
them a means to design signifk!ant writing assignments. By dividing the purposes of
wnting into three tategoriesexpressive, transattivc, and poetitBritton provides
a modq for composition teachers.

Whcn teathers understand that expressive vvr?ting"Pvenilag' in whith students
express their feelings, .attitu,les, and ideasis fundamental to developing mature,
textured writing, they,are more likely to tons,trutt assignments that allovv students to
distover knowledge rather than to regurgitate what has already been learned. All
writing bcgins from within. As studenk are avvakcned to their awn perteptions, they
arc better able to arth.ulate rhtire of their 1k orld in language. Unfortunately, muth
writing in sthool islimited to the unexpressive transattional,rnode. Researthers in
one projett found that thc demand for impersonal, unexpressive writing attively
inhibits learning (Martin, et al., 1976).

In addition to understanding the purposes of writing, teathers 'should onsider
the s-ariou,s audientcs whith students need to address, In sthool, students write
almOst extlusively tor an evaluating teather, as a result, their work often has little
vitality tie,ausc lai.ks a sense of genuinenessa sense of reality. Seldom in life do
adults write to someone who 4Iready knows more than they do about a subjett,
someOne who will theri'lvaluaic how well they write. Vet this kind of judgmental
.audience is the only one Many students will ever experience.

Teathers need to become more aware of thc various types of audientes for'whith
students tan write. Here, for exampk, are some audientes identified by Marlin et al.
and based on Britton% work. thild (or adoldstent) to self, child (or adolescent) to
trusted aduh, pupil to teather as partner in dialogue, pupil to teacher seen as
examiner or assessor, thild (or adolescent) to peer (as expert, to worker, friend,
ch..), and writer to his readers (or unknown audience). Developing a sense of
audiente is basit to developing %ming abilities. When students identify audiente,
they retognize the need for different organization patterns, word thoites, and
styles. They tonsider the reader, and their writing beLomes writing to be read.
Writing thus betomes more purposeful, and thc writer experientes satisfattion with
what he or the has written.

In evaluating a retent writing workshop, one partitipant tommented as follows.

I am forty-four years old, and this is thc first time I have written for pleasure since I
was a senun in high sshool At that time. a teacher read aloud and irdkuled befote the
Jass a paper thad.written. F rom that time on, I Wrote only when it was an assignment,
writing was something I went to great ends to avoid. But today I wrote for my peers.
They sdceted my writing as the best of the group. I aen won a blue ribbon: I ha%e a lot
of writing to catch up on!
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W hat could be a mole enthusiastic endorsement for broadening the audiences of
young writers?

The Writing Process

For more than a decade, researchers and educators have viewed writing as a
process involving prew ruing, composing, and ediung (ifritton, 1978, Elbow , 1973,
Graves,,1975, 1978, Murray, 1973). At every stag is process, students should
have full access to the resources necesary to help then succeed. They should be
assured that it is acceptable to take risks and to use their ouledge of language as a

*N
basis for writing. The process approach suggests that w n ng is developmental and
that writers go through several stagesan producing a writ n work. From the work of
Flower and Hayes (1980), it is clear that these st s are not always separate or
linear in nature. Nevertheless, identification of e stages of the writing process

-,

makes the teaching of writing easier.
Prewritmg sndudes experiences that help st 4 ents feel, see, assess, synthesize,

and discover that they have something to say o a particular topic. It is a time of
incubation that should encourage the gener on of information, concepts, and
generalizations, the limitation of the topic, e developMent of a controlling idea, .
the identi icatio of audience and purpose, and the establishment of an atmosphere'
wherein sudei feel free to think and write. Pre-writing includes a varier), of
teaching techniques. speaking, listening, conversing, discussing, role playing, read
ing aloud, reuting, and brainstorming. And even, writing itself can function as a
pre-writing activity, with free writing, journal writing, and the written interview
serving as spnngboards to more formal types of writing. Pre writing is essential to
successful writing, for it helps students feel self-confident enough (to express their
attitudes and ideas to others.

In the compostng state writers translate theu ideas into words. Teachers Lan help
students prior to this stage by teaching specific language skills to help them success
fully complete assignMents. These skills, however, should be taught in context rather
than through Isolated exercises. Emphasizing skills at a time w hen students know
they ars going tp use them immediately ip an effective way to help writers. Britton

. beibeves the teacher is important in creating-a desire to write, in giv ing.students ways
to attack new problems and absorb difficult Information. Students often fail tO
complete writing assignments simply because they do not understand what is ex
*led of tItem or because they believe they lack the necessary skills.

Modeling is one technique that can be used early in the composing stage. The
teacher should use several different kinds of models, including sjtudent models,
before having students attempt original work. Showing is better than telling, and
models can mspire confidence by showing students that their peers have written
successfully. .

Rektsing and editing are important steps in the writing proces. Revising is the
reworking of ideas to assure that the %liter's intended meaning is communicated,
and editing is the refinement and correction of the mechanics Of the paper. Both
these skills can be taught effectively when students share their writing with, one
another and talk about it (Elbow, 1973). Peer teaching and peer editing become
integral pans of the writing procescand create enthusiasm for writing. A fringe
benefit of this collaborative endeavor is its effect on the classroom, for it creates a
community of learners, where students are involsyed4p writing, not as mere specta
tors, but as,a.vital part of the learning process.,., . .

When students and teachers view writing as a process, students are more willing
to write because they feel free to experiment, to ask for help, to express their feelings
honestly, And to share their writing. In essence, they have discovered writing.
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Teachers ako discover that writing 1) not a mystical art, it can be taught effeuiv
By understanding the process, they can help Ntudenh become hooked on writing.

This approach to 4.% ming instructionthe creation ot a positive teacher attitude
and a non threatening atmosphere, the 'identification of audit-rice and purpose, and
the viewing of writing as a processcan almost guarantee success in iniprov ing
student writers. however, many students %%ill never be exposed.to writing in this way,
for teachers tf writing are now engaged in a battlea battle between cherished
myths about how students learn to write and the reality of how they actually develop
abilines. It has become a battle of forked choices"Nou're either with us or against
us!"

The Role of Grammar

The rallying cry of the back-to-basics advocates is "Teach them grammar,
grammar is the secret to Scriting well." Writing researchers and those involved in
programs such as the National Writing Project arm themselves for battle, with
research show my t hat the study of grammar in a ".ctrill mc skill me" fashion has no
direct effect on the development of %%flung ability,(Britton, 1970, Hoyt., 1906,
Lyman. 1921. Poole>. 1958). Enemy camps form. einotions run rampant, and,
unfortunately, the real issue is lost. The question is not N hether to teach grammar,
but rather how to teach it.

Researchers agree that young writers need to encounter writing situations which
allow them to work on their language. They should learn the Principles of grammar
and good usage by using language, not by being exposed to isolated exercises rn
grammar. Sentence combining can be one way to provide stucpnts with an integrated
approach to learning the structure of the language through writing. Daiker, Kerek,
and Morenberg (1979) report that sentence 4. ombinIng produces growth in the
syntactic maturity of sludetts sentences, improves overall. riting ability, and
4.reates positive attitudei towiN revision. In teaching the udent how to manipulate
language through sentence combining, the teacher instills an awareness of the
stylisticoptions available in sentence construction.

Structure and Sequence

Another issue in the battle over how to teach writing concerns structure and
sequence. Although it is essential that students !card skills, it is difficult to say
precisely when they should do so. In a thirteen year study of language development
K 12, Walter Loban (1976) reports that charts of sequence and stages might inhibit
learning for children who vary tremendously in language ability.,Students are often
much more capable eat every level than they are perceived to be. Graves' observa-
tions (19771of children's writing behavior and his analysis of their products support
this premise.

Consider the energetic sixth grader who announces tht she is oing to write a
novel. Her teacher tries to discourage her b) saying, "A novel? N, hy not write a
short story? Start with a smaller, more approachable task." But in talking with her,
title teacher-finds that the student has an experience to sharea summer on a dude
ranch, where 5he saw a miniature range war. Despite the discouraging words from
the teacher. the student successfully completes a short novel, illustrates it, and
entitles it The Remern Duel. Later, the same student eniers an essay contest without
telhng anyone. Vv hen the teacher receives notification that the student has won, she_
is surprised. The student responds, ,7(,)nce you've written a novel, you can do
anything!"

As an oghth grader, this same student despises writing. Why? The curriculum
guide states that all eighth .graders wilNye able to write.a good paragraph. As a
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result, all of thc writing assignments in her class are limited to paragraph writing.
Does a make sense to limit a successful novelist and award winning essaj, writer to
vritIng paragraphs?

The danger of overemptiasizing sequence and structure is that a "lockstep ap-
proach to ,:omposition emerges. When all assignments reflect a rigid adherence to a
specific structure, students are locked in to our feeble expectations and are not
allowed to.discover what they can do in writing.

A New Approach to Writing

Perhaps the time wasted in battling over how writing should be taught is near an
end due to the efforts of those associated with the National Writing Project.
Thriaugh their efforts, many of the myths about the teaching of writing are being
dispelled. In the past., educators have had difficulty m seeing that research filtered
down .to its appropriate audienceteachers and students, seldom has research
resulted in practical application, the improvement of instruction and karning. But
more recently, in eighty five writing projects across the country, teachers are being
exposed to the latest research and theory about writing, are learning to translate this
theory into workable classroom strategies, are becoming writers themselves, and are
learning how to return to their districts and give in service training to other teachers.
When teachers 4each teachers, there is no credibility .gap, no condemnation or
division Into enemy camps. The approach is practical and simple. "l hay e some
information to share whkh will help your students become bctter writers and which
will help you feel more confident in the teaching of writing."

4"This new approach to the teaching of writing enables teachers to have a keen
!sense of direction and confidence, in doeloping writing programs. As prey musty
chscuised in this par, the most significant aspects of this approach arc as follows.

1. The attitude of the teacher.
2. The proper environment for writinga non-threatening env ironment w here

students feel free to talec'e risks.
3. The identifictation of audience and purpose in writing and the structuring of

assignments so that students are given the opportunity to write for.,ivriety of
audiences and purPoses.

4. The viewing of writing as a process. including the stages of provriting,
composing, and editing.

5. The teaching of grammar by integrating it into the writing process through
such activities as sentence coMbining.

6. The avoidance of a lock-step approach to sequence and structure.

Recommendations

It is imperative that a continuous effort be made to educate teachers on how
students really learn to write. Instruction in writing must go beyond the English
classroom and extend to all teachers. Writing is a vital skill in every discipline, and
all teachers need to bc encouraged to teach writmg. Writing projects are an excellent
way or providing training for teachers. Aaninistrators also need to kntsw the
research about writing so that they vari support teachers and prov ide leadership in
developing and implementing significant writing programs.

Equally important is educating an uninformed public. If teachers hope to have
,an impact on young writers, they need the suppOrt'and help of a broader society.
Parents are a;key to this kind of support. By giving workshops for parents which
show how they can become.involved in the teaching of writing, teachers will gain
support and, in addition, children will receive the message that their narents al ue

. r
writing.
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Teuhers also need to seek support from business and government. Too often,
hildren get mixed messages about the impor tame of writing in a media-dominated
souety. It is difficult for them to bei.ome enthusias;i i. over a skilt whih appears to
lak valtle in the real world. To assure students that writing is, indeed, a life skill,
programs should bc developed whih 'allow interaction between su,.essful adults
from the corporate and ovii. sectorsand students. These adults would describe
practii.al, job-related wnting skills to students and show that writing is an important
part of their world. With f manual utbaks threatening the very e'xistena of many
fine wnting programs, this new relationshiR between industry and sc400ls might
provide the incentive forneeded finanoal assistanix to ensure survival of these
programs.

If students arc to become better wnters, we must inform eduators and the publi .
about how writing abilities develop and make them partners in the teahing of
wnting. If we redirect our energies toward this goal, we will no longer waste ume
engaged in a senseless, rhetomal battle. The result will be the development of ewer,
willing writers and enthusiastii confident teahers of writing. Could there be a
better victor y?

t.
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THE BASICS OF MATHEMATICS IN THE EIGHTIES

Shirley Frye
Scottsdale Public Schools

[Mathematics educators have taken a stand. No longer will we allow our subject to be
limed to the learning of computatron as the onb basic skill. Instead, applications,

cmeasurement, geometr y, estimation, problem solving, and functional rules of math
ematics will be integral parts of the discipline.

Early in 1976, the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM)
responded to challenges of the National Institute of Education and the Euclid
Conference on Basic Mathematical Skills and Learning to adbpt bask skills as a
major 'priority. The response was a Position Paper on Bask Mathematical Skills
proclaiming that the narrow view of mathematics as computation was not adequate
for our students, the future citizens. These are the Ten iasit. Skill Areas defined in
the Position Paper:
1. Problem Solving

Learning to solve problems is the principal reason for .studying mithematics.
Problem solving is the process of applying/previously acquired knowledge to new
and unfamiliar situations. Sok ing word problems in texts is one form of problem
solving, but students also should be faced with non-textbook problems. Problem
solving strategies involve posing questions, analyzing situations, translating results,
illustrating results, drawing diagram, and using trial and error. In solving problems,
studeths need to be able to apply the rules of logic ttecessary to arrive at valid
conclusions. They must be able to determine whkh facts are relevant. They should
also be unafraid of arriving at tentative conclusions and must be willing to subject"'
these conclusions to sctutiny.
2. Applyhig Mathematics to Everyday Situations

The use of mathematics is interrelated with all computation activities. Students
should be encouraged to take everyday situations, transISte them ido mathematical
expressions, solve the mathematics, and intel-pret the results in light of the jnitial
situation.
3. Alertness to the Reasonableness of Results

Due to arithmetic or other mistakes, results of mathematkal work are sometimes-
wrong. Students should learn to inspect all results and to check for reasonableness in
terms of the original problem. With the increase in the use of calculating devices,
this skill is essential.
4. Estimation and Approximation

Students should be able to carry out rapid approximate calculations by first
rounding off numbers. They should acquire some simple techniques for estimating
quantity, length, distance, weight, etc., and should be able to decide when a
particular result is precise enough for the purpose at hand.
5. Appropriate Computafional Skills

Students should gain facility with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division with whole numbers and decimals. Today it must be recognized that long,
complwated computations will usually be done with a calculator. But knqwledge of
single-digit number facts is essential, and mental arithmetic iS still a valuable skill.
Moreover, there arc everyday situations which demand recognition of, and simple
computation with, common fractions. Because consumers continually deal with
many situations that invoke percentage, the ability to recognize and u)le percents
should also be developed and maintained.
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6. Geometry
Students should learn the geometriv. v.Onv.epts thcy will need to funaion effev.-

tively in thc three-dimensional world. They 'should have knowledge of v.onv.epts sua
as point, line, planc, parallcl, and perpendkular. They should know basi . properties
of sowle geometrk figures, partkularly those properties whia rclatc to mcasurc
mentlind probtem sobting skilts.,They also oaust bc ablc to revognize similarities and
differences among objeFts.-
7. Measurement 0.

As a minimum skill, students should bc ablc to mcasurc distane, weight, time,
..apaeity, and tcmperaturc. Mcasurcmcnts of angles and ,aleulations of simple arcas
and volumes arc also essential. Studcnts should bc able to perform measurement in
both mctric and customary systcms using thc appropriatc tools.
8. Reading, Interpreting, And Constructing Tables, Charts, and Graphs

Students should know how to rcad and draw conclusions from simple tablcs,
maps, ..harts, and graphs. Thcy should bc ablc to tondense numerkal information
into morc manageable or meaningful tcrms by setting up simple tablcs, vhar ts and
graphs.
9. Using Mathematics To Predict

Studcnts should learn how elementary notions of probability arc uscd to dcter-
minc thc likehhood of futurc events. Thcy should learn to identify situations where&
immediate past experience docs not affect thc likclihood of future events. Thcy
should bevome familiar with how,mathematics is used to hclp makc predh.tions sua
as clection forecasts:
10. Computer Literacy ,

It is important for all citizens to undcrstand what computers v.an and cannot do.
Studcnts should bc aware of thcir use in teav.hing learning, financial transactions,
and information storage and retrieval. Thc "mystiquc" surrounding computers is
disturbing and ,.an put persons with no understanding of computers at a disadvan-
t,age. Thc inacasing usc of computers by government, industry, and busincss dc-
mands an awareness of computer uset and limitations.

Thc following v.hart (adaptcd from thc NCSM's Position Paper) Illustrates thc
expected oukomes assouated with various levels of skills, suggesting that entloy
ment oppVunities may well dcpcnd on the kinds of skills learncd.

EXPANDED SKU.LS
Mathcmatical skills bcyond thosc
dcscribcd in thc Position Paper, a
dcsirc to learn morc.

BASIC SKILLS
The skills desciibed in thc Posi-
tion P r.

MINIMAL SKILLS
Limited skills, primarily computa-
tion. Littic exposure to the other
skills described in thc Position Pa-
per.

3 d

POTENTIAL LEADERS
Employmcnt and cducational op-
portunitics will continuc to in-
crcasc as mathcmatical skills Con-
tinue to grow.

EMPLOYMENT VERY LIKELY
EmployMent opportunitics arc
prcdictable. Doors to furthcr cdu-
cation opportunitics are open.
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LIMITED OPPORTUNITIES\
Unemployment likcly. Potcntial
generally limitcd to low level jobs.



The impact ot the kosition Paper has Jar exceeded the NCSM's expectations
Teachers, administrators, school boards, 1. olle'ges pf education, and authors of
textbooks hase listened to the premises and have adypted the NCSM comprehen
sive, reasonable list as a definition of basic mathematics skills.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), as an organization
ot professional educators, felt a special obligation to present responsible directions
for mathematics programs in the t980s. At its annual meetihg in Seattle, April 1980,
the Council publicly took a forthright stand in its document, An Agenda for ,4c non
Remnrnendation fur &haul Mathentatits in the 1980s. In summary, the NCTM
recommends that
(1) problem solving be the focus of school mathematics in the 1980s;
(2) basic skills in mathematics be defined to encompass more than computational

facility;
(3) mathematics programs take full adsantage of the poner of calculators and

computers at all grade levels;
(4) stringent standards of both effectiseness and efficiency be applied to the teach

ing of mathemarics;
(5) the success of mathematics programs and student learning be esaluated by a

wider range of measures than conventional testing;
(6) more mathematics study be required for all students and a flexible curriculuin

with a greater range of options be designed to accommodate the diverse needs of
the student population;

(7) mathematics teachers demand.of themselses and their colleagues a high lesel of
professionalism;

(8). pubk support for mathematm instruction be raised to a lesel commensurate
with the importance of mathematical understanding to indisiduals and society
In an effort to provide the youth of our country with oe best mathematics

education, knowledgeable educators from NCSM and NCTIM hase assumed the
leadership in gising direction's to mathematics programs and for mathematics
teachers.

The expAded definition of basic skills and new goals for mathematics will
require teachers to transfer computation skills to applications and to problem
solving strategies. The use of mathematics will increase and change with the chat
lenges of space exploration, economic complexity, micro-electronics, and discoseries
in other fields. As we are able to perceise it on dig basis of today's technology alone,
the future will be drastically different. Methods that were successful in the past may
not work in the future, education will not be a function of school alone, and the
emphasis will be on a lifelong learning of skills.

In the past, man focused on solsing problems of the world as it existed Now and
in the future, society will focus on problems in the world asthumans base shaped it

Dennis Asery in his article "Futuristic Education" (Education Leadership, February
1980), adsrses us that the problems of tomorrow will require new skills, includthg a
tolerance for multiple, interpretations and the ability to explore and to create
alternatives. In the 1980s and 1990s there will be, according to Asery, a need to
"redefine knowledge, schooling, and education. The emphasis will be on learning
how to learn, rather than on learning facts. Learning Is ill mose from a knowing to a
searching emphasis."

. .
Certainly this, new emphasis suggests that teachers of the 1980s will need instruc

. tional alternatives and new techniques. We will also need to resise curricular goals
and provide for ongoing insersilde by scliool districts, support for educational
change 10 parents and legislators,-and a willingness by indisidual teachers to change
and grow.
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In sIsmentarv vshools, the transfer of skilk to applieations must be earefuHy
plamisd. with probkin sok ing treatet as a spesilis strand in the surrisulum and
Jest:Wiled at yvery level. ProbleM solv ing ensompasses Mush more than "word" or

stII% pioblialk in textbooks, Tor it allows stir ents to use alternative methods to
!sod wIutions The -I gyn./a _he -1e nun notes that ::rese s and funding ageneies
'flouts' priorav to invsstigation into the nature of pro lern solving and to
eftective ways to develop problem solvers " Support should b provided fcfr the
following

anahsis of tittlective stiategies
the identit !yawn ol et fective techniques for teaching
new programs aimed at preparing teashets tor leashing problem solving skills
investiganon of attitudes related to problem soh mg skills
the devdopmept ot good prototype niatenal tor teashing the skills of problem
solving, using all media
In high +shook mathematiss tyshers yan iw longer assume that students learn

eonsumer skills by observation gr sonic my skrious myt hod. Rather, all students
need formal experki o. n learning and prasusing the important mathematiys skilk
needeil by the wise sonsumer. In grado 7-9 the minimal exposure to consumer
applisations is insult isient to equip all students tor the somplkated economic and
monetary deeision ot adulthood In my own distrist in Syousdale, Arizona, students
are required to enwll in one semester of Consumer Mathcmatiss in then senior year.
Teachers have slow% ered that the majority of students do geed and benefit from a
spci1n. oursc in sonsumer mathematiss as well as 1 rom an'exit experienee to review
and maintain previously learned skills.

The semoryear is an espesially good time for the requirement sinse seniors have
the maturity to reahze the value of the giaterial, the motivation for becoming
independent, and the antkipation of besoming taxpayers. In the classes, every
effort is made to ensure a positive hnal evperiense in mathcmatlys,so that students
leave school sonti.dent in their abilit to apply mat hcmatiss to their consumer needs.
Group work and sakulators help pros isly suyyessful experiense for all students.

Motivating and enyouraging, students arc two ways to mamtain their interest in
yontinuing study. For exampk, rdatin g. mathcmatiss to the various skills needed for
yareers sonvinses them that studying will indeed pay off in future work. Since the
transfer of sshool skills to arpliyatieni does not ossur automatisally, teashers must
be aware of the many yareer applisations of mathematiss, and they Must present
topiss M the sontext of these applisat ions. The tcayher unloeks the door to the uses
of mathematissan the out-of sshool world. and eduyators must meet the challenge
of anticipating for then students the careers of the next century.

One or.the recommendations ot the V TNI is that at least three years of
mathematiss be required in grades 9 12. This should 1. mourage syhools to doise
flexible surnyula to ayyommodate thy ylivyrsy nyeds .1! students Also. it demands
that washers utilize yreatke nwthods pri J uyyess in mathematics for, all
students. No longer can thc attrition rak niatheinatiys sourscs be a point of pride.
We must develop programs jo hold studsms, programs that do not require every
studern to karn the same l'onicm and to vylop thy same skdIs. Steps should be
taken to assure that all student gain a lowidation in mathematiss essential to
fulfilling their potential as productive citizens

If edusation purports to equip st usrent to sops vv ith their surroundings. then
learmng to du: salsulators stmtputers is an important part 01 basis skills. The
Nrvamv e use of sakulators and somputers todav is lustif isation enough for inslud-
ing these valuabk learning tools in our hook initially. washers need a general
working knowledge ot salsulaiors and Omputcrs if they arc to be used effeetively

12
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for learning concepts and solving problems. In a cogent article, Stuart Milnar
advises that "Edusators an no longer ignore the implications of the microcompUter
revolution. Only a few years ago most educators felt that the role of computers in
eduation would be dermed sdmetime in the future. Microcomputers changed all

,thatthe future is now!" ("Teaching Teachers about Computers. 'A Necessity for
Edpcation," Phi Delta Kappan, April 1980, pp. 544-546).

The various NCTM and NCSM recommendations point clearly to a continuing
need for dynamie teachers who are constant learners, who do not insulate them
selves from the changes in education and the real world. The responsive teacher of
the 80s must look at learning theories, teaching methods, and the population to be
taughtand be ready to adapt.

Regardless of the hardware involved, the organization used, or the content
emphasized, teachers do Finally account for student achievement For this reason,
inservice opportunities must be available to keep the teacher refreshed, motivated
and prepared for the work of the 1980s.

The special efforts by NCTM and NCSM to set mathematics goals for the 1980s
attest to the value of .mathematies competence as a social resource Since the
responsibility for that resource is shared by many people, I want to conclude with
these recbmmendatkons:
TO MATHEMATICS EDUCATORS

continue to be learners anci tole models for your students
be dynamic, caring, and enthusiastic teitchers
improve and update your teaching skills with equipment and technology
teach &comprehensive program of "basic skills"
emphasize excellence

TO PARENTS
support theclassroom teacher and the educational system
demand quality programs that do more than teach rote computation
rely on the good judgment and expertise of the professional educator
become informed and involved

TO ADMINISTRATORS AND SCHOOL BOARDS s
give appropriate attention and status to the learning of mathematics
support the requests for increasing mathematics requirements and for incor-
porating calculator&and computers in the classroom
provide inservice that relates to content and to local needs
budget for remuneration that will attract and retain quality teachers
accept the broad definitions of basic skills

Burn-out, mathematics teacher shortages, math anxiety, anti declining enroll.
ment.s are issues often highlighted today, but in this conference educationarleaders
are addressinr a more critical issue in the curriculumthe basics. I believe that
mathematical competency is essential for full participation of our students in
tomorrow's world. I hope you find my recommendations for basic mathematics
skills realistic and responsible for the decade of the 1980s.
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4f), MOVING FORWARD IN MATHEMATICS

Ross Taylor
Minneapolis Public Schools

I. PRESENT AND FUTURE NEEDS

What Basic Mathematics Skills Will All Citizens Need?

As, we prepare our stqclents.for the 1980s and beyond, we cannot affotd to go
back to the basics At were needed when books were balaneed by men with quill
pens sitting on tall stools In the le of electronic computing we must look forward
to the basic skills our students will need as adults. In the past the emphasis has been
on facility with paper-and-pencil computational skills. Today, however, with the
accrssibility of inexpensive calculators and the increasing availabOity of eomputers,A
more and more computation is being done electronically. Therefore, a change in
emphasis is in order Mathematies educators generally agree that basic mathematical
skills should inclAide at least the ten basic skill areas Identified trilhe National
Council of Supervisors of Mathematics Position Paper on Basic Mathematical
Skills':
, Problem Solvihg Appropriate Computational Skills

Applying Mathematics to Everyday Geometry
Situations Measurement
Alertness to Reasonableness of Tables, Charts and Graphs
Results Using Mathematics to Predict

and ivpproxiination a-Computer Literacy
In its pubheattonAn AgOfitla for Action. Re(ommendattons for &hoot Mathe-

matics of the 1980s the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics supports this
broad view, of basic mathematical skills and stresses that problem solving should be
the focus or school in the 1980s.' With the emphasis on_problem
solving, skills such as esti isrt and approximation and alertness to reasonabkness
of results take on increased importance. Computation is still important, but the
emphasis is changing Today and in the future long eumbersome eomputations will
ibe done electronically, but the ability to do rapid aecurate mental eomputation is
more important than ever. Computertiteracy is a vital basic skill for the future. All
citizens will need to be able to use computers without anxiets and know both the I.
power and the limitations of computers.

What Is Needed Beyond the Basits?

In our increasingly complex technological souety a strong baekground in matlp:-
matics is becoming essential. Students need to know that the.amount 'and t) pe ot
mathematics they take in high school will have an influeneeon the eareer and higher
education options available to them. .

The typical pre college. four-year high sehool mathematics sequenee eonsisis ot
elementary algebra, geometrs. advanced algebra, and pre-eakulus (ineluding trigo-
nometry). In the past, the first two years of this sequence were eonsidered sui I !Lien(
for mbst students w ho planned to attend college and major in non-technical fields.
Today. however, due to the increased use of quantitatise proeedures in all fields, a
background including adsaneed algebra is needed for a majority of majors. And
completion of the full four year sequenee is essential for majors in seienee. engineer.
ing or mathematics Furthermore, a strong mathematics baekground is necessary
for an increasing number of fields that require vocational training. To prepare -
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students for the future, sChools must fo..us not only on the basicsthey must move

their sights beyond the basics

How Much Mathematics Should Be
Required for High School Graduation?

In An Agenda for Atiton the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
recommends that at least three years of mathematics be required in grades nine

through twelse. At the present time, -Project Equality of the College Board is
addressing this issue and a similar recommendation can be expected ' In order to
keep career options open, a student should take at least the first three years of the
college-preparatory mathematics' seqwence. StOents whose mathematics baa
grounds are not suificient to begin the pre-college sequence in the ninth grade
should take basic mathematical skills courses, then enter the sequence as soon as
they are ready and go as far as possible. The needs of some students.are met by a
slowed down sequencefor example a sequence where students can completeele-
mentary algebra In two years rather than one.

Should There Be a Competency Requirement for
High School Graduation?

In recent years many states and local school districts has e implemented minimum
competency standards in addition to regular course requirements There is a danger

that such competency programs will focus narrowly on contutational skills, Ignor-
ing today's nerd tor a broader concept of basic skills and the need for students to
extend their horizons beyond the basics. On the other hand, schools that do not have

a competency requirement sometimes ignore the needs of students who do not enroll
pre-colkge mathematics courses. Furthermore, there arc some important basic

skills topics (such as percentages) that tend to get slighted in pre-college courses
Usually, competency requirements are imposed by forces outside the schools, but

school petsonnel do influence the implementation of such requirements Externally
mandated requirements can be asoided if school staffs prepare in adsance and

forthrightly address the basic skills competency issue

What Are the Equity Issues in Mathematics?

Mathematics educators are concerned by the decreasing participation in mathe-
matics courses and the lower achiesement in mathematics by females and minorities
Data from national assessment and other sources indicate that achiesement of boys

and girls is comparable through junior high school, but toward the end of senior
high school boss outperform girls on national aessment and Scholastic Aptitude
tests. Most of the differences are attributed to as Mance of upper les el high school

courses by girls. Enrollmeqt in mathematics is roughl!, the same for boys and girls
until the last two years in high school. In recent years, participation by females in

mathematics appears to be Increasing.
Black students are seriously underrepresented at all les els of pre college high

school mathematics. Achievement of black and Hispanic students was below
achievement of white students on the national assessment mathematics test in 1973

and 1978. The gaps were wider for older students, narrowed for nine-year old
students over thc five-year interval, but stayed approximately the same for seven-

teen-year-olds. Perhaps the introduction of compensatory programs in the elemen

tary schools and thc general absence of such programs in secondary schools can help

explain these patterns.
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Can the Achievement Decline Be Reversed?

On the Scholastiv Aptitude Test NAT), achievement in mathematics dei.reased
from 492 in 1967 to 467 in 1979. a loss of 25 points over the 12 year period During
the same period, verbal scores declined by 39 points. From 1973 to 1978 achievement
of seventeen year-olds declined four points on national assessment mathematics
tests There was essentially no decline in computation, but there were declines of
eight or nine points in problem-solving. A challenge for the 1980s will be to see if
these downward trends can be reversed, particulatly,in the area of problem-sok ing,
which the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics recommends as the locus ot
school mathematics in the 1980s.

How Will'Electronic Computing Technology
Influence Mathematics Instruction?

While computer literacy should be addressed in a number of subject areas,
mathematics teachers will have a major responsibility to provide computer literacy
instruction. Today, each school system should develop a comprehensi% e k-12 pro-
gram for giving students computer experietkes that will prepare them for the world
in which they will live Not all students need to become experts at computer
programming, but all students should be able to use computers and understand how
computers affect their lives.

The fact that in the "real world" most calculation will be done by computers and
calculators implies a change of emphasis in mathematics instruction. The real
mathematics of knowing what operations to perform will become more impor iant
while the drudge work of complicated computations will be done electronically. 01
course, knowledge of basic facts and mental calculation will still be important for
setting up problems and checking to see that results are reasonable.

There is fear that the use of calculators will hurt students' ability to compute, but
the results of about 100 research studies conducted since 1975 indicate overwhelm-
ingly that the ust of calculators helps rather than hinders achievement.'

In An Agenda for Action the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
recommends that mathematics programs in the 1980s should take full advantage of
the power of calculators and computers at all grade levels. To accomplish this,
schools will need to provide the hardware, the software, the training of teachers, arid
the resource and logistical support. Computer use should be imaginative and varied,
going beyond the traditional modes of drill and practice or instruction in computer
programming Computers should be used for classroom demonsiration of mathe-
matical -concepts, for generating tests, worksheets and activities, for constructing
mathematical models, for tutorials.for mathematics games and achy ities, for
simulation of applications of mathematics, for solving problems, for scoring iests
for processing achievement data, and for a host of other functions. Special courses
in computer programming and computer science will be necessary, but the use of
computers and calculators should be totally integrated into mathematics instruction
at all levels.

Will There Be Qualified Mathematics Teachers?

Because of the increasing demand for people with mathematical backgrounds,
there is a growing ,shortage of certified mathematics teachers in the country. If
present and potential mathematics teachers continue to lea,ve teaching for more
lucrative opportunities, then the shortage may become severe.

In addition to the need to maintain and improve preservIce teacher educationt,
there is a continuing need for inserske edvkation. Certified sewndar y teachers tend
to have sufficient subject matter knowledge, but many lack the teaching skills
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\ necessary to address the needs of low aLhieving. poorly motivated students who

exhibit behavior problems and have reading difficulties and other learning prob-
lem. Primary teachers, on the other hand, may lack knowledge of how young°,

... Lhildren learn mathematws through experience with concrete manipulative mare-i nals._ Some intermediate and middle sLhool teachers also have, weaknesses and

anxieties in mathematics that should be addressed. Finally, all teachers will need
4:onstderable me1-v.14.e training, to integrate computers and calculators into their
mathematics instruction.

_ .

How Will Necessary Curriculum Development Be Accomplished?

To meet the Lhanges in mathematics instruction for the 1980s and beyond we will
need new objectives, tests and other evaluation techniques for assessing achieve-

ment. We will also need Lurriculum print mattrials, concrete activities and comppter
software. The emphasis will probably be more on modifying and improving what we
have now than on developing totally new programs as we did in the 1960s

In the early 1980s federal support for research and development is declining, and
states and local school districts are feeling financial pressures Consequently, new
curriLulum development will probably be accomplished primarily by commercial
publishers. &boo! personnel Lan influence this development by communicating to
publishers what is needed and then being selective about buying; publishers tend to
respond to the market.

Win Mathematics Instruction Be a Priority? .

In the wake of the Russian Sputnik launching of 1957, mathematics and science

received national attention and funding in this country largely through the National

clonal Science Foundation. In the late seventies mathematics drew further auent ion

at the state and national levels bevause of public concern about student competen

cies in basic skills. Today, with the impact of new technology, the public is aware of
the increased importance of mathematics. For example, in the 1979 Gallup Poll on
Education, mathematics was rated at the top of ihe list of essential subjects In spite

of declining financial resources for education, there is an increasing demand by the

public to focus those resources on basic skills instruction.

II. LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE AND RESEARCH

Mathematics Achievement Has Increased in Minneapolis

In Minneapolis, as elsewhere in the country, there is concern about achiesement

In reeent years the only standardized testing in mathematics has been the SRA
mathematics test administered near the end of third and sixth grades In the middle
seventies our students scored at grade level at.the end of the third grade, but they
were below grade level by the cnd of sixth grade. Now achievement has improved at
both levelsfrom three years, nine months to four years, four months at grade

three, and from sex years, four months to seven years, three months in computation
at grade sot. In addition, during 1981 we started administering the California
Achievement Test at thc end of grade eight. Our median students scored at a grade

level of nine years, eight months m both mathematics concepts and computation a
full year above national norms.

What Approach Did We Use to Increase Achievement?

In Minneapolis, the concerns of school administrators helped focus attention on
mathematics instruction. Throughout the city, more Title 1 resources were allocated

to mathematics, and in each building there was a greater focus of effort, time and
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resources on mathematics Minneapolis has had a strong eommitment to ahernative
schools, so we allowed different schools to develop individual prograRs. Our
geperal strategy was to get a number of pr mising practices started, to identify
which practices produced the greatest results, d then to replicate those praetiees in
other classrooms. We found the increases in chiesement sery unesen, with some
schools showing dramatic increa (three gra les els or more) and others showing
virtually no change. We found many lur grvi est increases taking place in Title I
schools that traditionally scored well belo de level. Some uf these sellouts were
now scoring a year or more above grade level. We looked at these high achieving
.schools to identify the factors that have contributed to the high achievement.

What Factors Contribute to Achievement?

On the basis of our observations of practices in the high &hies ing sehools, we
identified ten factors:

I. Commitment to mathematics instruction
2. High expectation
3. Time on task
4. Leadership
5. Clear objectives with testing to match
6. Systematic approach
7. Skills maintenance
8. Learning materials and teaching strategies
9, Knowledgeable teacher%

PositiveTeinforcement
Following the development of this list.seyeral years ago, 0,e havc sevi rcsults ol a
number of studies.on school effectiveness. The results of these studies tod to be in
general agreement with our.conclusions, thereby increasing our eonfidenee both in
the studies and in our observations.

We found leadership to be a particularly impSrtant factor. Elementary principals
in Minneapohs, as elsewhere, generally lack strong mathematics baekgrounds In

_ schools that showed increased achievement, principals tended to identity a key
"facuIty member to procide leadership and expertise. That person spent at kast par t ,

time as a mathematics 'resource teacher for the building, eoordinating the program
and providing support and training for teachers. The principal's sole in ideiitilyiiig
and supporting this person was vital.

To help teachers lead% to objectises and implement a systematie approaeh to
mathematics instruction, we deseloped an instructisxnal management sy %tent with
criterion-referenced tests keyed to objecttses We also pros ided indisidual and elass
profile charts and a preseription index that keyed learning materials to objcetivs.
Implementation was voluntary and about a third of our sellouts used the ...stein
Sbme of the schools using our approaeh quiekly showed gains in achicscment wink
others initially did not. Through this experience we came to conelude that an
Instructional management system is similar to an aeeount mg system. By itsel1 a good
&wonting system pros ides information upon %%buil sound decisions Lan be made.
thereby making a profit more likely.

Skills maintenancethe systematie resiew oi presiously learned skillsis a
factor that nearly always results in increased aelnevement. Ae aetually karned
about the effectiseness of skills maintenance 1 rom one of our teaeliers. [kr student s
showed remarkable gains after she implemented daily res s. She produeed c ser
cises by using COMPUTE, a program developed in Minneapolis that uses a coin
puter to generate exercises. We found that while the eomputer it helpitil. it I iwO
absolutely necessary for skills maintenance. The,essential element is lie quent 111,1111-
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tenance sessions, preferably five to fifteen minutes every day or eveti, .othe,r day
Skills maintenance should also include some testtraking skills.

The most important thing that we have learned in Minneapolis is that virtually all

students can achieve in mathematics, regardless of socio-econoinic status, 'race,

family situation, or any other factor. The notion that certain groups of students
should, be,written off is malicious nonsense. We tend to get the kind of achievemint.zr

We expect.
-

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations for improving basic mathematical skills instruc-

tion are based on research and our experience in Minneapolis.

Establish Competence In Mathematics as a Priority

Every school and school district should have a written policy statement that
clearly identifies instruction in basic skills as a priority. This statementwhich
should specifically identify mathematics (not just computation) as abasic skillwill
have impact if it is clearly communicated .to administrators, teachers, students,
parents, and community add is backed by the allocation of resources.

Assess the Present Situation

Existing data on achievement and enrollment in mathematics should be assessed

to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the program. Additional testing and
surveys may be required to address unanswered questions. The assessment data'

should serve to define the problem(s) to be solved.

Develop and Support Leadership

Line administrators, especially building principals, are in key positions to influ-

ence instruction. Usually additional curriculum leadersihip is needed both at the
building and district levels. Since mathematics is rarely a curriculum strength of line
administrators, they can usually be most effective by identifying and supporting
staff leaders with expertise in mathematics. Department chairpersons serve as

leaders at the second44 level. A similar type of leadership can be effective at the

elementary level. Schookdistricts of sufficient size should have mathematics supervi-

sors and resource teachers. These leaders in mathematics should be encouraged to

participate in the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and National

Council of Supervisors of Mathematics.

Establish,' Climate for Learning

For learning to take place, a school must have an orderly atmosphere and be free

of disruptions. The discipline policy should be firm and fair with the aim of leading

students from externally imposed discipline to self-discipline The school should
develop an atmosphere that promotes learning and inquiry.

Exhibit High Expectations

Research confirms that expectations become self-fulfilling prophesies Adminis-

trators should therefore convey expectations for high achievement to teachers,
students and parents. Thachers in turn shoult transmit those expectations to stu-

dents and parents. When everyone believes that achievement can improve and works

at it, then it almost invariably does improve.
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Identify Clear Objectives with Testing to Match

Research on s.hool.cfle.tiveness mdkates that a.hievemenf is,higher in s.hook
where instruction focuses on speoli. obje.tives that are knolvn to students.
teachers, parents, and adminhtration Obje.tiv eS" in bask maihemaikJI skills should
address MI ten skill areas identified by the National Council of Supervisors ot
Mathematics In order to diagnose indiv idual student needs. monitor progress and
provide for improvement of instruLtion, testing and other evaluation must maiLh
the objectives ofthe program.

Provide Systematic Instruction Thal Addresses Ihe Objectives

instruction should be designed specifically to meet the objeLtives. Students
should be assessed just prior to instruction to determine if they have the nevssary
prerequisite skills or if they have already mastered some of the objectives. Instruc-
tion should then concentrate on closing the gap between what students know and
what they are expected to learn, This abproaLh should not preLlude open-ended
learning that goes beyond the objeetives.

Make Provisions for Maintenance of Previously Learned Skills

Probably the most effective way to improve aLhievement is to implement a skills
maintenance program in which previousb learned skills are regularly and systemati-
cally reviewed (A five to fifteen minute review every day or every other day is most
effective ) It is easier to stop students from forgetting than to let them forget and
then teach them over again. Skills maintenance is an ex.ellent transition activity
after recess or lunch or at the beginning of a period. Ind any teaLher, from the most
progressive to the most conservative. .an implement a skills mainienanLe program
with relatively little inservice.

oot,
Identify or Develop Appropriate
Learning Materials and Teaching Strategies

Learning materials and teaching strategies should be vaned and interesting for .
students and should focus specifkally on the objeLtives. The seleLtion of matenals
and strateitles should be influenced by research as well as experien.e. For example.
mathematict concepts can be learned through manipulative expenemes with Lon-
crete materials The self paced model for individuahzing instruLtion has tended to
be costly,and ineffective: On the other hand, praLti,ces su.h as group instruction and
cooperative learning show promise for cost-effective instruLtion in mathematics.

Provide Appropriate Staff Development

Many teachers need to learn how to teach to objectives. Too often we emphasize
cOvering material when we should be uncovering mathematiLal LonLepts. Staff
development needs should be identified through test data, staff surveys and reLom-
mendations of speciali?ts in mathematics eduqtion.

Ensure Ihal Students Spend Sufficient Time on Task

Research evidence confirm; the common sense observation that the amount of
time spent on task strongly influences aLhievement. At the primary level about forty
minutes a day should bc allocated for mathemati.s, while at the intermediate and
secondary IcIs apProximately an hour of class time should be ttsed. Time on task is
the amount of time students spend actually learning mathematiLs, both in Llass and
in doing homework TeaLhing effeLtiveness Lan be in.reased by carefully structuring
class time so that practically all of it is devoted to learning.
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Incorporate Technology into the Mathematics Program

Mathematics programs at all lesels should take lull achantage 01 the power ot

calculators and computers. Used el let:11%cl% in a sanely 01 imaginathe ways, these

de% ices will help rather than hinder leaFning, and students need experience with

theni in order to de% elop computer lneracy in the computer age .

Provide Students ssith Information about Mathematics and Their Futures

A key factor in whether a student elects higher loci mathematics courses in high

school is how useful the course will be. Lack of knowledge about the importance of

mathematics in keeping career and education options open can lead to mathematics

a% Mance, Particular el forts should he made to come!, this information to girls and

minorities to overcome the stereotype that mathematics is only for the pale and

male.

Provide Students and Staff oith Positive Reinforcement

Teachers should receive both written and oral praise troni their administrators

for increases in achievement by their students. Likewise, students should receise

praise for achievement from their teachers. Ultimately the most important moth a-

tor is one's own knowledge that one has done well. With this in mind, students
should receive immediate feedback as to the correctness of their work Then they

can either set out to rectify the mistakes or take Pride in the accomplishment and go

on to something new.

Use the Results of EValuaiion to Improve Instruction

Schools can analyze test results to Identify strengths and weaknesses in instruc-

tion and to determine the needs of individual students or groups of students Strong

programs, teachers and teaching strategies can be identified through evaluation

data; efforts can then be to replicate those strengths in other settings

Effectively Communicate Priorities, Expectations and Programs

School leaders can set a tone by effectively communicating high expectations for

achievement and by stressing the priority of basic skills instruction. Information

should be communicated to faculty, students, parents, and the community When

new ideas are being tried it is probably best to give them a low profile until they base.

proven successful. if they are unsuccessful, then it is easier in the absence of

publicity to modify or discard them. Successes should be given a full measure of

publicity with credit going to all who contributed.

V. CONCLUSION

The public secs achievement in mathematics as an educational priority, and

achievement can be improved significantly by following the recommendations given

here. Students from all backgrounds can perform at or above national averages.

What we need is school leadership thai wants to improve achievement, believes that

achievement can be improved and follows through to see that it does improve.

NOTES

I A copy of the %atonal ( ounal of Supervisors of Mathematics Position Paper on Basic Sfathernatical

Skills can be obtained bs sending a self addressed, stamped envelope to Ross raslot NCSM Basic Skills,

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55411
2 A copy of -In Agenda for Action Recommendations

for School Mathemancs of the 1980s can be
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Obtained tor SI 00 from the 'National ( ounsil 01 leashers 01 Matheniatiss. 1906 Association Drise.
Resioti irginia 22091

1 Prowl Equality recommendations an be obtained by *ming Project Equality. The CollegeBoard, 888Sesenth Asenue. Ness York. NeW York 10106
4 Reports on national achimement data kan be obtained from National Assessment of Educational

Progress. 1860 L m'coln Street. Suite 100. Denser, Colorado 80295
5 Summaries 01 national data in science and mathematics arc contained in Science Education Databook,publication 5E80.3, asailable from The Science Education Directorate. National Science Foundation.Washington, D.0 20550

( akutatur studies intormation is asailable from the t. alsulator Information t enter. Room 201. 1200
hambers Road, ( olumbus. Ohio 41212

Sec "Implications of Researsh for lnstrustion in Sell .pakesd Mathematiks Classroom," b) Harold
Si.hoen, in Organizing for tiathernatus, the 1977 Yearbook of the National C ounsil of Teachers of' Mat hematics
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PART IV:
READING
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(
READING: THE ART OF THE STATE

Lloyd W. Kline
International Reading Association

W'hat do sse kno about reading as one of the bask skilk being taught in ths. United
States? And, knowing that, where do we go from here?

I wish that question.s.Asked so sunpl) Lou ld be answered the sank way. 141 try ing
to summarize what we know abourrtlding,--bow_does one absorb, integrak. atiV
synthesize the Lontents of the more than 200 professional journak annotatcd annu-
ally in the Suinman of Iniestiganons Relating to Reading published by the Inkr lia-
Ilona! Reading AssoLiation, whiLh is itsdf only one of seseral organizations dcdi-
oted solely to the field? Short of being an editor oneself, how does onc es en begin
to gain ao..css to the 1500 manusoipts sent full of hoist: and LonseLrated professional
trugt eaLh year to the journals of that single Assouatim, or to the additional
thousands of manusLripts sent to the fifty or more other journak that Larry the
word reading or its s.onLept m their titles? We hase not yet asked how to Lolleu,and
read the, thousands of papers presented on the topiL of reading at sanous profes-
sional s.onferenLes cas.h year, nor how to probe the plans, reLords, and projeLts of
the hundreds of textbook publishers in the field, nor how to peruse the day-to-day
ksson plans of most of the more than two or three million teaLhers in our sLhools
who gibe oser at least part of their mstruLtion to reading, whethei or not they
recognize that they are doing so. I has': titled my remarks "The Ar t of the State"
with suLh aallenges in mind and with irony aforethoughtthe state being 1. a ta
tom., the art map., and the attempt sheer madness. Whateser I say on the topiL, I
hereby preface with the disdaimer imphed in that truest of sophomore graffiti, ALL
GENERALIZATIONS ARE FALSE!

What I shall do in this mad attempt is offer three statements of prinople about
thc teaLhing of reading that I beliese afc widely aLLepted as true, and follow them
with three statements of need that I behest.. we should pursue into the immediate
future in the teaching of reading.

Imporbince of Context

The first statement is one we Lan support w ith plenty of empirkal eN itlenLc , no
matter what the speufk sub-topis. of study within reading. CONTEXT IS ALMOST
ALWAYS PREFERABLE TO ISOLATION. That statement is true whether we arc
talking about interpreting a residing test sLore out of the Lontext of an indisidual's
total life, or teaLhing a lesson on the sound of ph or the spdlings of the ss.hw a out of ,

the Lontext of words and senterkes as the learner uses them, or thmking we are
experts m language when we Lonsider it out of the Lontext of its many, many lesels
and uses, or belles mg we arc teaLthng a youngster to read out of the Lontext of that
youngster's expeLtations, Lares, doubts, questions, loses, hates, or extrapolating t hc
results of one small researLh study out of thc s.ontext of the my4tfy and awesome
ness by whkh ny of us at random learns to read. Delse into all the researLh on,
reading that y u s.an and listen well to all the personal aLLounts both of learning to \
read and of eaLhing it. then, as a teaLher, ask yourself next Monday morning,
"What arc the Lontexts of w hat I am about to say or clo, and what arC the Lontexts in
whiLh and out of whiLh those around mc will hear it said or see it done?" Has ing
asked, you will almost s.ertainly teaLh with greater Lare, with greater humility, and,
one hopes, with greater effeuiseness. TeaLhing letters and sounds out of thc Lontext
of utteranLe, utteranLe out of the Lontext of literature in its.broadest sense, Meta
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lure out of the context of society, of time and place, of life itself, makes your efforts
d% a teacher but the empty tinkle of brass or sound of cymbaleas the word goes For
this I irst generalization, empirical evidence abounds from a myriad of sources and
sub-topical areas of study. CONTEXT IS ALMOST ALWAYS PREFERABLE TO
ISO4ATION:'

Through the general interest of researchers during much of the recent decade in
schema theory, in discourse analysis, in "strings" of letters, in words, and in
sentences, one senses a grossing consensus that w We components of language and
the processes of reading and of learning to read c'an be studied and described in
discrete and minuscule detail, thc ?um of those tiny parts does not necessarily result
in effective reading nor in nurturing asid readers. Such readirig and such readers
always occur in multisariable contexts, social, motisational, cognitive, instruc
tional, what have you, and in sequences that can vary radically from reader to
reader, whether we label ths reader remedial, developmental, critical, functional,
recreational, or gifted. Describing details of the grammatical structurerand socabu
lanes of language and the theoretical sequences of sub skills of reading offers
scholars a scientific shorthand by w hich they can talk with each other more effi
ciently about language and about reading, but describing those minute details out of
context to a learner struggling to read probably adds to the struggle w hile detracting
from the reading.

importance-of Structure

There is also sufficient empirical evidence for my second statemAkt of what we
know about the teaching of reading. STRUCTURE IS USUALLY PREFERABLE
TO FRAGMENTATION. We can see this principle at work in studies of discipline in
the classroom, in comparison of 'achievement scores from "more orderly" schools
with those from "less orderly" schools, in assessment of attitudes and morale of
both students and teachers in various school settings, in the similar levels of
effectiveness apparent in vastly different reading programs, in the readiness for
learning that students w hose lises arc in turmoil fail to bring to the classroom, in the
expressed satisfaction of parents when they are assured their youngsters are safe in
school, and in the generally accepted notion that while no specific system of reading
instruction works with all students, Just alpout any system works with most Next
Monday, mqrning, bring a sense of order to your classroom by knowing exactly w hat
it is you-are trying to do, by letting your students in on that knowledge, and by
expecting appiwriate behasior of them. Bringing order to the educational process,
by the way, does not rule out the creatise and divergent, for even if one marches to a
different drummer, it is still to the rhythm of *a drum, not to the random patter of
accident or happenstance.

Perhaps this second principle, that order is preferable to chaos, is simply
fret their own children litrough the anxious years of day to-day classroom reality
And, for at least fifteen years, the so-called regional laboratories have been at work
that universe at, any gisen moment is more than a lucky creature comfort, it I's the

definition of sanity itself ind a key to indisidual human surs iv al. Little wonder ttiat
the principle proses useful and effective in the teaching of reading. It is to gain a
sense of order that the teacher of reading needs to understand the structure of
language, its componctnt parts, and how they fit together in each of the seseral
theories of language and reading process now current. Esen though that teacher
need rarely if ever teach those components and theories as such to a class, the
structures and theories will underlie the teaching, will gise context and purpose and
shape to the questionmg strategies, to the instructional techniques, to the selection
of materials, to the analysis of individual reading problems in that teacher's class
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room A sixth grader nerd not understand binary mathematics in order to play
Asteroids at thr iotal deal unit. rnipoi trim. nor solid state physics to use the pocket

-..- cakulator. Neither doe; that sixth grader iiced to verbalize intricate, principlesaA
phoneme grapheme relationships in order to reap.] well. At the same time, to clarity
what I said earlier-about the importance of contetts, it apparently does not work
well pedagogically simply-to immerse a learner into all contexts at once and hope for
the bess, sink or swim. A sense of order and an actise recognition of specific
contexts go hand in hand in what we know is important and true in reading
instruction. To pros ide that sense of order qualified by context is one of a teacher's
primary responsibilities. .

..

Vet of Flurglism ,, 'A .,-

1 v- . . .

The third principle 1-s4gest -we hold about reading has of late taken on renewed,
insistent political urgency. Little wonder, since it insolses the substances and pur-
poses of reading more pubyy and dramatically than do the proesses and pedagogy
of reading. There is a strong measure of belief among us Mat PLURALISM IS
PREFERABLE TO UNIFORMITY. Arguments about Black English, controyersies

.oser teaching Engli* as a ses.ond language, disputes over the funding of bilingual
programs, battles over book selection and standardized testing have broken ssell
beyond the classrooms and school libraries of America, the are being fought and
adjudi,ated in courtroo s coast to-coast at an increasing pace and with alarming
frequency. Perhaps suc litigation represents a turn quite literally to courts of last
resort betause educat s have been so inconclusise and shown so little cohesion
among themselves. Our hearts probably unite in the principle so easily stated as
pluralism, our heads split open, our brains spill_ helter-skelterwhen we attempt to

, determine precisely what it means to puribe principle into practice.
No matter, the principle of pluralism remains a belief common to almost all of us

in reading instruclion. In profess, we seek pluralism of theoretical base,and solid
research in des ising our instructional strategies, our program ,designs, our text-
books, our classroom techniques. our assessments of students' _abilities, interests,,
and achiesemerus. In sub.stanfe, we worry about accommodatmg those who 4.harge
our materials with sexism, racism, ageism, while we try to preserse original tests
that have come down toms through the ages, How do we simultaneously serse,all the 0
passions, all the persuasions, all thobeltefs that humankind falls heir to (heiress to?)
when our immediate, task as reading teadiers is -so "often simply getting Johnny
(Janie?) to read anything at all that appears on our assigned reading-list? How ;Co we
allot fair measure to each and every indiYidual's sensitiSities in ethis,s,and morality
without vorting to" language and literature so bland, so desoid of .,morality and
ethic and Felief and value and substan'ce as to be not wotbreading? In auchenfewe
agynize over how most effectisely,, and economically to approach the bilingual

" learner a., well a, the monolingual, the religious fundamentalist as well as the secular
hunranist. the child as unique indiv idual in irs own naturaLright as well as that sam.e
child as duly ordaine'd legal and moral responsibility of -its parents.

Ulf:4 tunately and ironically, OUE adEriipts to reconcile and serse pluralism has,e
led us to(i often to pretend there is nosmorality nor stance in our teaching of readm.

a \kohase too otten arts' to as old issues of sutance rather than confronting within
them salues in general. or, one might even hope, saktes-held in cOmmon among our

, students. Our failure lo understand ourAshorti.oming in that regard, or perhaps
umpl:, our trustratiun al coming to gtps with the tough issues and struggle; needed
to resolve kt , or both, have fueled thecomplaints pf many of our most sos.al critics,
Stephen Aron, summarizes the situation m an article:rn Sa7grdaj Repot (June

. 1981. page 19) ",The loss of coriknsus complicates the central problem the.w 2.
,

t
.
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parents se,e in piole libtatians, protessionaLeducators, and the culture in
general. thr inability to make moral tudgm'ents.:' We cannot dodge these most basic
of questions in this most bask of skills, reading. Skills to what ends? What kinds of

Le4els of skill for what levels of living? Living for what ends? In the very
earliest models of American reading instruction, the purposes of reading and the
purposes of life were one and the same and easily stated and understood. to love
God and to serve Him forever. Even if sve vere miraculously to get everyone to agree
today that God is a he, or indeed that a god exists, the industrial model on whkh our.,
schools are largely patterned does not ask "What is lifer so often as it asks "What
pays off? A hat is most effrcient, as reflected in the mass production of students and
of reading scores?"

These questions of prtxess, of substance, and of audience get mixed up quite
teaddy in much of the public mind. One begins, for instance, distrusting secular
humanisakand ends up carping at any instructional approach other than phonics in
the fast grade reading program. Or, one dedicates oneself to the innate sacrednessuf
the individual human being within a government of, by, and for everyone, and ends
'up acquescing in the massive disruption and imminent dismantling of a public
school symem that such government has traditionally secured. The jury is still very
much out, literally in many cases, with the issues raised by this third statement of
mine on where we are in the teaching Of readini. But, except in the minds of a sparse
few, the principle remains intact across the political spectrum. PLURALISM IS
PREF LRAM E to UNIFORMIn. In fact, some of our.more dispassionate social
observers see right and left meeting on thc other side of a full circle in this basic
principle, for the purpose behind it is to make the world as safe for me and mine as it
seems to be for others. In reading education, there are zealots for this or that
approach, advocates for this or. that special groUp of learners, but few of these
believers arc completely blind to the many visions of truth other than their own

Need for Educational Engineering

Assuming that the three statements orprini:iple I have offered here indeed reflect
the educational state of the art in reading as a basic skill, where do we go from here'
What hes ahead' What needs are riot being addresSed adequately?

i think our first priority as professionai re.ading educators should be a thorough
recognition and resolution of the NEED ,FOR EDUCATIONAL ENGINEERING
'In teacher education, surricuium design. Zlassroom organization, materials develop
ment, research models, and personnel utilization, Meneed engineering where almost
none now exists. Whether we like the sound of it tir not, the truth is that we in
America have shaped an educational cti:stem accor ing to an industrial model of
mass production, but we have -yet to "deielo' e engineers thit industry has
.des eloped to work constantly and prodactivety at brirdging ti)e gaps betsvetm theory,
or "pure" research, and applicaoon or practice. Textbuok pUblishers have probably
come closest to serN mg the role bf engineers in education, but they have by defini.
tion in our societN, that is, by the rulet of commerce, cOnformed their products to
realities ot a mass dem'ocratic markapiace os much as to.academic, thcory and
:research Educational rpearchers, by and laige, haye reflected the medieval track
lions that are their heritage as university schdlar;. b'y disdaining the marketplace,
with ail its corrppting,influences-and confounding' facri;cif life Their medieval

tiorehears depended Oh the patronage of 4:ardinal Or kint to butter their bread,
allowingot hem as scholars to dwOf honored and seciire in their realms of intellectual
Ivory, the contemporito medievalist counts on a governmnt grant or a foundation
handout with which tO establish his or her sratus as master and adorn the surround
ing handful of graduate ejite wah pearls of wisdom (larded. occasionally with6.2.
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consultant fees for some of the dirtier work)
Obviously, edueation suffers from a mismateh, t medies.d model seetirels

place at one level in whkh researehers and theorists ponder profundities and
patiently Larry outAreeious inquiries about the alphas and omega, su Leading as
process and contebt, and an industrial model clanking along at another lesd.
churning out a potpourri of students portrayed in endless rard,s and files of
disarmingly simplistie statistieal anabsis, whde disgruntled teaehers, distrustlul
parents, and.dissatisfied taxpayers,takc turns alternately throwing greasebalts arid
wrenches into the works. The medieval masters disparage or snub the textbook
producers, and quite often they also snub the teaehers of teaehers, some of whom,
by the way, try valiantly to play an engineering role, but wnhout the training or the
resources needed for that role. Trainers of teaehers, in turn, both presersiee and
insenrice, have probably carried on little researeh of their on sinec the Lump letion
of whichever graduate degree got them out of the frontlines and into their present
positions, where t are trapped between two warring strangers. And, elassioom
teachers, for their par tend to Lut both medieval masters and teadier Ir.1111LIN
of any sustained dial ue with the immediate and somewhat eun quesuon, 'But,
what do I do Monday orning?"

With that po tray of reading edueation in mmd, whether or not I hays: been
entirely fair m dra it, what kinds of questions might we ask of the edikational
engineer? What iroble s might the edueational engineer solse! I or starkrs,
could ask for Landid d defmitise hst of what works ssell ni the industrial niodel,
what works vs II in th medieval modd. Standardized tests and basal re`aders in-the
former, certain rsonalitation and globalisin in the Liner, for sure. But, ss hat
other advantases inhere in eaeh? What disadsantages? W hat do the two modds
have to offer eaeh other? How Lan thes be brought %loser togetber in the eduea
tional enterprise? How doe, the reward' at Bell I aboratorks result in better sers kL
in cvmmunication for Jody Thompson m Lly ha, W bat happens at the
Dupont Experimental Station in W ilmington, Delaware, that brings eheaper,
stronger polymers temanufaeturers and eonsumers around the ssorld?

A good program of edueational engineering will help us to see Ilk. lorest i1 spth.
of our penchant for eonternplating trees In reading elink atter readnig ehnie, for
instance, we take for gramed a higher pereentage ol greater sueeess with worse
problem readers than vse vsould ever eyed of regular elassroont readmg, insiruetion.
How can vse explore that phenomenon so as to apply the laets within it to Immo% ing
classroom instruetion generally? At w hai Lusts? W hai resourees, hai Onfig-
rations of time and +p.m and personnel and matenals and equipment?

There arc those industnes that depend on bask reward], researeh that yields
insight or knowledge that is then engineered into sueLessful applieation in set s iLes,
products, or information, and we Lan ask 01 them w hai it is they ask of themsels es,
how they operate. I am sure that one of the questions they raise sooner rather than
later in their top researeh proieets is how likely it is that the proxet '. l eventually
pay off in the marketplacethat is, in sersiees, produets, or information I a

projeLt is at least somewhat likely 'to pay off, approximately when and w ith what
pereentage of return on the dollar insestment in reward] and deJjopment!
answers along the yvay seem too negatise in light of OCrything that the entense is
trying to aeLomplish within its budget, then the projeet is dropped, no ,retlierfrow
dear to the hearts of its sponsors or how interesting it may be .ts .t pursuit of
knowledge for us own,sake. ( ontrast that rational, Lonsidered approadi to researeh
and the applied programs that grow out of dvsith the esoterie laisser fairc approadi
evident in some of the titles of artedes that punduate many of pur rirofe"Ssional
Journals, of presentations that dor many of our professional Lonferenees, of studies
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that clutter too many editions of Owe/fawn Abstracts in education. If individuals
indeed,learn to read at varying rates and times and in Yarious sequences, which is
almost ..-ertainly true, what are the potential implications for classroom instruction.
if any, of the last twenty researeh topies you have seen posed, or of the last twenty
lesson plans of-curriculum guides you have read? If there are no such implications,
and if we have eontinued to assume "the classroom" as a gis en in reading instruc
tion, question whether or not the research or the lessons should hase been carried
out, no matter how dean the design, how rigorous the method of research, how
talented the teacher.

Faeed.with thirty indisiduals in a heetic elassr.00m, consider the kgitimacy of the
ease study as an engineering ptoblem. Sorry that we cannot engineer a ease study for
every child every week or so, again assuming that "elassroom" is a go en, how dose
Lan we come to the ideal? %hat kinds of training and classroom organization would
It require. what kinds of administratise .support, management, sehedulmg, staff
utilization? Those are questions to be grappled by engineers, not by researchers nor
by elassroom teaehers, nor perhars even by trainers of teachers, although those Who
are now in teaeher training and supers isory positions seem most cons emently plaeed
to take on-engineering roles.

suspeet realigneally that all of us at esery lesel could benefit from desoting at
kast a bit ot our professional effort to engineering. esen as elassroom teachers
alteady develop some ot ths!ir own instructional materials, and as unts ersity seholars
tret their own children through the anxious years of day-to day elassroom reality.
And. tor at least 1 ilteen seats. the so-called regional laboratories has e been at work
iii "researeh and deselopment," perhaps the closest Nmerican education has eonie
to establishing an engineering component Beyond all that. howes er. what we need,
it we pet sist in following an industrial model in running our schools. is the des clop
mem ot a new profession, that ol edueational engineering. l ike its industrial
predecessors, that modd will he at least three-tiered, ysith laborinory engineers,
consulting engineers, and tield engineers play ing their respectise roles in analling
and ..ols ing problems ot reading instruction. bridging that huge gap between re
searchers and practitioners

Changes in Literacy

A second major need we lace in reading edueanon is a candid acknowledgment
and exploration ot the ( NCI I SHAPE OF I ITERACY, including the com-
puter resolution in commumeations There arc many time-honored assumptions
about reading that we neser think ot questioning, and mueh that we do not know
about reading and hase not yet stusted I am sure that most teachers, consultants,
and researchers in the tield ot reading. tor instance, are all but eompletely unaware
of the existence and saluahk projects or the Assoeiation of American Publishers, or
ot the Book Industry Stud) Croup whieh conducts and reports market analysis in
the broadest sense I ew it any educators keep up with Pub/Is/ten Heati. the bible
of bookselling. nor do the; esen know there is siich a resouree as I oltt/ "pre
tfaeaztne for tfaxazine Vfanagentem. both ot whtetruourd 1TFerrhem up to date on
American reading habits and the technology of print production How matt% ol
them realize that every coneeisable string of information yet programmed into
computersfantastieally complex information manipulable by countless matrices II

the most recent equipmenthas been rephrased from ordinary discourse into the
exclusively vs-no framework of binary logic, that some ot those machines now
automatically fly ph-elate words, correct spelling and grammar, and merge functions
at one simple keyboard that only a few years Ago required three separate depart
ments in the modern officedata processing, word proeessing, and typography
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NkLuhan erred in at kilst One lundamental way when he proclaimed the obsoles
i:enfe of print LommuniLation fifteeniyears ago, he failed to foresee the use of the

..i.omputer as a revolutionary tool that extends those traditional means of .ommurn
cationreading and writing

Looking from suLh points of vievi outside the eduLation establishment, so to
speak, we need not peer into the future to find things vie ought to .onsider but have
not. How important is it for .urri.ulum and instruclion, motivation and materials
development, to refognize that ea.h issue of Highlights fur Children Lomes off the
press in more Lopes than there are units of all lined) Clear y's paperbaLk books ill,
print, or that Tiger Beat and Teen Beat both rank in the top one and a half per.ent
of clrLulation among the more than 12,000 magazines .urrently published in the
United States? How muLh attention should teadiers and resear.hers in reading-
comprehension and per.eption give to the faLt that magazine designers and art
directors are paid at least as muLh as text editors and infinitely more than writers?
Are publishers fooling themselves about vi hat is important in .apturing a reader,
motivating a reader, LommurnLating with a reader, persuading a reader by visual
means alone to part with money for the.magazine and be happier and perhaps more
knowledgeable for having done so? What does a book provide that a magazine does
not How literate are posters, record covers, graffiti? Novi many "reading sub-
skills" are in play as a youngster clef trormally battles Space Invaders, sLanning the
screen, quarter's worth after quarter's worth, for hours on end? Does reading the
message on a video si.reen require the same per.eptual skills and the same thought
professes, the same instirms and habits, as reading print on paper? How different is
it to sfroll a message eleuroni.ally by pressing a button rather than to turn to the
next page in a book or magazine? Whifh sub skills in reading or viriting or mathe
matics are really basiL when the maLhine in front of you or in your shirt poLket or
purse can calLulate, Lompare, sfan, or manipulate faclual information at your
command faster than you Lan? What remains exclusively the provinLe of print
communi.ation, or most appropriate to print rather than to other means of i.om
munication?

The shape of literacy is Lhanging, and I am not even confident that reading
educators have caught up to the status quo from vihiLh the Lhange has been
launched. Whether or not the faLt seems important to you, a phone Lompany
representative .an tell you that for the average person, a push button phone is about
27 percent faster to operate than a Lonventional dial phone. Should we not at least
ask sirntlar kinds of questions of the professes and means of print LommuniLation
that we claim as our professional specialty?

Morality of &location

Here is my third statement of need as vie try to visualize what is ahead OuLatioft
ally in reading as a basn. skill. We need a thorough aLknoviledgment and exploration
of the fact that NO SKILL IS AMORAL, and that eery (au, every process, v. ery
utterance, almost every word, is laden with values to some degree. Yet, in a wiLiety
that professes Constitutionally to be non seclarian, vi hat morahty, what ethiL, vi hat
ritual, what system of belief, vi hat professed truth will prove aLfeptable to all or to
any? I am not sure we need ask nor ansvier that question that viay, but I expanded it
and suggested many imph.ations in the third of my earlier statements about vi here
we are in the teaLhing of reading. Our Lhallenges for the next few years arc rather
clearly spelled out or imphed in that passage. The faLt that 1 Lhoose not to repeat
here the several points already offereli there should not suggest that this third
statement of need is ad; less urgent nor less heartfelt than the other two.
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Summary and Recommendations

Reading as a basic skill is dm& well in America, quarnitatively and probably
qualitatively, even within the educational context of an industrial model. Market
statistics on numbers of readers and what they are reading .wunterbalance myopic
reading of test scores. John Bormuth calculated in an article in tisthie Language
(Spring 1978).that in the workplace alone reading activities accounted for 23.5
percent of 1972's gross national product. I doubt that the figure has wavered much
since then. That estimate does not take, into account reading for pleasure, for
information outside the workplace, for for mal schooling. We hae reason enough to
bring the full fore of our professional, political, economic, and-scienta. efforts to
improving reading as a basic skill. Yet, returning to the title of my remarks, "The
Art of the State," it is still true that reading is at least as much art as it is science. It is
also still true that the most broadly literate political state is one that boasts a highly
civilized soclety. Firmly rooted in the first truth, let us work confidently toward eNer
greater realization of the second.

In summary, then, I see reading educators recognizing the importance of context,
structure, and pluralism. If we are to move ahead in the teaching of reading as a
basic skill, we need a new thrust in educational engineering, accurate description and
assessment of contemporary literacy, especially in light of technological devdop
ments in communication, and acknowledgment and exploration of pluralism as a
-philosophy of instruction and as a fact of educational life.
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FOUR ESSENTIAL CHANGES
IN COMPREHENSION INSTRUCTION.

P. David Pearson
University of Illinois

Reflecting upon the past 15 years in reading education, I am impressed by some
significant changes in the concerns of educators about reading-instruction.,

When I first entered the field, the issues of debate were as follows:
( a ) What is thetest way to teach, beginning reading?
( b ) Should the alphabet be taught as a prerequisite to reading instruction?
( c ) How can a school build a sound individualized reading program?

Even at that time only a few of my colleagues believed that our energies and efforts
should.be focused on the cqmprehension issue. Some even thought that there was
little one could doto teach comprehension (believing, I suppose, that it was a matter
properly left in the bands of the gods responsible for the genetic transmittal of
intelligerite).

But times have changed. For better or worse, at least if one is to regard available
instructional materials as a barometer of practice, the issue of early reading seems
settled. All but a few dust gathering commercial programs teach phonics early and
intensively, even those programs inoduced by publishers that .pnly a decade earlier
systematically delayed phonics until a sizeable number of words had been learned at
sight. -

Also, it is hard to find commercial reading programs that do not teach the
alphabet early. In some, letter sounds as well as letter names are taught prior to that
first encounter with real stories. .

I mean neither to celebrate nor to condemn the broad consensus on these issues,
rather, I-Only make the observation that broad consensus frees us to examine other
issues that may previously have gone unexamined.

Regarding individualization, two kinds of consensus were reached.`(1) that
progress in reading should be monitored frequently, minutely (note the myriad of
specific skills tests at the end of every unit and level in most commercial programs),
and individually, and (2) that individualized instruction meant offering practice
materials for children to complete individually. Unlike, the consensus on early
.phonit:s and the alphabet, however, I detect serious discontent in the field about our
current practices of individualization. Nonetheless, the energy released from these
points of agreement has been directed toward issues of comprehension.

A second reason, for the new interest in comprehension comes directly from
concerns of practitioners. All too frequently, when meeting with groups Sf adminis
trators or reading committees from school districts, I encounter this scenario. The
group expresses the dilemma of their reading program's test results:

You know, when we look at our pnmacy grade results we feel good about our program.
Our kids are scoring above national norms, which is more than we have a right to
expect. Then we look beyond grade 3 and what we find is a gradual slide in those scores,
relative to national norms, all the way into high school.

Then this observation is Usually followed by a conclusion something like this. ,

We must be doing a good job of teaching the decoding skills that characterize the
primary grades and a medioi.re job of teuhing the wmprehension skills that i.harai.ter
ize the intermediate grades. What can we do about it?

While I wekome this compelling motivation for turning our concerns toward
comprehension, I share the concern and frustration of school personnel in that
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difficult question, "What can we do about it?"
By the way, the recently televised data from National Assessment should reinforce

this v:oncern. The assessment (NAE.P, 1981) inchcates that during the seventies, we
made excellent progress for nine year-olds, however, we did not fare well in helping
thirteen year-olds, particularly in test items requiring inferential and interpretise
comprehension.

Perhaps the only positive feature of this dilemma is the strength of consicti
can afford us in moping these concerns about comprehension head-on.

The third factor promoting such concerns stems from a renaissance in psycho!
ogy. From 1920 to 1965, psychologists, wedded-as, they were to their behasioristic
models, did not study reading. Reading was generally regarded as simpb too
complex a process to examine, given the constraints of the Stimulus Response
model. But the past decade has witnessed a redirection of perspective among
psychologists. Indeed, the relatively new field of cognitise psychology considers the
reading process to be one of its most precious objects of study, encompassing as it
does sub-prov.esses hke attention, perception, encoding, memory, information stor
age, and retrieval.

At any rate, psychology has returned to one of its rightful homes, the study of
reading. Reading education has benefited greatly from the return, for the new
v.ogrlition has provided a wealth of ideas,and hypotheses that educators can use to
create hypotheses worthy of testing in the ultimate laboratory the classroom

These three forces (consensus on other matters, heightened concern about corn
prehension fadures, and a new set of intellectual challenges), then, hase conserged
to create an atmosphere in which attention within th5 reading field has focused on
comprehension.

In brief, here are the changes I propose:
I. We must change the kinds of questions we ask about selections children read
2. We must change our attitude toward and practices of reading vocabulary
3. We must change the way we teach comprehension skills.
4. We must change our conception of the role of the teacher in the reading

program.

Changing

Durkin 8-79) and her co-workers spent some 17,997 minutes observing
reading lessons in intermediate grade classrooms. One of the conclusions she drew
from these observations was that teachers spend a sizable portion of time in which
they interact with students during reading classes asking questions. Students. con
versely, spend lots of time .answering questions. Furthermore, these assessment
sessions (Durkin's term for this kind of interaction) tended to be characterized by
relatively questions in search of single correct answers. We's e all seed this,
probably most of us, myself included, have done it. 1 ask a question I call upon
Suite. She gives an answer other than the one I had in mind. I turn toward Tommy
He gives a second answer, but still not the one I had in mind. My head bobs from
student to student until someone finally gives the answer I was looking for It's a
game sajle0 "Guets what's in my head!"

When Melvin (1981) turned from classroom observation to teacher's manuak,
she discovered a remarkably similar situationmuch space desoted to story ques
tions, many low-level questions in search of single correct answers (and manuals that
provided correct answers to each comprehension question, sase those that insited
almost every response as a correct answer).

Beck and her colleagues (Beck, McKeown, McCaslin, & Burkes, 1979) have also
examined teacher's manual questions. Reading Beck's analysis of questions, one is
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struck by another facet of the questions in manuals. They appear to have been
written using the committee assignment approach. It's as though six people were
assigned the task of generating questions for a story. And they decided to Acorn
Ash the task using three guidelines. (a) each was assigned one page of a six page
test, (13).they could ask questions that either had explicit answers stated in the text or
had nothing in particular to do with, the text, and (c) none of them was allowed to
look at any.page other than her own or to consult anyone else about the questions
she generated. The apparent result of this approach is a random barrage of ques ,
nons that don't cohere one with another. They don't form a line of questions.

Thus far the evidence presented suggestsihat the questions asked about typical
basal reader questions (I) are more random than coherent, (2) focus either on trivial

idetail or irrelevant asides. and (3) do little to foster an integrated conception of
i either what the particular story is about or what stories in general are about..

\--..Bet,k
et al. do suggest a way out of this situation. They argue, after examining

1.r ent research about story comprehension, that teachers need to develop, prior to
question generation, a story map for each story children are asked to read. A story .

map, according to Beck tonsists of a specification of the main character's problem
in the story and attempts to solve that problem, leading, eventually, to a resolution.
Having generated such a map, teachers would develop questions that elicit some
major component of the story map. Questions that elicit either too general or too
speufic responses are not to be allowed. The flow of the story, from inception to

,
resolution, serves as the paramount criterion for question_inclusion.

Translated into practical issues regarding basal readiniquestions, Beck's analysis
suggests that guided reading questions (those page-by page questions in grades one
and two or those immediately following questions in grades three and up) should be
limited in such a way that they elicit only major components of a story map.

Indeed, recent research evidence (Beck, Omanson, & McKeown, 1981, Gordon,
080, Singer.& Donlan, (981) validates exactly such a notion. Questions that focus
student attention on important story elements elicit better comprehension and. or
story recall as well as better recall of new stories for w hich no questions are asked.
Apparently, the systematic application of such a framework for story comprehen
sion helps students develop w hat might be called a generic "story understander."

So much for guided reading questions. What about those questions that teachers
typically ask in pursuit of building. background for story comprehension before
students read? Here vve have considerable evidence to guide our search for ,com
mendable practices. Hansen and Pearson (Hansen & Pearson, 198Q, Hansen, 1981,
Hansen & Pearson, in press) have conducted several studies examining the effect of
story questions, particularly with reference to enhancing children's ability to answer
inferential comprehension questions. Two findings in their line of research are
relevant to our concerns. First, they find that simply making sure that guided
reading questions (those questions asked either during or after stories) include many
inference questions enhances both story specific inferential comprehension and
comprehension of new stories. Second, they find that the additional provision of
prereading questions that focus on inferences to prior knowledge coupled with
speufic instruction in host, to generate answers to such questions and why such
comprehension is important leads to even timer inferential comprehension of
stories. In short, the available data suggest it matters a great deal what Mit of
questions we use to prepare children fo l. stou comprehension. a set for predicting,
relating text to prior knowledge, and evaluating predicted outcomes is superior to a
more literal/factual orientation.

In trying to reconcile the available data on what promotes better understanding
of textbook selections with conventional practices, I have derived the following
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1.60'
guitIghticN foi asking qucsnons. Remember that some of these guide

lines bear the grace of evidence, sonic "make sense," and others are best guesses.
I. Ask lots of "have you ever. . . . ?" questions in trying to build story back-

ground.
2. Then, try to elicit predictions about what story characters will do in similar

circuMstances.
3. Ask purpose setting questions that, to be answered, require a complete

reading of a selection,
4. Immediately after reading, return to the purpoSe.
5. Guided reading questions should focus on thestory map.
6. .Reserve comparison questions (with pnor knowledge and, or other stories) to

a second skimming of the story.
7. Roerve author's craft questions for that same second (or even third) skim.

So much for questions. Now to vocabulary.

'Vocabulary Instruction

Dale Johnson and I has e been so i.oncerned about 'vocabulary instruction that we
decided to write a book exclusively devoted to the topk. Our main i;oncerns in that
book arc twofold. (I) that people will recognize the primacy of meaning Nocabulary
over wurd reiugnmun ucabulars and t2) that they will embrace our philosOphy of
uwnenhip uf a word's nwaning over fatibQ at defining the word. Let me explain
with an anecdote:

A few years ago a Student teacher brought in a lesson plan and some student
papers (roma teading lesson hc had taught to some fifth grade students, remarking,
"Let me tell you about my great vdcabulary lesson:"

"What did you do?" I asked witli anticipation.
"Well first I had them look up the new words in their pocket dictionaries ..."
'And thee. .

"I knew )ou'd ask that," he added firmly. "And then I asked them to write the
words in sentences."

"Can I see some student papers?" I asked. The first wold on the first paper was
e.umperated. The student had written, for a definition, vexectAnd his accompany
ing sentence was, He was exasperated,

At that point, all the student knew was that the child could find the word in the
dictionary, could copy the first acailable definition, and could recognize that aaord
ending in ed could serve in the past participle slot in a sentence. He knew nothing
about whether the child knethe meaning of the word, he knew nothing about
whether the child owned the ard, to use Beck's (1981) term for what it means to
acquire a-new.vocabylary item.

The problem illustrated here is similar to the dilemma faced by teachers each time
they find a new list of cocabulary words for a new reading selection (or when they
come to a new chapter in a sdcial studies or science textbook). How much concept
development needs to be done before children will be able to (a) understand the text
at hand and. or.(b) use that new vocabulary when they read new and different texts?

While we do not have the final answer to these questions, we can derive some
guidelines from recent research on thc relationship between knowledge about a topic
and comprehension of texts related to that lopic. First, there is no question about
that relationship, a reader's knowledge about a topic and particular key No%.abulary
to be inclyded in a text to be read is a better predictor of comprehension of that text
than is any measure of reading ability or achievement (Johnston & Pearson, in press,
Johnston, 1981). Second, several studies point to the adviantage or a full blown
concept development approach to cocabulary over a moreconventional definition
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ancl 'sentence approach ((/' students ne&led any Ile lp at all with the vocabulary). This
finding is especially salient for suh7sequent inferential ..omprehension tasks (Schach
ter, 1978, Adams & .Carnine, in press). Particularly useful has e been semantic
mapping and semantic feature analysis approaches (Thorns, in press)the kind
Johnson and Pearson (1978) discuss, as well as other approaches that emphasize
semantic elaboration (Adams &'Carnine, in press, Beck, Perfetti, & McKeown,
1982). What these more useful approaches have in common is their emphasis on
where a word firs in children's semantic repertoire rather than what it means or how
it is used in sentences. That is what it means to "own" a word to know how itp
like and how it.is different, from other words wilich a child already knows.

In order to accomplish this goal for vocabulary, We must alter OW stant.e toward
v.peahulary instruction. We must change the questions We ask when we get ready to
help a child ;quire a new concept. Too often we have asked,

Wfiat is iethe children don't know and how can I get that into their heads?
The better question'is,

What is it that the children do knoW that's enough like the new concept so that
I can use it as an anchor point?'
We can learn new concepts only in relationship io concepts ue already possess.

This is a principle that we use all the time-with our peers wlien we explain a,new
phenomenon. We say,

Well it% sort of like X . . :but.. . .

We establish a contact with aknow n concept, thtp we explain how it's different from
the known concept. Why we do not exthnd the'same courtesy to children I do not
understand. Somehow in schobls we seem to prefer definition to explanation. Until
and unless we refocus our vocabulary efforts on techniques emphasizing semantic
elaboration and semantic fit we shall never achieve the goal of ownership that I
think-we would all like to achieve.

.

ComprehensfiinSkill Instruction
,

When Durkin (1978:79) compleled her classroom observation study, one of her
goals was to determine when, how, and how often teachers engaged in direct,
explicit instruction for compiehension skills, that is, what did teachers tell students
about how they should perform the various comprehension tasks assigned on the
myriad of worksheets and workbook pages in their reading programs? Of those
17,997 minutes, she found precisely 45 minutes devoted to this kind of direct
instruction in corhprehension (and 11 minutes of that was on the influence of
punctuation). She found much of v4hat she labeled mentioningsaying just enough
about arkassignment so that,studerits understood the formal requirements of the
task, but stopping short of demonstrating how to solve the task cognitively, or what
to look for in the talk as clues for generating a.tolatiort.

Recently Durkin (1981) conducted a sinalar analysis of basal manuals, looking
for instances of comprehension inStruction. While the manuals fared somewhat
better than the teachers, they still fell woefully short of what we might want tO call
substantive instruction. Most of these instructional directives consisted of a single
sentence. "Tell the students that the main idea is the most important idea in the
paragraph." Rarely was much in the way of modeling, guided practice, or substan-
tive corrective feedback suggested. Again, Durkin felt that "mentioning" better
characterized what the manuals were offering in the way of instructional directives
to teachers. saying.just enough about the,skill so that students.could Cornpiste the
wOrkbook or worksheet task, but stoppingshort of ofrerin&any,strategy for how to-

-.complete the task..
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Itis
Perhaps both teachers and Manuals offer little direct instruction in how to sok e

coinprehension tasks because comprehension is such a complex interactive process
i.e., influenced by so many situational and individual factors that it simply does not
lend itself to the development of _simple generalizations about either what these
.so called comprehension skills are or how any indi idual should go about applying a
general skill to the variety of texts and testing formats he or she might encounter.
Furthermore, one might argue that application of a comprehension skill to a
particular text is so dependent upun these idiosy walk factors (the difficulty of that
text, any partkular student's knowledge of the topic addressed in that text, and that
reader's interest and motivation for reading that text) that any hope of disco% ering
general rules or heuristks for how one finds a main idea, determines a sequence, or
distinguishes fact from opinion is doomed. In other words, there may be no
context free generalization) about comprehension comparable to the rules we teach
children for decoding unknown words (e.g., the silent e rule, the vowel digraph rule,
or the open and closed syllable rules). If one accepts such a context bound orienta-
tion (which is comparable 4),saying that the ability to apply any giv en skill is
determined by the total context in which it is to be applied), then perhaps all one can
do is make certain that students receive many opportunities to apply the skill to a
'variety of texts and workbook pages. Indeed, the findings of Durkin's two studies
suggest that just such a rationale could be behind what we find in current educa
tional practice.

An alternative (and instructionallypore hopeful) view is that up until the present
time we simply haven't understood the comprehension process welt enough to be
able to identity and define bask and distinct comprehension skills, let alone deter
mine strategies that teachers could offer students for applying these skills {. onsist
ently across the range of texts and practke activities they are likely to encounter.
N iewed from the traditional concept learning perspective we were all exposed to in
basic psychology and, or educational psychology -courses, we can restate our di
lemma by suggesting that we hav e yet to learn what the "concepts" of each of these
skills are, consequently, we are hard-pressed to teach those "concepts" to children.

Consider what we typically mean vv hen we say a person possesses a concept of a
dog or a cat or a dassroom.. For us, the critkal test of concept learning is that the
person who possesses it can identify new stimuli in the environment that either are or
are not examples of the concept. Concepts, in other words, are coutext-free A
person who possesses a 4.eni.ept of a dog can recognize dogs an3 non dogs regardless
of whether the stimuli are observed in kennels, dining rooms, or airplanes; or
whether the dog is large, small, or about av eigte, or w hether its ears are long or
shag, etc.

By analogy, to say that a student possessed a concept of main idea w ould require
that hc or she be able to determine the main idea of a text segment whether the text
was about plants, animals, or outer space, whether the main idea was statedfarl(
late or not at all, whether the main idea was in the form of a title, a heading, or a
sentence embedded within the text. Fttrther, the student would have to be able to
distinguish a main Idea from a detail or an irrelevant statement. And we would
probably expect that the student possessed, and may be was able to state explicitly,
somc criteria for selecting or creating main ideas and distinguishing them from
things that were not main ideas. Only then would we be sure that the concept was
both operational and context-free.

Whether or not "concepts" for comprehension skills can ever be learned by
students or taught by teachers I am not ertain. However, some recent developments
in instructional research regarding reading comprehension lead me to believe that we
4.an help students, even the hard-to-teach students, approximate such concepts.
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I'm not certain that I want to bestow the label "concept" upon what students have
learned in,these instructional studies, perhaps the label "heuristic strategy" is more
apt (a friend of mine defines a heuristic strategy as a rule that doesn't work so well)
Now heuristics, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, is the art of discovery
or invention. Such a definition is appropriate to the studies I am about toXescribe
because what I think these researchers have been able to give to students are
strategies for discovering some regularities across different texts, tasks, and situa
dons.

Hansen (1981)the study mentioned in the earlier sectigiabout questions set

about to determine whether she could improve second grRie students' ability to
answer questions that did not have explicit answers in the texts (what we usually call
inferential comprehension). She began with two hypotheses about why litsral cum
prehension performance is usually superior to inferential comprehension perform
ance. (a) students simply may not get sufficient opportunity to practice drawing
inferences, or (b) they simply do not know how to go about generating answers that
are not explicitly stated in the text. She developed an experimental treatment to
evaluate each, hypothesis. A control group received, for gUided reading and follow
up discussion questions, the-conventional mix of about 80% literal to 20% inferen
hal questions. A question.only experimental group received all Inferential guided
reading and follow -up discussion questions. A strategy training experimental group
received a pre-reading strategy training designed to sensitize students to the impor
tance of using their own experiences to predict and evaluate story characters'
problems and actions. Very much in the tradition of the Directed Reading Thinking
Activity (DRTA), the treatment required students (a) to state what they would do in
situation X and (b) to predict what a particular story character might do. Aftei
recording their own responses and.predictions about characters on strips' bf paper,
students wove the strips togethera sort of physical metaphor for comprehension
as-a process of-weaving together what one already knows-with what is new-in a text
Students in this strategy training group received some guided reading questions as
did the control group. In terms of the typical instructional sequena for a lesson, the
special strategy training replaced the traditional building background and purpose
setting segment. In all other aspects, the three groups received identical instruction
for the 10 stories,

:
Using a variety of outcome measures to evaluate treatment effeds, Hansen found

that both treatments (practice-only and strategy training) produced reliable increases
in the second grade students' ability to answer inferential comprehension questions,
at no loss to their performance on literal tasks. In fact, measures taken after reading
each of the stories in which the instruction was embedded indicated that the strategy
group actually outperformed the control group on literal comprehension questions
Apparently what happened was that students either exposed to many questions
requiring answers from prior knowledge or given a strong set toward using prior
knowledge to predict and evaluate story events learned that it was legitimate to
involve.one's prior knowledge in generating answers to questions. Several- students
actually volunteered that prior to the training they did not know that it was "o.k " to
use "their own words" to answer questions. In addition, the strategy training
appeared to increase depth ,of processing in such a way that students paid more
attention to the literal message of the( text as well as to the relationship of that
message to their own knowledge structurd, at least for those stories in which the
teacher implemented the strategy training.

In a second, related study, Hansen and, yearson (in press) combined the two
treatments (strategy training and many inferential post reading questions) and com
pared the hybrid to a "business as usual" control group for both good (average
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reading test scores about 6.3) and poor (average about 3.2) fourth grade studenb. In
addition, they trained teachers to admlnister the treatments instead of having the
experimenters do so. Also, they added a new metaeognitive dimension to the
training. Before each training session, .they reminded students of %hat it %as they
%ere doing poor to each story (using prior knouledge to predict story events) and
%hy.,Dependent measures Inv ohed ansvvering ne% questions for both the stories in
which thc instructia %as embedded as %ell as new stories for vvhich instruction %as
hot provided. 1

After 10 weelvs of training, fe% differences emerged among good readers, ho%
ever, strong and reliable differences surfaced among the poor readers. In each case
these differences favored the hybrid inference trdning group. In fact, on one
measure, the pOor experimental students perfor as %ell as the good k. ontrol
Jtudents despite a 3-year grade norm .differenc n average reading test scores.
Experimental control differences were vibse, .ed o both literal and inferential mea
sures bat were more striking on the infilHential.

Hansen and Pearson concluded th-atrfie training %as most effective for precisely
that subset of students %ho typically exhibit frustration in performing compichen
sion 'tasks. The lack of consistent reliable differtnces among good readers might,
they thought, be attributed to the fact that good readers often discover such
strategies on their cmn through sheer exposure to various tasks. Poor readers appear
to, require more careful guidance from a teacher. Informal data confirmed the
legitimacy of tho observation from the Hansen (1981) study, that is, many children
were surprised to learn that it %as acceptable to give an svver not exphutly stated
in the text. Also, Ceachers %ho participated in the study expressed great satisfaction
oith the experimental treatment, stating that their reading group discussions %co.
more lively and interesting (they also expressed some concern about getting used to
thc treatment, the variet) of responses of(ered, and the difficuhy of generating good
inference questions).

Gordon (1980) continued this general line of inference training research by
developing and evaluating an even more explicit technique for hdping- children
become better at drawing mferences. In her training procedure, she led groups of
fourth grade students through the follo%ing training stages over an eight %cek
period:

STAGE I. Teacher asks an inference question, giNes an anw,er, sho%%s students
where she got the clues in the text that support the ansuer.

t STAGE 2. Teacher askiquestion, gives ans%ver, has students diseover sensible
clues.

STAGE 3. Teacher asks question, gives dues, students generate ans%er.
STAGE 4. Teacher asks question, students develop both ans%er and text dues.
These steps %ary along a Lontinuunt of respqnsibility for task Lompletion. In

Stage, I, the teadier takes all the responstbtlity.in Stage 4,the student takes most of
the responsibility. In a sense, Stage I represents modeling, and Stage 4, independent
practice or application. Stages 2 and 3 represent guided practice. Campione (1981)
has suggested that mstruction can be conceptualized as %hat happens in those
intermediate stages between total teacher responsibifit'y (niodehng) and total IsluL111

responsibility (practice or application).
On outcome measures (ansuers to literal and inferential questions) deriv ed from

the selections in %Inch the instruction %4S embedded, students receiving this explicit
strategy forohuv, to generate inferences outperformed ovo other i..periincntal treat
ments, one inv olving a set to%ard general story understanding and another imul%
mg a set toward creative language activities. On transfer measures, i.e., storks for
which no instruction Ads irded, this same treatment outperformed the other
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, groups, but only on questions requiring interens.es to pnor knowledge.
Iromually, Gordon's work also suggested that the group that re...coed the story

schema training (attention to the ..ontent and sum nre ot stories) was able to re..all
much more of the basis: esent struoure of transfer stories than was the inferene
training group. What this I aiding suggests is that the results of training are relausely
strategy-specifk. that is, .hildren learn what we teach .11116 and ask ,them
to praome. This finding, howeter, should be new ed as &h.ciuraging because it
suggest.s that if we s.an add spes.ifi s. strategy training to what we presently offer
students (mtkh independent praome), we ..an ameliorate prose ..omprehension The
only s.aution we might add is that we should not expes.1 any single training element to
solve all our problems. Breadth of ..oserage may be as important as depth of
s.overage, however, breadth alone Mill not do th job, as is es idemed by our present
urs.urristame (rtrus.h varied practis.e) in Amerkan edu..ation with respeu to s.ompre
hension. .

kaphael and PearsonThn press) hase fos.used training upon students' ability
vary their strategies for generating answers to questions as a funs.tiop of the to
demanas of the question (Does it look like I should go to khe text or t4my head

, an answer?) in relationship to the information as ailable (W hat does the text
about this? and What.do I already ,know about the issue?). I.:sing Pears=
Johnson's (l978) tr4Otomy dassifying question inswer refations (text-explic
text-imphcit, and scrtpt implicit), they taught fourth , si;th , and eighth-grad
students lo'diss.riminate situations where both queslion and answer ome from the
same sentente in'the te5e(example 2), where the question and the answey come from
different paits of the t6t (example 3), and %Acre the question is motiltated by the

*text but the answer comes from the reader's prior knowledge*(exaMple 4).
(I) Matthew was afraid Susan would beat him in the* tennig riiats.h. He broke

both of Susarrs rackets the night before the match.
(2) Whdwas afraid? Matthew:
(3) Why did Matthew break both of Susan's ras.kets? He was afr aid Susan would

beat him.
(4) Why wtsVatthew afraid? Maybe Susan was a better player.

. They taught4the....hildren to label these three strategies RIPI-IT THERE, THINK
and' SEARCH and ON MN OWN, respeetnely. During five 45-minutc sessions,
they asked students to answer questions and then des.ide shia of the three strategies
they had used to gendrate their answers. Rom lessons 1 5, i.hildren received increas
ingly longer texts, more questions, and nkreasingly less modeling and feedback
from the,teas.hers. In shor,t;the instruolonarsequens.c for this-short series of lessons
followed Camplone's (.148I) eontinuum. Oukome measures ins olyed reading news
selections and answering questions inviting eas.h of these three response generation
strategies.

Compared to an onentatiod-only group (these students learned the system in a
20-minute orientation but did no(.res.eive the sysrentati s. instruction, praoiec, and
orliortimity tO make judgments abouj the strategies they had used) and, sub-se
quently (Raphael, 1982), a no treatment eontrol, the trained students were superior
on bottythe number of quality answers they provided and on their ability to judge
what kinds of strategies they, had used. In otlier wor , thty were better both at
..omprehending and monitoring their osnomprpiiIon. While patterns of super
tonty vaned aross ability groups (that is: different ability groups gained differen
wily on dif ferent question-answering tasks), the training was effectiee for all ability
groups and all grade levels. Apparently, the students zained some control over,
strategy,use and .9fsouri.e allixation. Like stUdents in ffk Hansen ahd Pearson (in
press) studyt'ope student said, when he learned about OF 01 MY OWN strategy, ',Ilkoo

I
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neer knew 1 could get ansastfoin my head before."
Brown and Palincsar (in press) has,: applied a somewhat dil ferent strategy for

helping learning-thsabied iunioi high student \ generatc better answers to inference
quesuons. What is particularly interesting in this work is the Interaction between
teacher and student in the indisiduahied training The teacher begins by modeling.
she gises an answer and then describes what she did to generate the answer (in short.

. she makes explictt her reasoning strateg)). Then she asks the student to do the same.
Finally she switches student and teacher roles so that the students are, in a sense, put
in charge df comprehension monitoring. Her training paradigni iesulted in large

,

imptyvments tor these learning disabled students, and thc tiakning prosed durable
overpn extended period of time.

Iahail (1982) has extended her research by training teachers to apply her
, strategy and materials oser an eight week training period. A pcchatinary analysis of

her findings suggests that students trained by her participating teachers made
o 'stbstaiiiiatgains in their ability to answer all kinds of questions.

This'group of students suggests the possibility that comprehension can be taught
after all. They also suggest that what iss missing in oui current milieu (what I like to
eall our practtce-onl) approach to comprehension) is the critical element of the
teacher interaeting with groups of students to help them gain more personal control
over the instructional environment in which we place them.

Changing Role for Teachers

Taken together, these first threechanges that 1 am adsocating imply a fourth
more general change kp our pres ailing model of the role of the teacher in the
educational environment.,

The model, of a teacher implicit in the practiees of the sesenties was that of a
manager a person who arranged materials, tests, and the lassroom ens ironment
in such a way that learning could occur. But the critical test of whether learning did
occur'was left up tothe child and the materials; Children practiced applying skills. If
they learned them, fine, we always had more skills for them to practice. if they did
not, fine, we always hld more worksheets and ditto sheets for that same skill. And
the most important rule in such a mastery role is that practice makes perfect,
leadilig. of course to the ironic coudition that children spent most of their time
worling on precisely that subset of skills they performed least well.

Why did we embrace such a model There were seseral torces at work. First, the
press for accountabihty and minimal competencies forced us to Ile accountable for
something And sse opted for all the,bits and pieces rather than the entire reading
process. Second. the notion of mastery learning, presented so elegantly by Bloom
(1968) and Carroll (1963), made such a system seem reasonable to us. Third. our
friends in publAing unwittingly aided and abetted the moscmcnt prasiding
seduetisely attractise materials and management schemes.. The fascination with
materials has pecome presalent that, in a recent sursey. Shannon (1981) found
that sirtually all of the administrators and a high proportion or leadlers beliese that

-a
matenqls are the reading program.

Fd like Io propose a new model for the eighties. a model in which the teacher
astimes a more central Nd active role in pros iding instruction, a model in which,
practice is augmenEd by direct teacher modeling, guided practice and ubstantise
feedback, a moderiii %hi,11 the teacher and the child muse along that continuum of
task responsibility 1 discussed earlier, a model that says just because we want
siudepts to end up taking total responsibility for task 6ompletion does not mean that
sst shoiild begin by,gising them total responsibility. (If we do this. b) the way. we
will be taking the mastery notions of Bloom and Carroll more seriously than es er
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before bcuause addnional tc,,A.hcr assIstame was, along with time ou task, one of the
sompunents An (heti mosids. 114. will also bc recugnizing that true indisidualization
has nott meant that instruution Mist:red indisidually, only that progress is
monitored indisidually and that what mo be best for a gisen indisidual -is not
another worksheet but perhaps a hse body present to preside the guidance and
feedbak it will ta.ke to bring students to independent lesels of performance.) As a
metaphor lot this new model, I'd hke tü replase the teasher as manager metaphor
with a metaphor.ot the teasher as lusher. I know the idea is not startlingly fresh,
but it dots have a nice ring to it
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THETEACHING OF READING TO LANGUAGE-MINORITY
STUDENTS: SOME BASIC GUIDELINES

Rosa Enda Barrera -

New Mexico State...Wesel*

As the number of language minority' children steadily increases in American
schools in all localitiesurban, rural, suburbanthe issue of how to teach reading
more effectively to these students remains a pressing concern far many educators.
We do well tb ask what knowledge has been gathered in the past decade by
reading-language studies and large scale bilingtial education programs that can help
us provide better reading instruction for this growing population of learners.

From a search of literature and from my own experiences in reading education,
I have formulated three generalizations that subsume the Many recent insights about
the teaching of reading to language-minority learners. I present these generalizations
here as basic guidelines for strengthening current and future reading programs for
these students. Briefly stated, if reading instruction is to be most effective and
relevant fa-language-minority students, it must (1) take into account a complex of
ractors, within as well as beyond the classroom, (2) be grounded in a comprehensive
and coherent view of language and literacy, and (3) transcend a "remedial" perspecs
tive.

Unfortunately, as fundamental as these three points are, I don't see them re-
flected in much of the reading instruction that now reaches language-minority
learners: Therefore, we shold not only examine the nature of these points, but
should think about how we can hegin to translate them into reading program
realities. Those are the objectives I have set out for this paper.

ACKNOWLEDGING COMPLEXITIES AND REALITIES

In any discussion of the reading education of language-minority children, lan-
guage is bound to be a central consideration. However, this does not mean that the
entire matter of teaching reading to language-minority children can or should be
viewed solely in terms of language. We know that factors other than languagesuch
as sociál, political, attitudinal, and programatic factorsalso play a role in learn-
ing, and, therefore, should be considered in planning reading instruction for lan-
guage-minority children.

Initial Reading Instruction

Certainly, the beginning reading instruction of languag4 minority children is
crucial in their reading education, greatly affecting all subsequent learning. Here a
basic question is whether the limited or non-English speaking child should be
taught to read through his native language first and then English, or in English only,
or through both languages simultaneously. Although from a readinglearriing per-
spective, it makes good "reading sense" to teach the child to read in that language
which is most familiar to him (Goodman, 1976), one cannot overlook factors that
might preclude using the nativejanguage for initial reading instruction. Some of
these factors include the lack of a home literacy tradition in the native language,' or
even overt parental disapproval of native-language literao, inadequate personnel or
materials to support a quality program of native-language literacy,, and unsuppor-
tive community and schooLattitudes toward-native-language literacy (Goodman,
Goodman & Flores, 1979). In the presence of these factors, the question of whether
to use the native language for beginning reading has to be weighed very carefully.
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Clearly, thc faror qf language Of, more specifically, language of instruction cannot
stand alone as theonly consideration in planning a reading program for the
language-minority student.

By the same token, if we favor an English-only route to initial reading for the
language-minority child, we cagtnot assume that the use of English for instruction
will by itself translate into quafity reading instruction. (Here again notice the paring
down of a i:omplex educational question to consideration of language Onl).) Many
other factors must be considered. For example, contemporary reading research
repeatedly shows thc importance of the learner's experience and background knowl
edge, including his or her cultural schemata, in reading comprehension (Steffensen.
Joag-dev, & Anderson, 1979, Santa, 1981, Goodman & Goodman, 1918). Likevvise,
research has finked reading achievement by language minority youngsters to school
swat factors, such as the nature of teacher-pupil interaction,(Au & Mason, 1981,
Cazden, 1981). tt is simplistic to think that the English reading education of
language-minority children, whether these children are beginning readers or already
literate in their native language, will be improved significantly if factors such as
these are overlooked.

A Kakidoseope of Factors
When one recognizes the many factors surrounding the reading education of

language-minoray children, it is apparent that there i:an be no across the board
responses or simple solutions in this matter. What may be desirable for the reading
instruction of one group in one area (e.g., Spanish-spcaking children in Florida)
may not be as desirable for another group in another area (e.g., Pueblo children in
New Mexico). In this case, one situation might support a native literacy instruction
model, the other might lend itself only w ,an English as a second language (ESL)
instruction nitide1. In fine with this, one should not be too qukklitgeneralize about
the second-language Learning Jpf one group of students (e.g., English speaking
Canadian children learning French) based on another group of students (e g ,
Navajo i:luldren in Arizona learning English) without taking into account sodoeCo
none, political, legal, and other factors. All in all, vie must bc sensithe to a
kaleidoscope of factors.educational and non-educational, complex and intcrre
Iatedas we plan, implement, and try lo improie reading instruction for language
minority students. More than likely, to think in lesser tcrms is to jcopardizc the
quality of instruction.

DISULLING SIMPLISTIC NOTIONS

It is often thc i.ase that in whatever setting language minority children receive
reading instructionbe It bilingual or monOlingual English classroom certain
simplistic notions about then language aLd literacy learning prevail Needless to say,
these notions are largely incompatibl4vith modern insights and findings about
language, reading, and the learner. It hardly needs saying, too, that tiles; instruc
tiondl beliefs and the classroom practices they engender are often more ,ounterpro
ductive than supportive of the literacy development of thcsc simgents. To build
quality reading programs for language-minority students we must subject these
questloktble notions and practices to careful scrutiny and rethinking (Barrera, in
press).1,

The Reading Process

Especially when working with children for whom the school language is a second
language, we cannot afford to embrace narrow or simple views of thc rcading
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process. We onnot reduce the reading act to mereb calling out words or relating
sounds to letters. If such a view underlies second language reading instruction, then
teachers are likely to grossly misunderstand children's reading abilities, focusing
wronglys.on pronunciation or other surfai!e aspects of reading at the expense of
comprehension ana meaning, winch are the heart of reading. Likewise, if teachers
assume that children's second language production direuly refleus their compre .
hension, they, are likely again to beN erely miscalculate children's reading abilities and
opabdines. Research bhows that phcinologiol and even grammatical differences in
second language oral reading by non native speakers of English do not alw b signal
meaning or comprehension losses (Hudelson, 1981, Goodman & Goodman, 1978).
Likewise, classroom observations reveal that second language learners generally
comprehend much more than they on produce orally or in vatting. TO means that
neither pronunciation nor overall oral production in reading should be equated with
A student's reading ability or comprehension, nor should they bc allowed to become
the focal point of instruction, especially when language minority learners arc
involved.

If the language minonty child is in a reading program that includes native Ian
page literacy instruction, how the reading process is conceptualized in that snua
tion lb also important. For example, one cannot assume that because of differences
in codes (Lc , too different languages) the reading process will be different for the
two languages, particularly if both languages are alphabetic and share some charac
tenstics, as in the case of English and Spanish. Nor can one in turn assume that
methods of reading instruction should differ with each language due to their
differing surface features. In any language, reading on be viewed as a process of
making sense of graphic symbols. The reader, regardless of the surface features of
the code, approaches reading expei:ting to get meaning (Smith, 1978, Goodman,
1981). Miscue research studies of reading in several different languages show jhat
learners across these languages apply similar stiategies in deahng with print (Hu-
delson, 1981). Therefore, for reading programs in bilingual educatkin, planners and
practitioners would do well to focus children's attention on these universals in the
reading process and should not infer that the learner faces radically different tasks
in reading the two languages.

Developmental Aspects and Learner Differences

Reading language professionals today are gauestioning the rigid and arbitrary
manner in which the language arts listsning, speaking, reading, and writing tra
ditionalb have been defined in the schools. What may be presented as separate,
unrelated categories in the si:hool curriculum may not necessarily be that in the
learner's mind (Smith, 1979). Ample evidence of the highly interrelated and mutu
ally reinforcing nature of the ari4us aspects of language is provided by the
reading-language behavior of many language-minority children..

In bilingual education programs, it is becoming clear that hard and fast rules
. cannot be imposed on children's language hteracy learning. It cannot be assumed,

for example, that reading and w;iting will develop only after a defined, fixed level of
second language oral development. Evidence shows that oral language and literacy
learning in a second language develop almost simultaneously or side by side (Good
man, Goodman & Flores, 1979, Hudelson & Barrera, in press). In fact, learners can
expand their knowledge of_ the second language in contextualized, meaningful
formats (Elle)t, 1981). Some learners may want to do second language writing even.
before second language reading. Then, too, we are becoming increasingly aware
that children's second-language proficiency develops not only in the classroom but
also away from it, obviously without the benefit of predetermined sequences of
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Mulls or dnllksuh as those provided in the classroom. It seems that the oft-dis-
cussed notion o f "twister" in bilingual reading is essentially a moot topic In many
instances, children do not wait for the teacher to "transfer" them on the basis of
some oral language test score or native-language reading level as is the practice in
many bifingual,eduation programs, transfer to second language reading can be
uontrolkd by the learner. lf second language reading is seen as desirable, meaning-
ful, and purposeful, it LS likely and natural for the child to move from native-lan
guage literacy into acond-language reading, without waiting on any externally im
posed criteria to signal that it can be done. Teachers in bilingual classrooms as well
as monolingual English classrooms need to create for second-language learners an
environment that encourages such transfer.

In all classrooms serving language-minority students, teachers need to be re-
minded that as second-language learners are growing in that language, it is unrealis
tic to expect their performance to measure up to a native English yardstick Those
language "mistakes" and "goofs" that children make during the course of second-
language learning (Dulay & Burt, 1974) areas important to language growth.as the
"mistakes" that are made during first-language learning in infancy and early child-
hood (Black, 1980). Teachers need to understand that these are systematic and
natural aspccis of second-language learning. In oral reading of the second language,
teachers need to be able to recognize dialectal and developmentally-based miscues
and to know that they do not always interfere with comprehension. In testing and
formal evaluation, standards and demands need to te adjustecrin light of second-
language learner's development. Any test intended for the native English-speaker or
reader tmnntit fairly assesS a learner's biginning proficiency in the second language
Above all, teachers must be encouraged to focus on the meaning of children's
communication and messages ant) not on their form..

Finally, literacy learning in the second language will vary with the literacy
lmckground of the learner.. If the learner is already literate to some degree in his

native language, reading in the iecond language will not be a totally unfamiliar task
simply because he already knows how to read. He is not faced with having to learn
to read all over again, and, in fact, may be quite willing and able, not to mention
eager, to tackle both oral language and literacy tasks simultaneously in the second
language. In contrast, the student with no native-language reading experiences faces

-a more demanding task when confronted with second language reading That stu-
dent has to learn what rtading is all about.

Overall, to deal more effectively with second-language development, teachers
would clo well to heed,two pointS.Tirst, children's second-language learnipg, like all
language learning, takes time to grow. And second, individualdifferences in second-
language reading are to be expected and accepted as they are in all reading instruc-

tion.

SHIFUNG TO ANOTHER pERSPECT1VE

All too often, reading instruction for the language-minority child is viewed from
a remedial krspectfve, regardless of the instructiohal setting. What do I mean by
this? Simply stated, the child is still looked upon, as "deficient" in stifle respect
(Dubois & Valdes, 1980), and reading instruction is provided largely as a "catch up"
or "patch-up" program. More than likely, the student is still measured by a native.
English "yardstick,' with linguistic and cultural differences seen as "problems" in

the regular reading program, or even "congenitakleficiencies" (Giordano,.19-78) In
some instances, the reading education of ttie language-minbrity child may be a
continuing series of disjointed, unrelated, and even contradictory literacy experi.
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ences. as the child is shuffled bak.k and forth between the regular classroom and
sundrY special asthstance programs. 1 annot state strongly enough that the lan-
guage-minority k.hild must be provided with a basi . reading program that is ompre
hensive, coherent, and developmental in nature, not "remedial,: "correAive,"
"transitional," or "special."

A Positive Outlook

To borrow some word's from Ken Goodman (1979), we cannot lament that we
"know nothing" about the teaching of reading to tanguage-minority children,
we "know more" today than ever before and this knowledge holds promise for
strengthening reading programs foi this shool population. From all that we know,
reading instructionto be most effective and relevant for the language-minority
learner must be grounded in a positive view of the child and should strive to use
tht chird's experients and background knowledge as a "bridge" to s,hool and book
content. This dots not -Mean that the child) world view shOuld be the entire
eraPhasis of the. reading program, but it does mean that for facilitating certain
aspects of reading development, this emphasis may be more effektive than one that
overlooks or looksdown upon what the learner brings to the reading program (Au,
1980).-;

The importanee of capitalizing on the learner's world knowledge has been sup-
ported rePeatedly and in different,ways by current reading-language literature. For
example, some researchers have Observed that text relatat direuly to the learner's
own world and kelief system consistently leads to higher levels of reading compre-
hension (Joag-clev and Steffensen, 1980; Goodman & Goodman, 1978), rurther-
more, itt5tructional strategies that integrate the child's past experiences with new
reading matter induct greater learning .and motivation (Au, 1979). Additionally,
there is some evidence that the proassing tirtext features such as story structure
tn:6 be somewhat influenced by the reader's cultural background (McClure, Mason,
.& Williams, 1981, Goodman & Goodman, 1978). These Andings suggest that the
learner's background, if viewed, positiveb, can be used to fakilitate reading growth.

Assaring Quality

No one disputes the importance of reading skills to the individual's functioning in
school and society. For that reason, the reading instruction we offer language mi
nority children cannot be marginal instruction.

If the reading program for any of these children begins with native-literacy
instruction, then that instruction should be a full bodied program, not_merely a
token.component or one lacking some or many of the various resour,es that go into
Making a quality reading ptogram. Overall, nativ language reading instruction
shOuld be replete with literacy experiences that "make sense". to the reader, that is,
they are seen as worthwhile, purposeful, meaningful, and interesting. Reading in the
home language should be inteuelated with and supported by the other language arts
in that language. At the same time, native-language reading and second-language
reading should be viewed as mutually reinforcing strands and not as' disparate,
comrctIng spheres of instruction.

kreadirig instruction for the language-minority child is to be in English only,
most of the foregoing also holds, true. Language-minority children need quality
English-as-a-second-language programs that are truly thatsecond language pro-
gramsand not merely unchanged native-English programs imposed on them with
out the benef_k_ orspecial strategies and attivities that can accommodate their-
linguistk and cultural differences. The results of imposing such 'traditional, unmodi-
fied reading curricula on language-minority children are only too well known.
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In this era of accountability and nostalgia for the "basics," we must undefstand
the needs of language-minority chddren well enough to avoid nourishing and
perpetuating myopic attitudes about their reading education To begin with, wc must
not allow the teaching of reading to these children to be reduced to simplistic,
arbitrar y, and predetermined lists or sequences of instructional experiences that do
nut add up to reading, The "whole" of language literacy learning for bilingual and
sccond-language learners cannot be reduced so simply. Furthermore, we should be
careful not to apply to these children, Inappropriate and insen-sitive evaluation
instruments that cannot validly measure then abilities and potential. Above all, we
must nut lose sight of, or compromise, quality as a necessary dimension of the
reading education of language-minority children.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Having outlined' What 1 see as essential to the planning and delivery of reading
instruction foulanguage minorlty children, I now want to suggest what is required to
transform these essentials into instruoional realities in our hicreasingly diverse
classrooms. Although 1 admit that the fac'tors to be considered in working toward
thisaoal are many and complex, there is one important and logical first step wc
must take if vve are to move significantly toward enhancing the quality of reading
insuuction for language-minority children. Quite simply and assuredly, we must
work tuincrease teachets* understanding, not just of Pedagogy, but, more basically,
of karning, specifically of how children grow in language and literacy. Within this
plan of teacher education or retraining, there mit be a deliberate effort to examine
all the assumptIons that teachers hold about the linguistic, cognitive, and social
growth of language-minorny children. Only by cxamining these assumptions against
a bacjcdrop of modern knowledge can we begin to m'ake them more accurate, and
perhaps move more easily toward translating them into appropriate and-effective
learrang experiemes. Others have pointcd the way to similar directiolfoodman,
Goodman & Flores, 1979; Lindfors, 1980).

Vie know that knowledgeable and understanding teachers do make a difference in
chddren's learning to read, the key to more efTective and relevant instruction is an
enlightened teacher Who knows and understanIls children and how they learn We
have a base of knowledge that on heflp us to build quality reading instruction for
bihngual and second-language jearners in our schools. We must, now disseminate
that knowledge to all teachers and school personnel who shape reading instruction

.for these children.
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ORAL\ COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION:
COALS AND TEACHER NEEDS

' Barbara Lieb-Brilhart
National Institute of Education

During the early years of schooling in this country, the ability to speak articulately
and persuasively was vewed as central to tine's education (Wallace, 1954) However,

the nse of silent reading in the nineteenth century and the emphasis on literature and

composition helped foster a view of, oral communication as "speech arts," reducing

it to an elective or extracurricular activity in the English curriculum, Purthermore,
early lingunuc studies demonstrating that children learn the rules and structures of

discourse before they enter kindergarten supported the view of some educators that

speaking and listening are "naturally" learned acts which requireno further inter-
vention from the school. The few educators who continued to view oral communica-

tion as "basic" for all students split off from the English teachers in 1914 and
continued to promote research and instruction in oral communication Unfortu-
nately, this split contributed to the increasing twentieth-century fragmentation of
language and communication instruction. Only recently have we begun to "put
humpty-dumpty together again," to recognize interrelationships between oral and

written communicaiion and the need for basic instruction in both these skills at

every agelevel and in every discipline.
Before we explore the goals of oral communication instruction and the knowl-

edge and abilities teachprs need to fulfill them, we should recognize that the field of

oral communication did not stand still between its relegation to elective status and its

current recognition as a basic skill. During this time the field of speech communica-
non expanded the ancient discipline of rhetoric to incorporate research from the
behavioral and social sciences. Today, most colleges and universities offer a variety

of programs emphasizing interpersonal, organizational, public, and mass communi-

cation. But concepts such as the importance of the receiver in communication, the
interactive nature of the speaking/listening process, and the role of nonverbal
communication in the interactive processall of which have shaped communication

instruction in post-secondary education for at least three decadeshave only re-
cently begun to filter down to elementan and secondary school instruction. Al-

though some of us still remember high school speech contests with nostalgia, we

should remember that as more is learned about the contexts, there is less enthusiasm

fox speech as a behavior to be rehearsed for the winning o trophies (Del Polito and

Lieb-Brilhart, 1981).
Within this changing framework for oral communi tion instruction, Wood

(1981) predicts that the 1980s will see (1) a shift away from the development of
literacy skills (reading and writing) to the development of communication skills
(including speaking and listening); ,(2) a stress on functional approaches which
emphasize student needs to participate successfully in peer, family and classroom

situations; and (3) more student talk during instruction "so that the classroom will

become an alive, talkative and sometimes chaotic environment" (p.13).
Thus we have come full circle to the renewed recognition or oral communication

as a basic skill. However, this time we can offer instruction that rests on a better base

of knowledge about communication processes and about' the development of chil-

dren. In the remainder of this paper 1 will discuss the parameters of oral communi-

cation instruction, its role as a basic skill, and the related needs for teacher educa-

tion.
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Parameters of Oral Communication Instruction

In 1978 the Speech Communication Association (SCA) and the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) published their Standards for Ef-
fective Oral Communication Instruction. The definition of oral communication in
this document helps define the parameters for instruction:

Oral Communication the process of interacting thivugh heard and spoken mes-
sages in a variety of situations. Effective oral communication is a learned behav-
ior, involving the following processes:

1 Spearing in a variety of educational and social situations. Speaking involves,
but is not limited to, arranging and producing messages through the use of
voice, articulation, vocabulary, syntax and nonverbal cues (e.g., gesture, facial
expression, vocal cues) appropriate to the speaker and listeners.

2 I. istening in a variety of educational and social situations. Listening involves,
but is not limited to, hearing, perceiving, discriminating, interpreting, synthe-
sizing, evaluating, organizing and remembering information from verbal and
nonverbal messages.

° This definition stresses interaction, as does much current instruction. Attention
has shifted toward interaction in ev)eryday Fonversations as well as in public dis-
course where a speaker dominates while others listen. Contemporary models' depict
communication' as a transactional process wherein hidividuals exchange roles as
speakers and listeners in the course of interacting. Such models refute previous
notions of public speaking as "monologue. Speakers continuously adjust messages
based on nonverbal or verbal cues from listeners, listeners simultaneously pcode
and transmit nonverbal feedback as they receive, interpret and evaluate meanings
from speakers.

The definition also emphasizes the notion of communication as a learned behav-
ior It is well understood that we speak the speech that we have heard in childhood.
What is less understood is the extent to which communication is possible if there is
interference in the natural stages of development. For example, there is the recent
case of the abused child, Genie, who, after having been isolated and deprived of
interaction unfit a'ge 13, received extensive help from various professionals in
learning how to communicate. Although she learned to function well on tasks
goverhed by tht right brain hemisphere (e.g., visual and tactile orientation and
holistic thinking), she made poor progress on tasks governy by the left hemisphere
(e g , syntactic rules, auditory memory and abstract thinking). This case (Curtiss,
1977) and other evidence support the belief that there are critical periods of develop-
ment for many of the processes that govern speech and.communication.,

We know thatsiPeaking and listening, unlike reading and writing, are biological
heritages As long as the child's development is normal and there are communicative
human beings in the environment, the child will learn to speak. However, these facts
about speech learning have confused educators' perceptions of what needs to be
taught under the rubric of oral communication. Many ask what remains to be taught
if, by the time they come to school, children know most of the sounds of their
language, a vocabulary of about 2,000 words, basic syntax, and verbal anii nonver-
bal meanings The answer lies in what we now know about communication develop-
ment and adult communication needs.

Oral communication instruction must expand students' repertoires of skills so
that they can communicate effectively in diverse contexts (Allen and Brown, 1976).
In other words, the child's ability to communicate in diverse contexts requires a
repertoire of functional skills and expansiot of the skills that are developed in the
early years.
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The SC A/ ASHA definition of oral communication also includes the notion of

interaction ma variety of sttuation.s. The Standards describe the need for instruction

to develop communication skills appropriate for a range of situations (e.g., infor-
mal to formal), a range of purposes (e.g., informing, persuading, sharinefeelings);
a range of audiences (e.g., classmates, teachers, family, employers); a range of
communication fornis (e.g., conversation, group discussion, public speaking); and a

.range of speaking styles (e.g., impromptu, extemporanc&s, re,aaing from manu-

, script). -
Oral communication instruction, then, seeks to build on children's accomplish-

nients in language and communication from the time they enter school There aKe six

- areas in which skills must be developed:
VERBAL SKILLS. This area encompasses those skills involved in producing and

responding to oral language (including production and discrimination of sounds,
production and comprehension of sentence structures, fluency and elaboration of
utterances, and production and response to figurative language). In summarizing

the phases in children's development of meanings, Wood (1981) describes the last

phase, which continues throughout the school years. Children learn during this
phase to select from among many possible meanings the one meaning that fits the

context at any gisen moment. They also learn "scripts" or appropriate modes of
communication for various social contexts, such as the rules of dinner table talk and

patterns of behavior for the "good guys" and the "bad guys" on television.
NONVERBAL SKILLS. Just as vejrbal behavior...is culturally learned as we

interact with others, so is nonverbal behavior. Studies of kinesics (gestures, stance,

lacnl txpression and other bodily mov ement), indicate that some of the earliest

communication of the child is through body motionpointing, gesturing and
movements of the whole body (Wood, 1981). Other studies show that the usc of

body movements for communication improves with maturation (Dittman, 1972).

The child also learns to use distances (proxemics) appropriate to conversation, with

the adult norm stabilizing ar about third grade (Knapp/ 1978). Vocal behavior as a

part of nonverbal communication develops in i but during the elementary

school years, children develop intonation patterns that upport.the more complex

syntactic structures they are learning. However, becau nonverbal communication

carries most of the meaning in interpersonal commu ication, and because it is a

critical factor in in.crcultural communication, childre and adults need continuous

help in learning to convey and to comprehendvocal, pr. .4 kinesic cues

INTERACTION SKILLS. In this area, children must learn the specific skills for

maintaining dialogue. For example, they must learn to speak relevantly to the
context .and to monitor an appropriate quantity, of speech. Other interaction skills

are equally important: turn taking in conversation, continuity in maintaining one's

own viewpoint, sending and responding to feedback, and so on.
CRITICAL/EVALUATIVE SKILLS: Children must also learn to be critical and

to evaluate spoken messages. Such skills include distinguishing fact from opinion,

. judging the biases and. qualifications of speakers, judging logic and consistency

among reasons, and accurately interpreting moods, sarcasm, irony, etc.
MESSAGE ST RATEGY SKILLS. There are many skills involved in developing

and comprehending whole pieces of discourse; these include 'constructing main

tdeas, developing supporting ideas (e.g., analogies, examples and statistical data),

developing arguments and evidence, and using psychological appeals. Raditional

instruction in language arts probably has paid more attention to, these skills in

written, rather than oral, conimunication;.however, those students who elect speech

in secondary school programs are apt to focus heavily on message strategy skills
FUNCTIONAL/SITUATIONAL SKILLS: These skills involve the use of verbal
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and nonverbal language to ;peufk purposes in s'arioils situations. Such
skd6, are based Lin approntow .4aptation of messagg k the knowledge and
esmtences ot others at speuti times and plaLes. V, hen propk violate cultural
rituals (e g , dozing at important meetings, termmattng a phone Lonversation with-
out .1ying "goodber") or w hen they do not seem to understand what kind of
commulnicatjon is required ofithem in spey,ifiL situauons, e either think them odd
or look for "hidden messages." Children and many adu4s need to be taught about
the impact their menages have on others, and. they need to develop ways to
communicate appropriately in c,liverse situapons.4

To work in any of the six.skill areas described,abose, t e child must learn to take.
the perspective of another person Plaget's work set the sjASe for a view Of commun-

'icatIon development as a &centering process, s Tha is ininally "egocentric"
4 gradvally becomes social And research establjsh4 the developthent of social

speech, showing tfiat children's persuasise strategies become inareaslngly sophisti-
k cated with age For exalnpre, Delia, Khne and Burleson (1979) ctelnonstrate that as

childret mature, they pecome better at using reasons and adapting their messags
listeners in order to persade them. 'Young children make unelabor'ated requests

%when persuading: ".Could I have a party please?" Olaer children might say, "I've
'never hadanything like this before, so why can't you let tile haste a party?Z' A still
oldo child tries to anticipate counter arguments: There wouldn't be a lot of
running art!und, and there would only be about fise people." At the highest level of
'complexity, the child takes the listener's persrfictiVe in articttlating an advantage: "1
know tharyou Itke to meet my friends, and a party would be a great way to do this."

Children display, wide Nariations ip their abilities,to perform in the six skill area%
eipecially those directly ralated'to taking/he pers'pective of the othcr person. In the
exlteme case, children labeled "learning disabled" may be unable to interpiet and
respond approi3riate1y to,social cues its the course of interaction. Often problems in
commurti9tion are m&e delfilitating to the Child and disruptive to the classroom
than problems in other academic areas. Bader (1975),io stirnmarlang the research in

" social perceptiollian4 lettining,disabilities, notes that 'learning, disabled" children 4
often try too har say the right thing, speak too loudly, interrupt frequently, get ' .
too close when th7y talk, and miss subtleties of meaning.

Another sawn's developmental problem in communication is "LOmnuinicatton
apprehension,4.42Metim8 called "reticence" or "shyness." communication appre- ,

- henslon,ica broader problem than stage fright, since It usually invOlves not only a
fear of pullic speaking, 6in of ,r.ons ersational, informal Apeaking Evidence

that. betWeep ten anll ti'venty, percent of college students and adults suffel
from his-problem, but centages are likely to be somewhat higher in secondary
and elementary Schools tfll.irt, Scott, McCroAey, 1978). Sonle indicators of comr
munieation apprehension in the classroom are using a low voice, sitting at the back
of the rOp.r in an area of least interaction:makingpoor eye,Lontact$ and refusutg ,

e,
to communicate in class Highly apprehensive students have negative.attitudes
toselard school (Hurt and Preis$, 1978) and max ke low achievers (McCroskty, 19772.,

SeVeral remedial apprqaches to communkatio apprehension are availAle (Phil-
lips, l977; McCroskey, 1977), but these arc too complex to describe here, 5iivital
htswever, that teachers be educated to recognize the problems of the comm afion ,

n

disabled and to,,learn ways to help them in the classroom. One simple practice is to
stop forcing apprehensive.students to stand in front of their classmates in order td
communicate, Fasilig students from informal, dyadic exercises into the more formal
situations helps lessen apprehension. In the Lase of the learning disabled, inabilities
tp interpret nonverbal cues and Id interaLt approprifrly should be recrignized and
treated developritentally, just as difficulties with matfror reading are.
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Oral Contatinkatlen u a Bask Skill

. There are three overall goals for communication instruction:
(1) to ensure that students learn speaking, listening. and interactive skills that
enhance learning at'all levels of education, regardless oLthe .4in:terit studied,
(2) to ensure that students understand and can use communication principles that

il help them in their relationships with family:peers, ..ommungy groups, and in
other social contexts;
(3) to ensure that students understand and' can use communication prinuples that
will help them at work. The goals, then are to hjp students communicate effo
tively in academic, social and work contexts.

In the atadenut cónrext, students who a effective in oral c.omrhunitation have a
beiter hance for sutcess than those who are not. There are so eral reasons for this,
the most obvious bong that =thing. learning is esSenually a t ommunication
process. For. example, Friedrich (1980), after examining research on classroom
vanables. tontluded that the quality of communitation may attount foi twenty five
percent of the atluoement variance in the classroom. Others have pointed out that
most classroom time is spent, in talk (Bellack, 1966, Flanders, 1970, Language for
Life, 1975). In addition, oral tommunication is vital to achioement in other basic
skill areas. According to the Esse/#:.4 of Ed:town Statement (1981), endorsed by
a number of professional assouatiops, symbolic behavior is at the core of all other
learning. Oral communkation (our first encounter with symboli c. behavior) is the
base upon rhich all other skills develop.
.. In the area of soual rela4onshms, we know experientially that oral wiumania
tam skills ontribute to the maintcriante of stabje human relationships. The demand
for assertiveness training, family comMunitatinn workshops, parcnt effotiveness
training, anctinarital ..ommunitation attest to..the value of empathi . listening, direa
and open ...ommunwation, ownership of feelings, feedbaa, ahd pther concepts
taught under the rubri c. of interpersonal tommunitatIon. A panel meeting in 19'3 to
ddine sotaal tompewnty in young.children intluded the following in ILJ Jtatement of
goals. sensitivity and understanding in social-relationships, positive and affettionate
personal relationships, critital thinking skills, problem sok ing skills, and enjoyment
of humot., play and fantasy (Anderson and Messitk, 1973). Oral ommunitation
instruction cah contribute directly to these goals or social competence.

Suttess in the world cA work lb 'also dependent upon oral tommunkation skills.
For example, Lockwood and Boatman (1975) and Karma (1978) found that repre
sentatoes from a variety 'of businfsses and professions saw the following ..ommuni
k.ation skills as important in eir work..mterNinking, group problem sohing,
listening, motivating people, . ng:giving directions, 4astioning, speaking
publitly, and building relations In his summary of studies inditating the need
for oral communitanoun the world of work, Wolvin (1981) reported that M.B.A.
graduates ranked persuasiveness as the most important lkill in business and that
eninneers ranked speech tommunkation as fourth among 123 'areas required for

P

their work.
In discussing the goals of oral tommunication instruction, we must emPhasize

that g is not enough merely to increase the amount of classroom talk or to fcel
satisfied that talking is used in pre cvntMg or in reading aloud. To ihe horror of the
speoh speualist. leathers may fsil that they Lye integratCd instructtion when
students write out or memorize orat dLourse. What'is needed is a sound progsam
of oral t ommunitati n instrutuon whith roognizes the overlap and interrelatc:dness
with written ommu1.ation, but which permits separate iime for cath kind of
instruction.
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Recent rescaiji. pat ti.ularty that of Kroll (1981), indicates that a c.hild's oral and
written diswoi se become 11,1cd.ngl) flt1dt in .,ontent, but dissimilar in approaa,
as the ..hild matures kantqr and.Rubin (1981) coneptualize three faets of differen
tiatior. in oral and written ..ommuni..ation Ariareness involves'intenfion to
affect and be affected by others, in *ming. the individual must "fiaionalize" an
audicnc.e, while in speaking, the audiene's ..ons,rete presene "renders the work of
inferring audience demands los taxing." Cretans involves ..ontrol over larger hunks.
of disc.ourse and knowledge of languagç rnagmatis, while formal speech shares
aspects of written oding (writers provide ..ontext information and include all
nece>sary intotmation). ev ety day speeh tolerates impliot meanings, incomplete
details and ..apitalizes on an immediate shared antext,'Retunstruatan r.Apen,
enLe invol:es the ways in *Ilia we relate our pereptions of the world and the
manipulation of symbols, speeh fades fast and is less.planned, therefore faolitaang
.ognition differentV from writing, whisli ..an leave a permanent trae and is subject
to revision. Writing allows for more reflection, w'hile speaking allow4or more
complex social perspective-taking.

Thus, while there ge areas for interrelattng instnktion in oral and wtitten
.ommuni..ation, each embodies some skills vhis,h must be learned and doeloped
separately.

TesCher Needs

-se

Because of the dective status of speech m the secondary schoolsthe usponsibir
ity for teadung oral communication has often fallen on teahers No offer poor ,

instruction beause of inadequate aademi c. preparation, lac.k of interest, or Ida
time. With shrinking ediu.ation budgets,-there i lee hope that districts ill hire
speech c.ommunic.ation teadiers. even though the pay -off would-be worth thc
investment. However, the Speech COmmunn.aCion Assouati?n, and the Arneman
Theatre Assoiation have Jointly prepared guidelines to assist tiTse, distmts who
wish to hire or up grade elementary and,secondary schtiol communis.ation speual
ists (Preparattun of Elementar.. and SeLondary TeaLhers SpeeLh CurnrnuntLatrun
and Theatre. 1978).

A second approac.h. whic.h may have the besklong-term imPact, is to exPloit-the
abilities of all teaclers io,,tedra ..onimunication skills. This' approadi inv4lves two
aspects. the first focuses on the student (i.e., Ihe teacher's. knowledge of oral
sommunication development and thc provision for in4ructiona1 opportunities), the
second foc.uses on the development of the teaher's Pivn ommujus,ation skills, The
two aspects arc interrelated, sine the modeling ofifunc.tional sornmuniation ahe

teacher infliences thestudent's communication development.
The first aspect inc.lu.des several generi c. c.ompetencies described n thc SCA,ATA

[nodel f ompetenoes for non specialists in commis' nithtion. These indude.the
following. (1) identifying stages and factors in language and :.ommuntion Joel
opment, (2) interrelating reading, wnting, speaking and listening, and funaionae
sommunic.ation, (3) wrung with commuimation problems of students, (4) enlian'sfr
ing ..ommunication development through instruaional actprties, (5) fostering exi.
pression of and roeptiveness toward divergent viewpoints and ..ommunication
styles. All these skills arc needed for the teacher son fronted *ith the diversity of the -
mainstreamed, multicultural classroom. -

Just as students must doelop communication onentpd lowattf.the .

of the other,- so must teac.hers prcparc and deliver messages appropriate to a.vvide
range of studtints and instrutional c.ontexts. Teac.hers must organize content fro
thc framework of their students, usc languagethat is appriviiate'ro, the ages,
experienas and developmental levels of students', beaware of thc impaa of nonvet;
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bal behat lox in cvainniunicatiog attitudes and values, and be receptive to divergent
viewpoints and ways of speaking. The emerging research on classroom climate
indicates that teachers' responses are impor tant in creating non threatening env iron
ments conducive to achievement (Seiler, Lieb-Brilhart, and Schuelke, in press).
While communication instruction for teachers is increasing rapidlY (Lynn, 1976),
much more is needed.

To meet the needs of teachers, pre service institutions should require communica
non eduimtion for all prospective teachers. MoreOver, we need support for ap
proaches like those used in the National Writing Project. Such approaches could
provide in-service instruction focusing on the teachers' communication skills as the
key to developing students' communication skills.

Recommendations and Summyy

I. A national (and, perhap.s, international), conference of communication edu
cation .speciabsts, 3(x:0-linguists, and language arts .speuaksts should meet to exam
me the status of and need for research in oral communication and to suggest
implications for Instruction.

The work of socio-linguists and communication specialists is mov ing toward
common viewpomts embodied in functional approaches. The socio linguist's re
search on language development should be integrated with the communication
speualists's long history and experiential base in instruction and inters ention
communication processes.

2. Schools must empha.size in.structional planning which allows time for oral
communicatipnr.struction, not only in support of other language instruction, bUt
for its own sake as ,well.

Adequate. time ;must be allowed for oral communication in the six skill areas
outlined in this paper. There must be clear goals in the curriculum, as there are for
other subject areas, and not just activities which support other language arts.

3. Schools should provide .speech communication speciahsts as con.sultants to
other teachers to helh them develop rhea oivn Lommunicimon skills and the skills of
their pupils.

Speualists might 4N ork as teacher. t onsultants to help with the teacher's commun
ication needs or to suggest ways jf coping with the communication-disabled child.

4. A nationwide effort such as that undertaken for the National Writing Project
should be undertaken far a national oral communication project.

The National Writini.Projea, which, since 1974, has supported several thousand
high svliotil and ,.ollege teachers, has received acclaim from educators and the public
for its impact on students' writing skdls (McCarthy, Noveupber 17, 1981). Efforis to
support oral communication teachers must help te4herslimprove their own skills
and those'of their colleagues and students.

5. Pre-service bncl mei-vice education in oral comm ication must be provided
for teachers and adminisqmors so that .schools can mterv ne effectively in Lommun
ication development.

I

Oral %.orrimuhication .tnstrudion shbuld be required f r teacher certificatidn in
every state. such iristruction may take the form 9f A cour , bur should be incorpo
rated ,.ontinuously throughout the tea41er education sequence, including the practi
cum. . .

including oral .communicatiOn among the "basics" gives us an opportunity to
integrate .instruction in the various language and communication skills. By doing
this 4N e an stre#.the shared concerns Vs well as the Imiqueness of each essential
communicatioriskill. We can also Ili wiays of improviq instruction in all areas by

:;
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5tiwing the essence of the teaching. learning process, which ..onsists primarily of
speakmg and listening in an inteactive mode.'

"This paper iribased pnmarily oh work completed during the writer's previous
position as Ass &kite Executive Secretary of the Speech Communication Associa
hurl and as a continuing member of that organization. The work was not sponsored
by the National Institute of EduLationand does not neessarlly represent the iews

of that agency.
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TEACHING AND ASSESSING ORAL COMMUNICATION

Kenneth L. Brown ,

University of Massachusetts

W hen a state or lixal edikation agerkt deudos to fiklude oral i.ommunkation in its
bash. skills program, it faas three tasks. deuding v.tikh skills to teadi, developing
..urrkula for teadung the skills, and developing means of assessing them. In her
paper, Pr. Lieb-Brilhau disi.ussed oral i.tnitmunkation skills that deserve attention

the schools, my focus is on teaching and assessing those skills.
Three years ago, just five states likluded speaking andlistening in their bash.

learning skills programs (Brown, et al, 1979, Pipho, 1978079), and most of ttkose
Jtates had progressed no further than identifying skills ILI be taught. Today, however,
thir tythree, states are in various stages of inOuding orar...ommunication in their

skills programs (Ba.klund, et al., in press). These stages range from planning
to de,velop program to implementing programs that have already been developed.'
S. in three years.we have seen inacased aoiv It) in oral .ommunkation prograins.
But this auivity has raised questions. What are the foi.usts of instruction? Hov,
stiould instruaion be sequenad? Is *dtrect intervention effective? How can the

- si.hool and home i.00per.ate? And how does one assess oral i.ommunkatioh skills? I
propose to address .these questions by identiti mg current promising practices,
noting priAlems. and, reommending &lions ftir extending the rangx of promising
practices in the future.

4

Approaches to Instruction

A review of .ommumation edtkation literature and observation's 'of classroom
practices (Brown, et al., 1981) reveal five major approadies to instruction in oral
.ommunkation. These approadies foi.us on component skills, .ommunkation a.

partkipant networks, referential i.ommunkation games, and funaional
communication.

ith the cumponenr approadi, the teadier foi.uses attention on mastery of
dusters of speof h. skills. Students usualb concentrate on one set of skills at a time
For example, at one time they might .orkentrate on language skills sui.h as building
sentenas, using words i.orrei.tb, speaking gramatica1ls iVia.7gionstrating word
knowledge. At another they might concentrate on organizational skills such as
formulating antral ideas, sciet.ting and-arranging supporting ideas, or tiutlining
ideas. Other skills might ..luster around delivery, audience analysis, nonverbal
language, hstening i.omprehension, and i.ritkal listening. Generally the method for
teai.tung these skills involves .onantrated praake, sometimes drill, until the par
ular skills are mastered. Skills mo eventually be applied in practkal .ommunkation
snuations, but for the sake of systematic development, they are first learned
separately. Exampks of the wmponent skills approaai appear in numerous Ian
guage arts textbooks as well as in books by Byrne (1965), Hones (1973), Lundsteen
(1979), and FtussellInd.Russell (1979).

The goal of the communha1ion4tifri1ie3 approai.h is to have students experience
a variety of otal i.ommunkation aaivities that presumably prepare them to engage
in everyday situaturts. Typkal elementary school activ ities,are storytelling, conver
sation, dis.ussion, reading aloud, listening games, creativf dramatics, and giving
talks. Smondary salool aaivities indude publk speaking, small group discussion,
oral interpretation of literature, debate, drainatks and radio television speaking.
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Belatise successful pet kii,iname in each of these activities requires proficiency in
many speaking and listening skills, a number of different skills are taught and
assessed simultaneously. But the skills learned vary from one activity to another
This approSch is ,ommonly used by classroom specialists in speech as well as by
non-specialists. The latter incorporate selected activities to motivate students and
emich learning in different areas of the curriculum. Elementary school materials
that reflect the acti)aues approach are Carlson (1970), Chambers (1970), Duke
(1974), Erlich (1974), .0Iaus (1965), Henry (1967), and Mackintosh (1964), second
ary school materials are Bacon (1974), Beyer, Lee and Wilkinson (1975), Braden
(1972), Cathie (1972), Newcombe (1980), and Prentice, Pollard and McComas
(1979).

%hile the component skills and activities approaches h.ue been used for some
time, the remaming three approaches are more recent. Through the partkipant
network approach, skills are acquired through systematic instruction in interper
sonaLsmall group, public, and mass communication. In this continuum, communi
cation is.differentiated by the number of persons communicating. Attention centers
on the effect of speaker-listener distancing on interaction. Students develop skills
appropriate to situations that range from spontaneous, informal aikii reciprocal
intelaction to iehcaised, formai and mediated communication. Emphast4n the
sccondaly more than the elementary school; this approach stresses cognitive and
affective learning as well as oral communication performance. Some sources that
istflect this approach are Allen. et al, (1974). Allen.'et aL, (1976), Barbour and
Goldberg (1974), Book ahd Galvin (1975), Brooks and Friedrich (1973), Galvin and
Book (1981), Fletcher and Surlin (1978), and Newcombe and Robinson (1975).

The (ourth approach, referential Lommunicauo,n piffles, stresses interactive com
. ,

Munication. One person (a speaker) attempts to chmmunicatt with another per.son
(alistener) 'about a target object (a referent) in a set of alter natives..The speaker tries
to inform the listener with accuracy and efficiency, while the listener aims to
demonstrate colnprehension in a goal-directed task. To be surc.that students rely
solely on verbal means of communication, the participants may not sce each other,
they either s4 back-to-back `or communicate across a table with a screen between
them. Typical communication tasks include explaining how to assemble a model
from blocks, how to select one picture out of a set of similar pictures; or how to find
a destination on a map. Thus, this approach emphasizes constructing and compre
hending verbaldest.riptlyns, explanations and aifections. Since children take turns
as speaker and listener, they practice both roles. Thihoproach, which relies heavily
on modeling, peer interaction, and feedback,to improve cominunicuan quality, v4as
derived from a teseardi strategy (Fishbein and Osborne, Oil, Glucksberg, et al.,
1975, (jlucksberg, et al, 1966, Kratiss and Glucksberg, 1969, Higgins, 1973, Lieb-
Bnlhart, 1965, Jqhnson, 1974), and has been adaptcd more recently, fol use in,the
classroom (Dickson, 1981, Dickson and Patterson, 1981, Gleason. 1972; and Mc-
Caffrey, ,1,980),

The f*Ltwtral Lontnninkatton approach assurnes that competent communica
non results horn a wide range of ciimmunication skills and behaviors that are used
appropriately and effectively, Instruction focuses on using language for five major
functions. The infcpming function includes ptoducinidna comprehending informa
Live messages by Jemonstratindexplaining, asking and answering questions, and
instrUcting. The controlling function includes persuading, arguing, bargaining,
suggestmg, and demanding. Theleeling function inv oh es sharing one's feelings,and
reacting to others feelings through acts such as exclaiming, commiserating, blam
mg, or apologizing. The imagirting function, taps ability to use language creatively in
order to fantasize, speculate, tell, tales, role-play:or dramatize. And the ritualizing
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function involves maintaining vvioal rclationships through acts such as greeting
others, taking leave. taking turns, playing verbal games,.and handling introdu,
tions. These functions are based on researh ...onducted by Wells (1973), but Hall!
day (1971) and Tough (1977) provide other functional schemes. Experience with
each of the",five major funtion is gained through exercises, simulations and
problem situations ,reated by the tea er and students. The situations arc designed
to help students (a) develop a idejipc r Loa c f ,ommuni..ation strategies and skills,
(b) select skills whih seem ap opnate to the situations, (,) implement the skills
through practice, and (d) eaGate the effeuiveness and appropriateness of the skills
employed. Alien and. Brown (1976), Allen and Wood (1978), Book (1978), Glenn
(19'8), and Wood (1977a and b, 1981) provide numerous examples of this approach
both for the elementary.and secondary school levels.

Some of the above approaches are limited. For example, the component skills
approach makes it possible to develop skills systematically, but when used alone,
students mo not learn when to employ those skills for functional effectiveness
(Cazden, 1972. 4 The acthities approah affords opportunities for using many skills
simultaneously and for integrating oral communication with other skills and Lurri
ultun areas, but some activities bear little resemblance to communication situations
encountered outside the classroom.

Teachers and curriculum planners must decide whether to focus attention on .
discrete skills or on skills used for a purpose in a realistic context. They must also
deade what approahes to employ.to develop those skills. One approach need not be
used exclusively. In fact, if the component skills approach is used, it ought to be
comOrtied, with another approah stub as functional communication. Exampin of
vom6irting approaches are found in Staton Spicer and Bassett (1980) and the .tate

"of-Illinois (1981a). ' 7.

Of the approaches I have outlined, teachers seem to employ the component skills
and activities approahes most often. The referential ana furmaonal ommunkition
approaches are potentially the most useful, but educators are not as aware of them..
Jug as we want children to develop a range of skills, teachers need to expand their.
instructional options. They should become familiar with the different approaches to
teaching oral communkation, the assumptions about learning and Lommunkation
that undergird each approah, t e methods and materials of eah approach, and the
ways 1,i:combining approaches t produce desired results. In addition, they should
be encouraged to expenment wrt I,Abese approaches that facilitate development of .

skills for purposeful communication.

Sequencing Instruction

Despite the proliferation of "pre-packaged" materials that sequene oral com-
munication, skills, I am unable to.say, "Here,is the sequence you should follow.'
Some efforts to sequence instruction have been based qn taxonomies of educational
objectives in the cognitive (Bloom, et al., 1956) and affective (Krathwohl, et al.,
1964) doinaiqs (for example, see Lundsteen, 1979). Other sequences progress from -
small to Larger units of disLourse, from simple to coniplex tasks (McCaffrey, I980
Project, Signal's, 1981, State of Illinois, 1981a), and from interpersonal to mass
communication (Allen, et al., 1974, Galvin and Book; 1981, State of Illinois, '
L981a). One of the best known sequences, Moffett's student-centerecklanguage arts
curriculum (1968a And b), is based on a theory of discourse that increases the
distance between speaker and audience and that moves students Crom perception of
what i happening (drama), through narration of what happened, to generalizing
what happens, to theorizing about what may happen.

Research bkis shed much light on the development of language, but future efforts
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at sequenclng insuuclion *x ill tot on a better understanding of the development of
duldren's ability to use language ftn soual purposes. Delia, et al., (1979), Ditk,son
(1981), Ervin Tripp and Mitthell Kernan (1977), Halliday (1977), and Tough (1977)
are notable examples of researth apt destribes aildren's development of funttional
ommunitation. Allen and Brown (1976), Cazden (1972), Ditkson and Patterson

0981), Wood (1981), Hopper and Naremore (1978), Lindfors (1980), and McCaf
frey (1980) suggest how t urritula t an be wnstrutted t omplement that develop-
ment.

In the absente of a definitive instruttamal sequente, leathers should becom e`
famihar with what is known about Aildren's developmental tourse in oral umrimun
kation. Knowing that ..ourse and rg.ognizing individual vauations within it w rflTe1p
une to provide rnstruttion that moves the t. hild intreasingly toward explititness of
speeth, verbal and ideational fluent.), sensitivity to the responses of others, adapta
tion of message to audiente, flembility in attempting alternative strategies and
entudings, talk about topks of mutual interest, and self monitoring of t omrnunica-
nye effectiveness and appropriateness.,

Effects of Intervention

Teathers may employ different kinds of intervention to develop t ommunkation
skills. W hen they merely intorporate oral t ommunicanon experientes in classrooms,
tisuay in the ,ontext of some other subject or unit of study, or when they comment
ot.tasionaily on a student's spealung or listening effectkeness, they rely on informal
instruttion, that is, on dirett inter% entton. In this t.ase, developing oral t ommunita
non skills is inodental to developing:Adis or .knowlectge in some other ontent area.

Duca interveotion invokes identifying oral t ommunitation skills that need lo be
taught, Providing instruttional methods and materials to develop those skills, and
evaluating results. Instruttional methods ,crnployed may be either more or less
didattit. More didattit methods include telling studentslow 13 ,ommurmate in a
given situatton and tritiquing their efforts. Less didactit methods include hav ing
stifdenq interatt with models, using sequertted materials to facllitate the develop
ment of skills, reversing speaker and hstener roles, and providing feedgatk through
ourationing. W hether more or less didat.tit methods arc employed, intervention is
direu when it seeks to modify a targeted set of skills through planned means.

Studies indttate that direu intervention results in improved t. ommunitative per
formance (Asher 'and Vy igfteld, 1981, McCaffrey, 1980, Patterson and Kister, 1981,
Shantz, 1981, Whtteti.urst and Sonnenschein, 1981, also see Brown, 1976, fdi
review of fifteen earlier studies). Children improve in message fluency, in efficienty
and organizanon, in t ognitive iierspettive-taking, in elititing and responding to
feedbatk, and in using verbal language to 4cscnbe, explain, and give directions. In
addition, irnprov ement k.ontinues after instruttion, providtng hidren have addi
tionaLopportunities for using these skills. But students have difficulty tranhring
skills learned in onecontext (e.g., a descriptive task) to a different context (e.g., a
persuasive task). This suggests that skills need to be taught in different contexts.

As a basi;.. skill,--trratcomtnunication must be interrelated with other skills.
Informal instruttion affords opportunIty for.prauice and reinfortement of a v ariety
of-oral ..ommunitatton skills, but dirett intervention is necessar y when hildren latk
speuf it skills needed for effettive ommunitation. When planning and implement
ing dirett integvention programs, leathers and administrators should (1) identify
dearly the skills to be taught, (2) engage students in interaction with models and
peers, (3) employ funttional tasks where students ..onstrutt and respond to messages
for spcsufit purposes, ,(4) provide ample opportunity for practice, and (5) stress
feedbatk that makes the student aware of message adequaties and inadequicles.
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Home-Sehool Cooperation

Parents are thc hdds firs,t teachers ot oral .ommunkation, though thcy arc not
always awarc of this important role. The family inflUakcs the .hild's auluisition of
language, the cliild's style and form of speech, and thc hi1ds onfidcnce and
wilhngness to.talk and listen.

Boau ,osc oral mmunkation skiiis arc strongly inflUenccd by thc hoinc cnsiron
Ment, bask skills programs tonducled in thc st.hools should assist parcnts to
.ontribute posuisely to thcir .hildrcn's oral ommunkation dcselopmcnt. Projot
Signals (Barclift. ct al., 1980) and thc State of Illinois (1981b) cxtcnd their communi
,ation programs beyond the classroom by offermg rcsourc matcrials that dcsaibc
the parent's rolc in promoting s.ommunkation dcsclopmcnt. gamcs and &AIN itics for
usc at hum, and availablc icfcrens.cs on parcnt-t.hild sommunkation. Homc st.hool
sooperatidn s."an occur. in othcr ways, such as offcring parcnt scminars on thc
as.quisition and dcselopment of ..ommunkauon, with cmphasis on the parent% rolc
in prosiding a ria. but calm and prcssurc frec sommumcationcnsirOnmcnt, dcs el
oping a libraty of rcsour.cs on parcnt hild communkation, and including parcnts
in committees that plan thc school's oral communication curriculum.

Assessing Ond CommunicatioSkills

Loban (1976) Suggests that a reason for die ncglot of oral languagc instruction is
the abscmc of oral languagc tcsting m thc st.hools. Somc'edtkators sec asscssmept of
oral .ontmunkation as based on "soft" data. By this, thcy mean oral conrmnica
trim is not asscsscd by a standardized, machinc scored, multiple choicc tcst

'At !cast thrcc studies complcted in thc past fotir years (trose, 'ct al., 1979;
Larson et aL, 1978, Rubin, ct aL, i prcp.) htsc rcsicwcd over. onc hundrcd
instrumcnts that assess diffocnt aspet.ts of oral ommunkation. Thcrc is no paucit.y

mcasures and no aspot of funotional ommunication for Whicli measurcment
problcins arc rrohibitisc (Larson. c A:, 1974 Butsexisting instrumcn4 do prcsent
problons for dsaluating oral Zommunkation peric;rhtarke in thc tontoit of largc
soic bask ;kills assessmcnt. Rubin ct al. (in prep.) mum thcse problems in morc
depth than space permits hcrc, but a few will be mcntioned. First; them is considera
bk disersity In what 1S,assesscd. Somc instrumcnts measure .ommunkation apprc
henvon. °tilos test thc stirdcnts' know ledgc of prinoples of communisation or thc
studcnes abiIitjto o4nizc standard English usagc in ids rittcn passagcs. Suh
mcasures tell us w hat a studcnt may fccl or know about comMuhkation, but thcy do
.not WI us what a studcnt cart do. , 0`

Soond. most instrumcnts &sot* spcaking from listcning. The.most common
mcans of assessing hstcning is a muitiplc-aoke paper and penol test, literal com
prehension rs cyphasized in thesc mcasurcs. Per formarke rating sales ake thc most
%Ammon mcans for asscssing spcaking skills. Scparatc mcasurcs for speaking and
listcning may bc nocssary from a psys.homctri t. standpoint, but when onc onsidcrs
that testing influcnces tcaching, thcrc is a possibility that Oral' communicatioIi
instruction will strcss sCparate rathcr than intcractive skills.

Third, assessment instruments must mata instructional goals. Rgady made in
strumcnts may &sidle from goals that a shool systcm has identified as important.
Whcn somc ollcagucs and I (Brown, ct al., 1979) compared the skills tested by
cxisting instrumcnts with thosc that had been spcuficd for the N1assat.husetts bask

. skills program, wc found no tcsts Opt sufficicntly matched our goals.
fourth, reliability and feasibility of measurcment prcsent problems. par tkularly

when asscssing spcakngilI. Fe v. existing measures rcport test retest reliability.
some sary thc tom, of talk without establishing equisalerke of topks, and some
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perlounaike latent; pioseduics have nut attained high ksels of agreement among
different raters I easibility woblenis arise when measures reqwre too mush equip-
ment and time.

A fifth problem is the possibilitY of bias. The sontext in whith' the test is

administered, the stimulus situation, and ihe response mode are potential sourses of
bias m a perlormanse test of-speaking and in an obtesuse test of listening. In
addition, rater bias .an threaten test score dependability m speaking performanse
.assessment, but ..an be asoided. through .areful spesifation of performanse srite
ria, sarefUl selevtion of raters, and thorough rater training (Stiggins, 1981).

-What is being done to address these problems? Current prastises inslude mom-
tonng assessment elf.ir ts in various states (Basklund, 0 aL, in preis), and develop
lug new instruments. With regard to this last pr4Itise, some state and losal edusa
(ion agen.ies are deseloping their own sriterionleferensed means of assessing
listening skills Mulligan, Masashusetts, and New Hampshire have deseloped

' listening lebb, %Me ermont offers guidelines for teavhers to assess listening skills
in .lassruom astisiues (Basklund, et al., in press). Performanse rating soles are
being developed to assess speaking skills. Hawaii (Backlund et al., in press) is ,
deseloping a rating sok that assesses the studenfas oral summunisation sompetensy
in the das to Jay slassroom situation. Massashusetts (1981) is des eloping a sole
that asses;es .r.ptent,-delivery, organization, and language skills in the sontext Of f
tout .ominunisation funstions (gibing direstions, acsilibing, persuading, and pro
dwing an emergensy sall). Glynn County. Georgia, has developed rhetorkal trait
svales to tissesS Nt udcnts' tzar twipation in a simulated public bearing and an employ
ment interview (Rubin arid I3azzle, 1981). Diskson (1981) and MsCaffrey (1980)
advise assessing oral sommunisation through referential sommunisation tasks. This
advice is tiiing urcued'lly1Project Signals (198 t). t

As bas k.. skillsprdgráms mature, additional assessnwnt instruments need to be
developed. Criteria that speaking and listening instruments ought to meet are
dissussed elsewhere (Brown, et al., 1979, Speesh ^Communisation Assosiation,
1980), but 'a feu guidelines follow. .

For listening tests; stimulus materials should be relitisely brief and should
.,ontain real life ken lang4age used in situations that are meaningful to the

students to be fed. To sontrol tor possibk administrative variation, the tests
should be relausely rlkontained on audio tapes. While test booklets apd mashine
svorable response sheets may be used, the tapes should sontain, all stimulus mate t

onalsthe spoken messages and the questions that elisit responses to the messages.'
To assess sbeakipg skills, a test with clearly defined criteria for evaluating

performanse should 1:.: used. Students should be assessed in familiar situations,
. preferaply rnultipk on'es, that emphasize purPoseful sommuniotion. Only person

nel whu have been vainej in administermg the test and in judging per formalise
sho# be responsible for assessment, and then only after they hase demonstrated
ability to-judge performance reliably.

Summary ?.nd Recommendations

' In the sontext or bash. skills programs, 1 hase addressed five sdnserns about oral
..ommunisation insunstion. instrustional fosi, sequensing, intersention effests,
home-sshool sooperauon, and assessment. My rei.ommendauons for cash sonsern
are as follows:

I. Instrusuonal Approashes. Efforts to &setup basic skills staff should in-
dude insers Ise training.in different instrustional approashes, their rationale and
petiagogisal assumptions, their methotts and materials, their ads, es and
limitations, and their effeirts. Partivular emphasis should be &Isei to instr us ion
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that facilitates the use of skills for functional effectiveness.
2. InItruolomil Segue:king. Sime instrudionaf sequemes should be based on

knowledge ot the development of pragtnatk ommunkation, teadiers and ,urrk
ulum planners bhould be supported in their efforts to pursue i.ontinuing edika
tion.aimed at understanding hildren's ommunkation devielopment. Inset-yid:
workshops, seminars, and ourses should be provided to that end at the hxal and
slate levels. In addition, federal and private agemies should give a high priority
to supporting researi.h that investigates hildren's development of uses of Ian
guage, and relates that development to curricular sequences.

3. Intervention Effeds. Classroom teadiers should teai.h oral i.ommunkation
directly as well as indireuly in both the elementary and secondary si.hools.
Indired intervention affords opportunity for practking skills in a range of
situations. Dired intervention promotes systematk ai.quisition of skills that are
problematic for students, A
,4. Home &hoot Cooperation. Shoot personnel stiould.help parents become

more consuous of their role as "the first teadiers of oral ommunkation" by
preparing pradkal resoure materials for use at home, sei.uring pradkal library
resouri.es on parent -add ..ommunkation, and including parents in ,urrkulurn
planning efforts.

5. Assessment. Federal, state, and local education agencies should address
assessment Lssues %tiredly by developing new instruments and procedures that are
valid, reliable, and feasible. In addition, these agencies should conduct cost ef
fediveness studies to allay or ..onfirin oncerns that oral communication assess
mem is too time i.onsumMg and cospy. The results of new assessment efforts.
should be disseminated widely, , throughout basic skills programs in ;order to
prqmote alternative means of assessment and to avoid reinventing the wheel.
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-
THE QUEST FOR SUCCESSFUL BASIC SKILLS

PROGRAMS: FOCUS FOR THE.1980s

Shirley A. Jackson
U.... Department o7Education

. '
While guests-Kir effet.use.bask skills piograms.have been ,..ondticked .in this ,,ountt Y
fer a long time, no panat.ea f..n ot4 many edtkational Problems has been found.,.But.
we are starting 'to solve soine of our poblems, and despat press ,..oserage tarthe
..ontrary, the ukreased edtkational aWtie.ement 'of most of the students in this
country can be documented:

1. In every sector of the nation achieverpent scores of elementary students
(especially at the primary le.e1) have gone up. Based on this e.idenee, it is safe
to say that weiha.e some ,sound strategle....focteahing beginning reading in
this country. iilh

The national Assessment of Eduvational Progress showed an a.erage gain for
17-year-old in-school youth of more than two percentage points on bask
reading iteMs between 1971 and 1975. .

3. The same study showed that 9 year-old ..hildren white and bla,..k, Nolthand
SouthI-have improved in the basics ci reading, writing, and math. The
assessmew sound the most striking gains among nine year old bla.1...hildren
in the SoAtheast. This.is signifkaut because that is where the Federalgmern
ment has spenk most of its edmation dollarshelping younger ..hildren front
poor families in the early years of schooling.'

4. Stale competency examinations in Miclug4t, Indiana and Florida (to name a
few) show marked improvement in student achievement. t

S. More students, black and white, complete high school. In 1900 about 6
percent of youth ecftpleted high st.hool, now 80 pen.ent `do, and about half of'
those go on to further education.

6. E.idence from Army tests4ind the Io a Test of Bask Skills indicates that
indicates au nts' hteracyjnowledg , and skills are higher today than ,thEy
were forty ars ago.

We have mad then, some gnifkant progress in ahie.ing our edu,ational goals
in this country. And, as I % ant to suggest next, we ha.e also learned a great deal
about how to further our ongoing quest for sut.cessful bask skills programs.

Resear,1 during the past decade has led the way in suggesting what works in bask
A-illS "inStruction. Consider the findings of sotrie roresentati.e researeh studles'

.....

et hkh sum up mu.1 of what we know about achie.ing sut.t.ess in the basie.skills.
The "school effectiveness" studies of Edmonds and Lezolte iefute preuous

studies1whiult identified souoet.onomi t. aatus as the pnme determinant of bask
skills achievement. These earlier studies often ,..ont.luded or imphed that st.hoofing is
ineffective and unproductive for poor ..hildren, as Coleman, Jent.ks, Jensen, and
&hock!) have pointed out. But "shool -et fetAiyeness" studies now show hopi, there
are st.hools that are instruaionally effeutive for low sot.toeuonumit. students. Sut.h
schools share five characteristics:

1. Strong instructional leadership is exerted, most often by the principal.
2. An orderly, positive school climate is evident. . .
3. Specifying objectives in the bask skills is emphasized. Olrjet.ti.es arc then

carefully monitbred for mastery.
Teachers believe thdt allhildren ,..an learn the bask skills. High expet.tations
for success are'applied to both students and teachers. ..
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5. Assessment Van integral part of theRrogram, ,and results are used not only
for accountability but to improve inStruction.

Any distrid'Anterested in sv.hool improvement for the poor should serioUsly
2 rev iew all five eharacteristics and consider their implementation.

. .
N.,. Research:has hot only pointed to the Lharactenstics of effective schools, but it

has also idenufied instruclional variables ALiated with effective teaching. Specifi
",s.ally, ihOtork di Brophy and good, Blood, Carroll, Block, Cohen and Stallings
sliog's iha4,,the, foll6v,ing variables are assoLiated with effecthe instructional pro

,,, grams: S..";: . ,
,

,, - ,A.
0 . t - 1: She rrugram detertnines%hat Is to be taught bated on an identified develop

t , niental scope and sequence and identified standards of achievement
...42. The program diagnoses students' instructional levels as well as strengths. and

..' .

weaknesses in relation to cklectives and standards.
' 3. The program develops instructional plans and strategies to meet the need of

each Lhild to develop concepts or skills. "Covering" chapters or pages is not
an end in itself. .

4. The program Loordinites diret instruction and independent ractice at the
appropriate skills-de% lopment level of each student. Students understand '
the purpose for titelearning activity assigned and see the connection between
the skills being presented and the need to obtain functional, utilitarian
literacy skills,

5. The pfogram requires of ,students maximum time on assigned tasks and
maximurh threct instructional interaction time between teachers and.stu
dents.

6. The program uses varied materials to develop' concepts and skills. These
matepals reflect a Lonsistency of methods and are used in accord witti their
author's design.

7. The program develbps- skills systemNtically, sequentially, and meaningfully .
with mastery as a goal. ,

8. The prdgram insures that 4ills learned 'are immediately.appliedAln reading,
for example, there is an emphasis on reading for enjoyment and informa
tion).

9. The program integrates skills in reading, writing, and oral commonication .

instead of teaching these as isolated, separate subjects.
10. The program systemativ.ally interrelates tests., instruction, and materials,to

reinforLe each ofher. (Children are not testedlon one concept, instructed onrw
another, and assigned materials on yet another.)

II. Thavreogramfias a management and. reetud keepilfg system w.hi.ch continu
oust) monitors the progress of eav.h child. This system acts as a diagnostic
and summative evaluation instrument which highlights pupil achievement
and needs.

12. The peogram's teadiers believe each student can maSter the objecties,
they seek the cause of failure in the instructional program, not lhe siudent.

13. The program is well-v.00rchnated. Instructional consistency ,is maintained
between, intervention programs (Title I, Special Education, etc.1 and class
room teachers' programs. Resource personnel, (e.g., paraprofessionals,
aides, volunteers) ere trained to assikt the teac,her liefore they are placed in
the classroom, and their training isvordinated with thesclassrootri teacher's

_instruttional goals and programs.
14. The prokram emourages parent involvement. Decision aking is shared,

and parents reinforce instruction.' Conmunication's'vitlJ parents regarding
pupil progress (positive as well aiitega0c) is frequent.
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15 The progi am uses an effective 4sc uenie of instruction,..
. .,

This last point is iinpui tam and wartants I urther explanatM, for resear,0 shows
that a specific instructionaliequence dues seem to yield the greatest beriffit. This .
sequence indudes eight steps. First, the knowledge and skills acquisition of students
should be assessed in order to place them on the appropriate instructional level.
Second, tc.khers should present) material by direct teaching, showing Khat th

r,,pect students te know and hots to !tarn it through a step-by-step process. Thf
teachers should gie ,guided pnktite, checking and correcting ate students' woik. ,
They should also prov ide a variety o sample materials and situations, guiding
students through these. Fourth, teachers should give independent prattke and
applkafion, check and i.orrect, assign additional material for independent practice,
correct and rev iew these, and then reteach. Fifth, teachers should assess the level of,
stuJ4nt mastery and the areas in v.hich to reteach. Sixth, teachers should reteach, if
nect. ry, or mov e forward on the developmental continuum.-Seventh, teachers
should offer periodic reinforcement of the skills and concepts taught, unless this is
done. thc time spent teaching will be wasted. Eighth, teachers should offer positive
reinforcement and encouragement (a "you-can-do-it- attitude) throughout the se-
quence of instruction. This encourages students to expand and to ankh the skills
and concepts they have learned..

.-
All the foregoing research findings contain one common dimensionthe teacher

is seen as the critical element in a student's learning process. The quaho of a
teacher's inst(uction and classroom management makes a difference in his or her
ability to teach basic skills effectively.

Aware of a few. of our past successes and the directiOn provided by recent
rese.uch, let us consider the future of basic skills edycation.in the next decade.

Specifically, I v.ish to outline what I sec as six areas of criticat need for the 1980s.
They are as follows: .

1. Making all schools and teachers consistently effective in their delivery of
instruction to poor and linguistically different students, improving the literacy
levels of low literate adults (the parents of many of these chddren), and
helping these parents to help their children succeed in school.

2. De% eloping comprehension skills, especially higher level thinking skills., in the
middle and upper grades in the high schools. This should be done with an
integrated basic skills across the-curriculum approach, and not merely With
isolated exercises,in individual classrooms.

3. Developing N 1 abitlw riling and oral language assessment and instructional
models, especialrat the middle and upper levels.

4. Coordinating and integrating bask skills i.ontent instruction at the high school
kv el. and coordinating and integrating basic skiltsiwagetms funded biy vat,ied
sources fedetal, state, and local (such coordination to be achieved through
Joint assessment, pl anning, instructIon, marerials sharing, staff development,
and evaluation). '

5. Getting w hat we already know about successful basic skills programs into
praLthe ,in all the schools and classrooms of this nation and eMeniding our
knowledge a what works.

6. Restoring public confidence in the school's ability to deliver qtlalitt basic
skills programs.

Just as I see the above areas as critical dui.* the next decade, I also believe that a
number; of specific questions should be asked about schools during the 1980s. Here
are a feW of those questions: .

Whkh,schdols teach_which basic skill uncoi6lon well?
Which schools teach basic skills poorly, if at all.'
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.
W hat ellective instructional innovations at two or more schools could be
disseminate.i to an entire school system?

. *IA hich approaches are some schools clinging to in spite of overwhelming
evidence that they don't work? How would we rate the principals of those

. schools? Good? 4.3d? Indifferent
Are. there shoos serving essentially similar populatibns which do a signifi
catuly better job? Why?
Do any or all of the local elementary schools use certain instrAonal methods
tor teaching reading? Does this seem to make any difference? Which ap-
proaches seem to work better for what sort of children?
W Inch scpols in the less,affhtent parts .of town routinely surpass their com-
panion schools tn math and reading achievement? Is this difference the result
of aw.titstanding principal or an easily adopted textbook?
Is tkie a postuve correption between achievement scores and the amount of
homeworkaWgned?
Are there obvers able differences among teachers regarding the ease with which
they hancile theirsubjeet matter?
W hat are the successful techniques for establishing the classroom management
and the discipline and order that make learning possible?
W hat arc the roles of the;.aFtaps testing programs (competency tests, standard
ized tests,teacher-madoests, Oc.) in instructional ilnprovement?
What are the best iv*s to get schools to use the results of resefira. in
developing an iiltruaional: philosophy and designing, implementing, and
evaluating programs?

These, then, are the needs and questions for the 1980s. But what help can we
expea to find in fulfilling these needs, in ansiering these questions? In the past, the
federal government has provided much of the "risk capital" to help edticalors

ansmer. questtons. Previously, federal money has allowed researchers, state deparf-
ments of education, and local education agencies to take time out for a period of
vxploration, experimentation, and planning. And I would argue that much of the
progress we have seen has come from the federal' effort. I believe, in fact, that the
achievement results found n the National Assessment of Educational Progress are

directly related to the federal ptervention effort. While I kni?w it is not popular at

this juncture to talk positively about federal intervention, I believe that the mopey
used to help Identify and to assist poor children helped ra)se achievement levels to a

point where, as mentioned earlier, the greatest progress has been made among
9-year.old black childien in the Southeast.

But I don't wish to awelhon the ppst, for we are now in a periOd of transition, 'a
yhift towards the New Federolism: I would like, therefore, to pok ahead', to assess
the f uture role of the federal government in helping us meet the educational needs of

,,.the 1980s.
,

The New Federalism will remove the federal government ai a central figure in
educational improvement, shifting the burden for program improvement, evalua
uon, problem solving, and the arbitration of differences tothe local arid state levels
This wiMproside a A.smitepkill opportunity for state and local education agencies and
dip community to refiefine their relationships in cooperative ways. These groups will
have to partopate 'as colleagues in defining a common agenda. They will have to
work together 911 titiestiofis of curriculum and find ways to imw0Ve educational
acluevement-rissues that affect and should engage the entire comunity.

The New Federalism will also encourage mutual alliances between schools' and
businesses and industries. Educators might explore the shared employment of
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teachers and administrat:ns with business and industry, or encourage business and
industry to sponsor vocational twining programs to interrelate job skills with the
bask skills. Businesses might also sponsor motivational activities, such as annual
awards for teachers, administrators, or students. Thi emphasis, in any case, will be
on cooperation, on private-sector involvement with edocation.

State and local people will enter these tooperative arrangements diffei-ently, I
think, when they know that their decisions cannot be undercut by a rule, regulation
or project monitor, and when they know, too, that Their problems will not be
resohed by outside intervention. In the future the federal government will encour-
age state and local 9verninents to get together to plan their %oily and to resoke
their disagreements, while making it clear ihat the federal government will not be
waiting in the wingwady to act as judge and jury.

The new federal Fok in education may depend ultimately on what we do with the
Department of Education. The current administrItion, believing there is nu able
federal role in echication, hopes to actomplish five major objectiv

I. To dismantWthe U.S. Department of Education;
2. To reduce federal funding of education;
3 To return the Constitutional rights and resPonsihililies associated with educat-

ing the citizens (along with the decision-nralsini authority to do so) to state
'. and local governments;

4 To stimulate competition in the educational marketplace through some form
of tuition tax credits; and

5. To simplify and to.s.ekse the paperwork requirements which accbmpany
federal funding by consolNating educational programs and reducing regula-
tory and, reporting requirements.

The gov ernment hag already consolidated thirty' educational progr'ams. aloa.
grants il1 no% go directly Trom the federal .to the state governments, with 20
percent of the money kept by state educatipn departments and the remaining 80
percent passed down to the local level. These changes may have a profound impact
on institutions of higher education, as about 60 Percent of the hewly consolidated.
funds formerly went to sua institutions. Those in higher education must therefore
develop new skills and learn tq work mote directly with state and local people. No
longer will the money flow direaly from the.feddral government in discrettonary
grant program&

Secretary of Education Terrel Belt has emphasized that he wants the 11,5.
Department of Education (Or its successor) to switch from the role of funding
educational programs to leading and offering "effective assistance to shools and
colleges." In September, 1981, the Secretary created a National Commistion.for
Exceltence in Eduotion. The se%enteen member Commission, which constitutes a
cross4section of. the educational community, will explore ths causes of the recent
alleged decline of acadernk rigor and student achievement in the nation's school and
colleges. Under the leadership of David Pier mont gardrrer, pregident of the Univer-
sity of Utah, therdemis 'on plans to compare our school and college 'curricula with
those of other countrie stuily the relationship bet weth academic standards at
the college levd and achlev nt in high school. The Commission will conduo
hearings around the nation t lect testimony on how students an be encouraged
to work harder and to er into academic subjects. It

Other responsi tes'as ed to the Commission are these. to find out what we
no% expect of cièrt , to loo at the changes in education and souety that have,
affectekl achiev ent over,, the st generation, and to define the maims now.

. standing in the Of greater a41emk Attainment. Both rir, Bell and Dr. Gardner
emphasize that t end product f this inquiry is no to set national standards or

. '
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minimal competemy ecqunements, but to fous on A.:ademic excellence, to enCour
iige states and local districts to raise academic standards.

In its work, the Commission will report on successful schools, perAps diverting
media attention from the now familiar Mirror stories which claim that the schools

are failing, that students can't read or write, that teacherS don't have the skills
neLessary to wadi, and that administrators don't know how to administer We need

to direct our efforts toward finding, describing, and replicating educationil suc-
cesses, and away from merely cataloguing failures. t.

As the New Federalism shifts the burden to the local and slate levels, we cane
expect dramatic changes. For one thing, there is going to be more "accouptability,"
more pressure to.show results. People are going to say "Show me somCthing nlore
than,happy evaluations and smiling faces, show me that you have really accom-
plished something." With the demand for accountability and the reduction of risk
capital at the federal, stateand local levels, the-focus of the 80s is going to be on the

quest for successful grograms. Many 6f our earlier efforts were on development
But times,are diangutf. Now when I go-before a Congressional committee to defend
my budget, one ofj_ho Congressmen always says, "Tell Me, Dr. Jacksons,exactly how

many students are reading better beouv of these expenditures? I understand from
constituents that the students are not Able to write. Now telEme, what are we doing

y about that?- W hat the Congressman really wants to kpow is whether we are making
progress with the money. And I believe there is going to be more of this close
scrutiny, more ..oni.ern about whih instructional systems measurably inCrease stu-

dent achievement.
Faced with the demand for accountability, we can no longer jump from one

bandwagon to another, we have done enough of that. We must remember that there
are no panaceas, no magic Methods or materials. We must keep our past, our
history, in mind as we move forward so that,we do not iepeat our mistakes andiso

that wetan build on the fotiddation of our experiences.

411
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BASICSKILLS: A STATE PERSPECTIVE

Raymon Bynum
tesas Commissioner of Education

When I am asked, as Commissioner of Education, to look ahead and tea what is
going to happen in the 1980s, I get the feeling that some people believe I have a
crystal ball. I assure you that I don't, as a matter of fact, I find it rather difficult to
report what happened last week. With this caveat in mind, let me describe briefly
sonfe recent trends in Texas education and then let me look aheact to the 1980s and
outline for you three areas of emphasis.

During tile 1910s in Texas education we v.ere.concernild primarily with provrding
equity in publk education. Initially, some of us may have subscribed to the mistaken
notion that everyoneis equal. However, we have come to recognize that all of us are
not equal we hav e different talents and so ori. What we must provide for MI
students, though, is clearequal educational ppportynity.

Since the 1970s we have ilipled the public spending in
i
Texas public education.

Within thelast six years we have added 20,000 professional personnel. Today, Texas
has the lowest teacher pupil ratio of any state with over one million pupils. Last year
we emptIS'ed 186,652 professional personnel in the public schools. They serve
2,800,000 studentsone clasiroom tqacher for every 16 pupils.'

in 1969, 65 percent of Teians were Anglo. This year, for the first time, there were
more minority pupils in the first grade than there were Anglo pupils. For example,
vie are adding betweensix and seven thonsand Asian pupils per year and twenty-fie
to thirty fhe thousand Hispanic pupils. Overall, we presently have a two percent
infhix of new peOple moving into Texas eath ycar. In Issence, we have a greatly
changing population with different cultures, educational backgrounds, and desires.
Unlike many other states, hOv.ever, over 93 percent of all school-age pupils in Teps*
attend public schools. Wisconsin, by contrast, has ova- 20 percent of its school-age
pupils attending prhate schools. So you can see that in Texas we still educate all the
jiupils of all the people.

Let us now turn to. the 1980s. We arc going to continue, in the 80's, to deal
basically with finance. A speaker at a conference I recently attended summed up this
concerrquite well hen he said that education was a federal concern, a state
responsibility, and a local flinction. And, as we all recognize today, lhe federal
government h daib becollting less concerned with education, the state cannot deude
who is responsible, and the locals are just wishing the funds had bcen left so they
cobld function."'

...Central to ouif forts to improve bask skills instruction in Texas sch,ols is, first
of all, the development of a new curriculum to meet the needs of oar ever-changing
student population. A joint resolution was passed through the Texas legislature for
the Texas EducatIon Agency to develop an essential basic skills curriculum in tweke
arcas English language arts,pther languages, to the extent possible, madiematics,
science:hearth, physical"qucation, fine arts, social studies, eLononlics, with em-
_Oasis on the free enterprise system and its benefits, business education, vocational
educatir, and Texas and 'United States hisjory as indhidual subjeus and in.teading
courses. ' r

In an attcmpt to define thc essetuial elements qf a good K-I2 basic skills
program, we arc seeking the opiniorisof concerned teaoEers, parents, and volunteers
from cities and tOwns around the state. At this very moment, for example, forty-five
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people concerned with what we may call the English-language a rts cluster art '-

meeting in Houston. These professionals, nominated by their peers across the state,

will offer their suggestions for the language arts curriculum.
A second area that I will emphasize to improve basic skills instruction is teachers'

salaries. It is well known that Texas has a problem in this arsaotir annual teacher .

. salary manly about 88 to 89. percent of the national average. We are faced with a

.situation in wbich we must look at the total structure of Itow we pay teachers. In

short, we ate Ping to have to do something dramatic.
Throughout the state we have been losing annually about five nercent of our

teacting force for various reasonspeople leaving the profession, retiring, and so

on. This meahs that we need neArly 9,500 new teaeherscer year just to maintain the

status quo. Then, to handle our average annuar groWtit, 1 would ellimate that we
need an aildittonar five to six thciusahd new teachers NI- year. In response to this
need, I will do all that I can to create in Texas a teachers' paY scale that attracts, and

retains, the most qualified, talented teachers possible.
I, A third and final arca that I will emphasize in the 1989s is inservice training for

teachers. Our entire approat,h to teacher inservice training must be re-examined Of
4 ette,20 percsnt of block grant funds earmarked for the state level (about six million

dollars), .1 am going to demand that alj of lt be put into progiams that Afect

inservice eduation.
In sum, the development af a well-balanced curriculum, the creation of a pay, ,

scale to atttact qualified and talented...leachers, and the design. and delNer'y of
inservice education grounded in the needs Of participants are three tasks that reqtlire

our most immediate attention if we are to continue to improve b'asic skills instruc- .

lion in Texas in the 1980s. believe 'thdt Texas.and other states that similarly

establish a high priority for thesp taskscan move ahead in the,1980s to produce
models of excellcCe toward which others may aspire. We owe our pupils, and'

ourselves, nothing less.

4.1.
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THE ROLE OF HIGHEA EDUCATION IN IMPROVING
BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTION

William M. Bechtol
SouthWest Texas State University

I've been working in public schoolland universities for almost 30 years. During this
time I've been a classroom teachsr, a principal, a cenfral office ddministrator, a
teacher educator, and a universitnadministrator. As a result of these experiences,
I've developed two fundamentea lrliefs about schooling. These beliefs affect my
thinking about education arid int4 present wprk in establishing s4iddl-dtuversity
partnerships for the purpose of helPing students attain basic skills

First, 'schools exist for childigi. All that is done to establish and to maintain
schools must be measured in terms of what is best for the child. Thisabelief affects
how one wOrks in the teaching-ppkession. For my own chidren and for all students,
I want teachers and principals who believet hat students cow first.

Second, children; like fingerprintsoare all different. If a teacher teaches for 40;
years, a fairly long teaching career, that teacber will never have two students in
hisiher classes who are exactly the same. These individual differences among
students are why educational problems are so complex. This means that there are no
simple solutions that will solve the problems of improving student attainment of
basic skills Schools must be orginized to enhance the uniqueness of the students
and not to try placing them in situations in which all students are treated the same.
Nothing is mdre unequal than the equal treatment of unequals.

These two beliefs-- that schools exist for students, and4hat the individual differ-
ences of students make solving educational problems complexinfluence my think-
ing and.leadeiship in basic skills.

Concerns About Basic Skills

Bilsic skills instruction has been a concern of American,educators for the three
decades that I have been teaching. Even though achievement scores of elemeatary
students have gone up across the nati6and there is some evidence thatIour
schools are dding wellthere is a concern. When I speak at a Rotary Club, I often
have employers who are concerned with the number of their employees who I3ave
inadequate skills in reading, writing, and mathematics. They will ask me if we c'ould
help their employees learn to read better. That's a sad commentary on our graduates
and one reason for the concern with basic skills. University leaders are cdncerned
with the high number of students who art entering higher gduotion with minimal or
inadequate basic skills. This is a special concern of mine because many of these
students don't know they has e Inadequate basic skills until they havediffkulties in
their freshman courses. Teachers, parents, and community leaders are concerned
with the declining test scores or high school juniors and seniors. This concern has
been publicized most by the, media. Board members and Zliool leaders are con-
cerned 'with the increased number of dropouts that occur in schools that hav.e
implemented new competency standards. If someone says, "We've implemented new
competency standards and more of our students are graduating with 'satisfactory
skills, " check to see if thoperéentage of graduates has declined.

/4 Many educators are concerned that the high public interest in the improvement
Oof basic skills instiuction will decline before adequate bask skill; programs are in

place. It is obvious that the federal support for basic skills is declining. Federal
leadership in reading and basic skills will not continue. Responsibility. for these
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' programs will be passed on to the states. Ai the present, Texas has a great'interest in
the_improvernent. of bash, skills. The Texas Assewnent of Basic Skills (TABS) test

has been used with all third, fifth, and ninth graders since 1980, This testing has led
post schools to implement better programs to improve basic skills instruction But
the concerns are these. Will there be the same interest in basic skills at the next
legislative session? Will school district staffs continue their effqrts to improve basic
skills instruction? Is there a danger that states or local schools will lose interest in

- basic skills programs before adequate instructional programs are in place? These
concerns ledThe staff of the Center for the Study of Basic Skills at outhwest Texas

State Untversity to sponsor the National Leadership Conferenc .. on basic Skills The
purpaKof the conference %as to Provide a forum for over 100 national leaders in
basic skills. These policy, makers used this conference lc identify and discuss
promising practices, probleMs, and solutions in basic skills instruction ,

The Center; for the Study 'Of Basic Stalls

. . Southwest Texas State University has a long history as an instituti6n committed
to teacher education. Shia 1903, the unhersity has progressectfrorn a two-year
normal school to a miltii-purpose university of over 15,000 Students. But the
emphasis on teacher eliuLation remains strong,Authwest Texas *State University
now prepares more teachers than any other un4v6sity in Texas. SWT's most distin-
guished graduate, President Lynclpn B. Johnson', Was always woud of his teaching
credentials and his degree from a teacher education institution It seems quite logical

that the nancinal leadership role in the improvement of basic skills inpuction
jshould etherge on the historic SWT campus.

-The-Center for theStwily of BasicSkills_was funiedin_1978 Under the Univer-
suy's Steeples of Excellence program. Initially, the Center included the epartments
of Education and Mathematics. In 1979, the Department of English joined the
original participants as an official member of the Center. Since that time, the Center

has been staffed b faculty from these three academic departments These are large

epartments with, over 40 faculty member,s in each department, This year the
Department of Speech Communication and Theatre Arts has joined the*Center The
cooperation of four departments which are housed in four different schools illus-
trates the commitment of the faculty and administratiort of Southwest Texas State

University to excellence.
The major goal of the Center is the identification.of successful practices for the

teaching of mathematics, reading, writing, and oral communication in elementary
and secondary schools. The primary thrust has been to improve, the teaching of

basic skills from kindergarten through.senior high. A secondary goal is to improve

the teacher and administrative preparation program so that SW'T gradnates are
professionals '. v4ho can help students attain basic, skills effectively. One special
emphasis of the Center has been placed on tht teaching of computer science as an
emerging bisic skill and as a fundamental tool for teaching other basis skills

In the past four )(Ms the Center staff has had time and funds to study effective
practices in basic skills. The staff has carried out research projects, visited many
schools to assess needs and observe effective programs, developed a collection of
basic skills currtgulum materials, and disseminated findings regUlarly The Center
staff,is partictdirly proud of the federally funded grantThe Southwest Texas
Prpgram for iMproving Basic Skills Instruction in the Seconclary.Schools'

Also, Southwest Texas State University has been selected as,the winner of the
1982 G. Theodore Mitau Award for innovattim and Change in Higher Education
This year. the American Association of State Colleges and Universities se ted

SWT's Center fqr theStudy of Basic Skills for its effective and inhovative aØrcch .
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to an issue of great national concern. hoss.to improve the teaching of.basic skills at
all levels. 4

Key Ideas In Teaching Basic Skills

Two years ago the Center staff identified the following researZh findings as the
key ideas in teaching basic skills. I believe that, a review of these ideas puts in
perspectivs the papers presented at the National Leadership Conference on Basic
Skills.

I Time spent in direct teaching is of die greatest importance if students are to
master basic skills. The frustrating thing about This idea is that it is so simple and'
logical However, othervers in classrooms have found that there is a tremendous
difference between scheduled time and direct teaching. Much time in elementary
classrooms is spent in non teaching activities collectingoapers, lunch monies,
discipline problems, ctc. In secondary classrooms in addiTrcin to these non-teaching
activities, students are out of class for other activitiesttaseball, school paper, FFA
meetings, rodeo, etc It's impossible for teachers to teach basic skills to students who
aren't there. The need to increase the amount of scheduled time for students is not
nearly, as important as using the presently scheduled time more effectively. Well
planned instruction with a high level or time on task promotes greater student
learning The amount of time spent in active teaching relates directly to increased
learning gains.

2. Students attain bask skills when their tzchers e.xpect them to achieve. This
key idea also sounds simplistic. But it's true. Mfichers who expect their stuslents to
learn attain much greater results than teachers who do not believe their students will
learn. Whatever _vve do in teaching depends_aa what we_think students are like.
Teachers who believe students can learn will try to teach them. A teacher who
believes that a student is unable to learn may give up trying to teach him or her or
spend days on a treadmill expending energy that will never matter. The teachet's
expectation of how much a student will learn often becomes a self-fulfilling proph-
ecy. Student achievement dan be affected by changing the expectancy level.

3 Good classroom management is required for teaching basic skills. Teachers'
managerial abilities relate positively to student anievement. Teachers who can
structure, maintain, and monitor student learning activities efficiently have a de-
cided advantage in teaching bask skills. Efficient management practices instituted
the first few days of school positively effect student learning for the entire school
year Basic behavioral guidelines should be communicated to students and followed
coMently. Teachers in well managed classrooms have more time on task to teach
basic skills. .

4. Good teaching Makes a difference in Student achievement of basic skills.
Results from theipas Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS) test reflect this Idea. In
one large countyMhool districts with large minority student enrollments had the
greatest difficulty in mastering basic reading, writing, and mathematics skills. But in
other school districts with large minority student enrollments, mastery of basic
subjects was high. Good teaching makes a difference. The most efficient teaching
machine ever invented is the teacher. Research findings consistently indicate that
there are teachers who are highly effective in teaching bask skills.. Enthusiastic,
skillful teachers are the backbone of an effective bask skills program. Behind all
students who exit school proficient in bask skills are good teachers who guided them
on their way.

5. Older students Who lack bask skills can be helped. It's easy for teachers and
administrators to classify, students and not expect them to achieve. However, anyone
who has taught for a few years has success stories. There are effective programs
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available at all levels lor older students ssho have limited skills in reading, writing,

and English. High school compbsnion laboratories, vocational training programs,

university remedial programs, reading clinics, and adult basic education programs

have all been successful for some students. Winston Churchill's advice, "Never give

up. Never. . . nesec. . . never," is appropriate for all of us/Cho .work with older

students.

Conclusion
The foregoing five research principles have treniendous implications for teachers

and administrators who want to help theirstudents master basic skills more effec-

tively. It is just such a set of fundamental convictions and expectations that teachers

must have itthey are to be successful.
From our work with the public schools in the Southwest Texas State University

area, we have learned that these five research findings, though deceptively simple;'

are not easily implemented. It takes hard work, a professional and dedicated faculty,

and sensitive administrators to put these findings into practice at any schooL

Hos4ever, this is the sort of effort that is needed in the 1980s if we are to ensure that

all our students attain the basic skills.
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QUALJT1( OF EDUCATION ALZATER1ALS:
A MA RKETING tEL2SPECTIVE

Carol B. Daniels
LINC Resources, Inc.

r" Thiiitoure of education is filled with challenges. Not only does the present econoinic
climate cause education to complete more With other sectors of the economy for
'aOlable funds, but 'the variods factions within the education community -are
competing also for decreasing funds. With the shit rto block grants for basic skills
an4 ihe resulting responsibility at the state level for allocation of federal funds for

1basic skills, there is much sconfusion and politic'al maneuvering on how to make.
available and spend"block grant. funds. Additionally, there is concern about the
limited amount of funds available to ptIrchase books and instructional materials, as
w O

warelts vying for school et

ell as about the quty of materials available commercially. Then,
technology in the form of microcomputers and soft
dollars Thos, not only is the aggregate budget for education smalter, but there are
niw morioptions for expenditure of funds fa instructional materials.

The conceni about the amount of funds avaiable to purchase books and instruc-
tional materials stems from the fact that even when there were more funds available
t purchase -these itemssuch as funds from Title 1V-B of the Elementary and
Secondary Act ihe latest data shoW that only 0.7 percent of the school budget was
spent for these items in 1980. That means, for a typical school district spending
$2,400 per child for education, only S19 was allocated for thepurchase of books and
other instructional materials. In a statement submitted to the Federal Commission
on Excellence in Education, the Association of American Publishers stated, "to the
extent that tbe.quality of instruction is depenclent upon a reasonable supply of
up-to-date books and instructional materials, condition's in 'today's schools are
growing steadily worse."

The coni;ern SbOut the quality of,materials available commercially stems from
the fact that the materials are the Mainstay of the curriculum for most teachers
even though many educators are questioning the wisdom of relying on materials that
they.think have many shortcomings.

Educators indicate that some of the shortcomings existing in present commer-
cially available materials Are ceptered in teachers' manuals, readability Levels, and
-workbooks ,For instanct, educators concerned with teaching reading are question-
ing how those responsible for teachers' manuals make decisions about what All be
taught and when; they also question why practice is relied on for instruction rather
than direct teaching, followed by appropriate practice. Educators note that the,
readability level often varies within textbooks, two texts that appear equally. appro-
priate in terms of content coVerage and degree of difficulty may be quite different
with respect to readability variation, concern about the quality of workbooks that
are used t6 aCcompany texts is being expressed also. Educators point out that many
workbooks have ambiguous and unclear directions, often, the exercises in the
workbooks do hot relate to what is supposed to be tagght.

The influence of commercial,ly available materi4 is powerful. Nccording to, a
survey conducted by the Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE) Insti-
tute, over 12,000 teachers of grades K-12 report that comrtiercially purchased
instructional materials are used during 90 to 95 percent of allilassroom time. These
teachers also report that if the materials they are using were 4iddenly unavailable,
they Ivould opt to use other similar commercially available instructional materials
rather than do without.
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Publishers of educational mato lak have a tremendous impact on what occurs in
the classroom. By the time instructional materials reach the classroom, many
Important decisions have been made already by the publisher ahout curriculum in
general, and about how instruction in a particular material vv ill be arranged such
&decisions about the goals and objectives of thc matenal, decisions about the scope,
and sequence of content, decisions about which specific teaching and learning
activities will be contained in the material to Jtimu la tc learning of the content, and
decisions about ways of assessing the learner's progress through and mastery of the
material. . A

The fact that computepand software are very definitely going to be a part of the
sclool world reinforces the need for educators to exert influence on publishers of
educational materials. If publishers are convinced that educators will continue to
buy materials presently available, publishers might be prone to produce these same
materials in new electronic packaging. ,

Publishers agree that shortcomings do exist, However, they point out that most
educational products arc produced for a national market, and decisions about_w hat
to publiArmust be based on marketing cosiderations!Mosl publishers are sincerely
concerned with educatidnal$uality and relevance, and many of them rely on market

.researchasking teachers what they want and what they buy. But the bottom
line is that many teachers and others do not knoy, how t ke wise selections and
therefore continue to buy what is familiar rather than make critical judgments about
products under consideratioli, therefore, publishers will continue to produce the
best product they can sell rather than the best product they can devise.

Regardless of what curriculum guides say on paper, school districts must come to
termswitluhe_commetcaally, published_textbotiks,yotIsboolvs,_and other print And
nonprint materials that actually define so much of what learners experience and
teachers are meant to teach in the classroom. Those involved in the selection'of
matenals should have training in the criteria necessarkto select materials, and they
should Insist on evidence that the materials actually do what they purport to do

In most school districts, the selection of instructional materials is often delegated
to one or a few individuals. jn many elementary .schools, it is the principal who
selects the major materials. In some schools, the principal may ddegate the respon
sibility for selection of masarials to a curriculum consultant or a committee of
teachers, Teachers do have very definite assets, to contribute to the selection of
materialsthey know the ability levels of their students, they are aware of the
reading vocabulary and the potential ,difficulties resulting from an inappropriate
reading lever, they have a feel for whetker or not material will integrate well with the
rest of the curriculum being taught,. and they know whether or not the materials are
likely to appeal to thcir students. Bin despite their potential for offering a posithe
contribution, teachers as a Whole play an insignificant role in the selection of
jnstiuctional materials.

,

In one survey, 45 percent of the teachers surveyed said they had no role in
selecting materials, 30 percent spent less than one hour a year on selection, and 25
percent' spent an average of 10 hours a yeat on the selection process. Repeated
assessments of teachers* perceived needs have found that they want help in in& idu
alization ancNnvselecting materials. Because teachers arc often not aware of the full
range of Available materials nor ofiflow Allocate them, teachers w.guld, certainly
benefit from,AddittOnal training. m selecting instructional maieriffs. Also, they
should be sncouraged to rely on commem reviews, recommendadons, sninmaries
of evaluations, and selection guides.

The criteria for the selection of materials for instruction arc many and varied,
and there arc various levels of decision-making in the selection of materials. Anyone

tor
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.
wanting to pursue that subjes.t in LIWIC .11:nit should read one or all three books
Marda Woodbury. As a Four), the books are entitled .Selearng Matertals for
Instruaton, separated into handbooks they di e 4lled Assitexand Paltteskfedia and
the Currhulunt, and SubjeLt Areas and Implementauun (Libraries Unhmited,
Littlgton, Colorado, 109).

Greatd insolsement in the seleoion qt. instrutional materials would help to
make edu..ators mor.e aware of their potential' influme on the quality of materials
that publishets offer. IL Is Ilea ,enough for the experts to write papers and articles
ab'out lethal is.needed and ;Nut what praties ale best. Edu..ators must be influ
ened to hew= more disgintinating in their seleolon of instruulonal materials,ky
refusing la purOase materials that are. not salidated and prosen effeuise with
learners. Only when publishers begin to see sales drop will they be fored to spend
more time and effort to ehminate the shor twoungs of present materials and then to
be more selective is to future offerings.

Edu.ators and publishers are enouraged to reaSseSs present instrutional mato
rials and then to fake tbe Lime to determine IttA the ideals of the edthators and the

. pra..tkalities of fhe publishers ...an best be meshed to pros ide instrutional materials
that are retesant and useful for the best education for pupils in the 1980s;

*This papa :. plodu,cd b 1,INC Resoun.es, In....thiough the Babl, Skills Nahdation and Marketint
Program. lunded b .he Bash. Sivdls Improvement Progiam, the L.S.Department A Edtmatton,Gontiact
Numba 300-80-093 7 Hjci. opinions expressed herein do not net:essartb ieflet.t tlx position ot polo., of
me Lnited States Dcpartmern ot Ldw.atiort and no offmal cndoisement of the Lasted Stairs Department of
Education should be inferred.
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cONTINUING TI , KEST: LEADERSHIP FOR IMPROVING
THE QUA ITY OF CHOOLING IN THE 1980s

Forrest W. Parkay aq,d Sharon O'Bryan
Southwest Texas Sta-te University

As many of ihe papers in this, volume have pointed out, hardlpa day goes by that the
media do not remind US anew bf.the fact that dur nation's schools are not teaching
all then students the basic,skills. The literacy; rate in the United States has dropped
alarmingly during the last two decades, and, as a brief ro;iew of those 2,0 years
indicates, the problem Seems frustratingly beyond our best innovative efforts

Since the 1960s, the federal government has spent hundreds of millions of dollars
In its quest to improveschools. The results of these efforts, many observers would
say, have been disappointing, others, like Paul Copperman (1980, p. 75), seven

contend that these reforms have actually contributed fo dr "decline" of reading,
writing, and learning. '

During the years following the Civil Rights Act of J964, educational policy
makers and the general public became increasingly aware that our nation's schools,,
in significant numbers, were failing to educate their students for meaningful partici
pawn in our complex society. The gravity of this failure was evidenced by the
frequency with which educators, such as Charles Silberman (1970), came to refer
matter-of-factly to the "crisis" situation in the schobls apd to call for a "remaking"
of American education.

Responding in typically hmerican fashion, Americans began to try to remake
their schools bYinf using great amounts ofThoney into the educational system We at

first believed that, equalization of academic achie.vement could, be achieved by
assuring that school districts had equivalent resourcesbuildings, equipment, and

6 instructional supplies. After all, it was easy to assiune that certain schools reflected
below average achievement because of inadequate resources.

The foregoing assumption was directly challenged, however, by James Coletpan's

0966) report on equality of education' opportunity. He found that differences in
resources among schools were not that important, instead, differences in test results
appeared to be related to differences in student backgrounds. The student's immedi-

ate peer group influenced academic achievement most strongly. In short, the more
middle-class students in a school, the better the academic achievement of any given

student.
Coleman's findings encouraged a massive effort to remake American societyto

solve our country's socialwroblemsvia the schools. Somehow, the schotas were to
become the great equalizer of the'conditions of men. The elimination of poverty,
racism and segregation, crime, unemployment, and other social Illsrather than
learningbecame the schools' major tasks during the era of the Great Society.

In the midst of this effort, Christopher Jencks (197 ) asSerted that improving
schools would not reduce djfferences in income amo adults. To many, Jencks'
findings seemed,.to say that' sch66ft "didn't matter' that changet in curriculum
and teachers methods an,d materials ,would not resylt in increased student achieve

mr
Nevertheless, there is today a, growing body of evidence thatrefdtes the notion*.

that "schools don't matter." Instead, we are beginning to discover just how schools
do matter. TaLen as a collection, the papers in this volunte represent a compelling,
convincing stifement that today we possess adequate knokdielo improve diamat
ically basic Skills instruction in the 1980s.
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We know that priverly run sthools can increase student learning. The major
differences between sthools that are siktessful and those that.are not is in the
qualiof their edutational programsnot the quantity of then resourtes. Effettive
sthoog are tharacterized by several fattors. strong, tapable leadership by the
printipal, a sthoorwide emphasis on bask skills, a sthool limkte that emphasizes
ord6 anti karning, appropriately high teather expectations for student athieve-
ment, and a clearly thought out system for assessing student Progress.

The foregoing factors are onfirmed in strikingly similar fashion by the authors
of the papers ia this volume. Ross Taylor, for example, tonvineingly destribes the
protedures used in Minneapolis to raise etu.dents' stores in mathematits i.ontepts
and computition a full year above national normsthe approath emphasizes a
ummitment to mathematits instruttion,'high teather expwations, time on task,
kadership, and a'tarefully developed instructional management system. Thomas
Good, in his summary of the last ten years of edutational researth, identifies some
df the majvn variables absouated with student lear lung teather expettatiorts, active
teaching, and tlassroom management. And Shirley Jackson points out how the
increased educational athievement of large groups of thildren in this %.ountry
positively torrelated ,with teahers who believe students t an master ,objectiyer,"7..,\
with adequate time for direct instruttion and independent practice, with stiong
instructional leadership, and with an orderly, positive school climate:

t A Direction for 1980s

Having distused awe we've been and what we've learned during our q
improve instruction, let us suggest the direction we need to "pursue:in, the 1980s.
While there is no doubt that these are tumultuous times for edutational finante, we
need lo move ahead with renewed energy to ensure that all pupils reap the benefits

I' of whaie iWiesently know about intreasing student athicvement. And what we do
knowis,that the quahty of a teather's instruttion and dassroom managemern makes
a difterence...A studeni learning. Thus, our tfforts in the.1980s need to,locus more

edirectlY on,ImProving the quality of teathing not only increasing the quantity of,
. teaching ts is evidented by our present concern with time on task and other similar ,so
adapts. Effective teathers are distinguished not only by the amount of time they..
spend on instruction but how they spend this time. *.

What, then, do we mean by quality in teaching': Quality teathing otturs when the
teacher's attions are informed by a sensitive understanding of, and "febling for," the
many fattors w Nth influente the teather student relationship at any given moment.
This understanding is dearly seen in the effective teacher who sensitively fatilitates
edutative relationships and then diretts these relationships tosvard desired lear nings.

While we are unable to offer a set of ten easy-to-follow stepsvto ensure qualify in
bask skills instruttion, there are five principles whtch ought to guide us in our quest
for quality.

Those concerned with basic skillswhether practitioners, policy makers, or
researthers must remember that edutational problems are profoundly t omplex
and, as suth, are beyond the simple solutions whiclare often proposed. Edutational
pro elm. are multidimensional not'unidimensioM1. There are, as our past efforts
to prove basic skills instruction remind us, no paneceas.

In fine with the above, we must remember that theit is no one right way to
teaXthe baiit skills, no one right way to achieve quality. We therefore entourage
educators, regardless of subject rqa, to adapt the stance that Lloyd Kline urges
reading edutators to recognize Ahat "pluralism is preferable to uniformity." Single,
simple answers (while perhaps ppealing) arc difficult 10 justify, as the problem
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vanes from classrodm to, classroin, from 51:11001 tO school. Effectivegachers use
highly divergent methods, and thento %.ompound the problem not even these
teachers are effective with all stpdents. Thus, we annot sayjor example, that
increasing time on task alone will, tnnll instances, result in greater student achieve
ment. Or -that encutfiaging teachers to convey greater expectations of students will,
ipso facto, lead to greater learning. Or that increasing efforts at classroom
management. . . . What we can encourage all teachers to do, though, it to increase
their understanding of the patterns of variables that influence student learning ift
their particular situations.

Teachers, educational polky,makers, and researchers must strive for a deeper
understanding of classroom dynamics, efforts must be made to achieve conceptual
clarity in our thinking about problems in bask skills'instruction. Only thenkan
teachers apply intelligently the findings presented in this volume. This, of course, is
not easily done, but that should not deter us from trying to get teachers to think
more carefully about why they do what they do in the classroom: We need io
encourage teachers to grow professionally and to monitor and to examine their
reaching behaviors.

In.the 1980s, we must encourage teachers to improve their d8cision making
they search for their own most effective methods for teaching the basic

skills. Teachers shoultlearn to become problem solvers and decision makers rather
than Implementers of' systems, programs, and materials. Teachers need to develop
ways of 'making decisions on their own about what techniques, materials, and
Models or theories to apply in a particular situation. .

Finally, we must, during the 1980s, work for an educational sstem that not
,only fulfills the short-range goal of increasing student achievement in the basic skills
but also the loqg-range goal of demonstrating tO students how continuous, life long
learning can ehible them to live more satisfactory, meaningful lives. The bas' ics of
knowledge and skill are only part of the "essentials" of education. We need to
ensure that not only do our students read, writs, compute, and speak well but that
,they learn, for example, to think logically, to understand and to apply scientific,*
methods, to make informcd decisions; and to use technology wisely and humanely.

The Challenge

As we continue the quest for quality education in the 1980s, perhaps a reappraisal
of the definition of basic skills is in order. Too often educators have sought to
promote this or that innovation without considering toward,what end or for what
larger, hopefully humane, purpose the new method was suited. Shortsighted reme
dies accomplish little. Without long range, thought(ul consicletation.we may end up
in the same spot ttiat the Greek King Tantalus occupied. Recall that, to pay for his
misdeeds, Tantalus was condemned by Zeus to stand in 1-1ad4, burning with thiist,
in chest-deep water that receded when he bent to Mink. PeriAtually suffering from
hunger,,he had fruit dangling above his headbut it slipped beyond .1i4s reach
whenevalie sought to pluck it. Harold Shane, author of The Educational Signifi
cance ol The Future (1973), used the analogy of the story to ,wodder how in.the
world we have managed to put ourselves into a situation in whipi the better things
get, the worse they become. 13evore that as we work on conquering the basics we
may be no closer to our.goal of attaining the elusive fruit of quality.

To prepare students adequately to live in the future, then, wemust teach addi
urinal basic skills such as those Lupica (1982) outlines, coping with chaRge; antici
paung alternative future developments, knowing how to learn; 'using' computer,
voice, and visual equipment, developing human relations skills, and learning effec
tive citizenship skills. We must, as Lupica points out, educate students to study
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futurc possibilities b) making them aware uf major...vitt and developments that are
highly probable and by having mem analyze the Jhoi t and long lange problems and
opportunities these issues wilt raise. For as Akin Toffler (1970) suggcsts, thc habit
of anticipation is more important than speufiv bus of advanve information. Hence,
learning how to lovate, obtain, and employ information will give learners the
process skills for thinking.

The ability to know how to learn, as Lupica (1982, pp. 120-21) makcs clear in thc
following, is an essential basic skill that out stadents must avquire today if thcy arc

. to solve the problems of tomorrow: .
ft. Knowing how to learn is a process skill, while knowing what to learn is a

content skill. In thc future, we will need individuals who have been traincd to
think rather than to remembet. Increasingly, thc information one learns in svhool
may becomc dated, irrelevant, or useless. Further, students will n6t bc able to
memorize thc vast amounts 9f inTormation generatedllby cxtcndcd computer
capacities. . .

Thus, oar continuing effectiveness resides in oar ability to learn how to find,
obtain and usc information resources which provide the latest data necessary for
solving problems or faking advantage of opportunities. These process skills help
learners think analytivally and intuitively, which in turn heles thcm organize thcir
thoughts, dcfinc Tblems, or opportunities, ask thc proper questions to reach
solutions, understa d relationships and ,;onnections among materials, synthesize
information in A holistic manner, and choose thc bcst solution(s) among thc
alternatives. Process skills also provide the learnet with thc ability to observe and

P recognize irtonsistenoes in data, Propaganda techniques, advet using stratcgies,
and consunler product information.
This certainly expands thc definition of basic skills froni thc content of comput

ing, rcading, writing and speaking to include thc processes of thinking, analyzing
and problem solving. A quality edtkation must, of course, pursue both dimensions
of excellence. .

In suminary, thc challenge during the 1980s is to keep alive thc quest to improve
thc quality of schooling for America's children. It is our hope that thc 1980s will bc
remembered as the decade during which research proven principles of effective
instfuction were implemented to give students bask educational skills to v.ope in a
changing world. I A
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